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TH E 70th M ADRAS M USIC CONFERENCE  
O FFICIAL REPORT

The O pening Day

15-12-1996

The 70th Annual Conference of the Music Academy, Madras 
was held at the T.T. Krishnamachari Auditorium in the premises of 
the Academy, 306, T.T.K Road, from 15th December 1996 to 1 st January 
1997.

The Conference was inaugurated by Hon'ble Dr. Kalaignar 
M.Karunanidhi, Chief Minister of Tamil Nadu, at 6.00 RM. on Sunday 
the 15th December 1996.

The Inaugural function began with invocation song rendered 
by Dr. Manjula Sriram and Smt. Revathi Subramanian, Lecturers of 
the Teachers College of Music, Music Academy.

The President of the Academy, Sri T.T. Vasu welcomed the 
members of the Academy, members of the Advisory Committee and 
distinguished guests, vidwans and vidushis and garlanded the chief 
guest, Dr. Kalaignar Karunanidhi.

Sri Vasu, in his address said:

Respected Dr. Kalaignar Karunanidhi, Chief Minister of 
Tamil Nadu, Vidwan Dr. N. Ramani, Members of the Academy's 
Advisory Committee, Vidwans, Vidushis, Distinguished Invitees, 
Ladies and Gentlemen:

With great pleasure I extend to all of you a hearty welcome to 
the inauguration of the 70th Annual Conference of this Academy.

7 0 6 u g ) mn‘n>iri_«m _aj (S6U6Wt@ lo e iw rri

6rfbJ£B6rr (S6U6wr@(S«[r6in6Tr iD«jrih &-6uj55j| 6j-fi)(TiiabQ*rr6W5r®, 
6U0«na» d5rj>$0«@ib ajifilipaj iciT6borL|if>l(9j ®«n60(gjii
L_rr«L_iT «06ronriS) l̂ njnw 6̂on_|L_guir> tod3jpfr̂ uj_gniub
6IJ(rCo61JfT)̂ (ofr)60r. %60)6D(g)IT 6̂Urr®6IT 6rfr)Qa66OT(o6II 1975lb <̂ 6CBrip_60



j (Flij£>&> 6̂0)LJli96&7 496Ugj LDrrr5fTL_6ini_̂  )̂fD{B0 «r>6LÎ §J
Qu(36old6S)ILI« (gjflSÎ gil c£|fflujQajf7(3 Q̂ n'rr)QurrL£l60)6ij 

r̂r)f̂ liLj6iT6rrrrrr. ^rr^1iLJ6b 6iirr6orrrbr6l6U n>r76OT«f76)jg] (jpanrTjujrr®
(Lp̂ 6065)LD̂ <?rr QufrgiiLjCBufbauerrerrCB̂  ^i6iirr^j r̂ lrreurraŝ  $(t)6B)id<s&@
§>0 &rT6OTf0], ^6U06CM_IL1 <B60)60 ^IT65J^^lrD@ <9BfF6\)6)J5̂ GO ^^IlLJrrff- 
<£l6OT6OTLDTa 6)Sl6T7TEd(gj61J6Fj] 611617(6361117 (oS>m_l_(y)li) y,LDL|«r70LD ^,@LD.

t̂£)Lpa5@6D65̂ l637lfl607 2_6IT6r7fcJ®6rfi6b 1̂7365(111)17607 l̂_.£60)fljU 
QufT)2U6r76r7 <$6m6\)(0 rr «̂ 6ui7«6T7 qk §>uufr)fD ^(r£)iu6b6ur7$iLir7«6ijLb, 
rSlr76ur7̂ liurr(B6i|Lb, ^L l̂ip^nrL.41.607 ^6ofla5̂ 60)606U(rr7a6ijLb, 6)S)6r7rii@6ugj 
l_607, (Lp33L61lp 67607LjQufTJJLO |§lLJ60, £§)60)6-, r5T7l_«lb 67607(1) ajJ60VT)«6Tf)6b 
)̂60)6007UJf7)(7) L|6\)60)LD Qu(T)£)J l̂«LpU6UI7. £li)lip J§)606&̂&)lULb 67607(7) 
LDf7Qu0Lb 66L_6\Sl6U ^Lp(5gj| (Lp^^l® @6Tfl^§J @jp(o67n76)SluJLi) (oUnWJD 
)̂lD(r jgl6Oa l̂Urija60)6T7LJ U60)l_ajaj6Uf7. (̂T#llLJ60)60 6)51l_ ^606&£)lLj(olD 

^6Lir7 6)5l0Lbl_|Lb gj]60)(T) 67607{T)J 361.̂ 607[760 L6)60>«SillJf7a&r7SjJ.

I extend a hearty welcome to Vidwan Dr. N. Ramani who will 
shortly be elected as the President o f the 70th Conference. Vidwan 
Ramani is held in such high esteem in the field o f kam atic Music that 
his choice was widely welcomed by one and all. Ramani hails from 
Tiruvarur, the holy city hallowed by its association with the Trinity o f 
Kamatic music. By an interesting coincidence, he studied at the Board 
High School at Tiruvarur where our respected Chief Guest o f  this 
evening, Dr.Kalaignar himself had his education earlier. Ramani belongs 
to a family o f  flutists and had his initial training under his grandfather, 
Azhiyur Narayanaswami Iyer, a versatile musician. The musical 
ambience in the house enabled Ramani to absorb knowledge even when 
he w as a ch ild . H is becom ing  a d isc ip le  o f  the legendary  
T.R.Mahalingam (Flute Mali), also a close relative, was the turning 
point in Ramani's career as a flutist and he soon reached the pinnacle o f  
excellence in handling the instrument.

Ramani's first concert at this Academy was in 1956 when he 
was only 22 and thereafter his recitals have become a regular feature. 
Vidwans V. V. Subramaniam and Trichy Sankaran, who accompanied 
him in 1956, have also emerged as top-ranking artistes and will be 
accompanying Ramani in his concert on the 20th instant. I am sure that 
our 70th Conference will benefit by his direction and guidance.
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THE 70TH MADRAS MUSIC CONFERENCE 3

In addition to Dr. Ramani, this Academy has selected four 
eminent artistes to be honoured for their solid contribution to our 
performing arts, Brahmasri T.S.Balakrishna Sastrigal and Vidwan 
Thanjavur Sankara Iyer, are to receive the title o f 
'Sangita Kala Acharya', a gold medal and cash award while 
Bharata Natyam Guru, Smt. K.J. Sarasa and senior vocalist, Vidwan 
Madirimangalam Ramachandran will receive a citation and 
T.T.K. Memorial cash award.

B rah .iasri Balakrishna Sastrigal is the doyen among 
Harikatha exponents today and has been preserving the precious art of 
Tamilnadu for many decades. He is noted for his powerful style of 
exposition, deep knowledge of purailic literature and excellent singing 
of compositions.

Vidwan Thanjavur Sankara Iyer belongs to a family of Tamil 
Scholars of the Trichy District and passed the 'Sangita Bhushanam' 
course at the Annamalai University with distinction. Known for his 
deep knowledge of Kamatic music, he is a noted music composer whose 
compositions have become popular during his own life time. This is the 
second time the Academy is honouring this outstanding musician.

Bharata Natyam Guru K. J. Sarasa hails from an ancient family 
of dance teachers of Karaikal and was trained in dance by the veteran 
Vazhuvur Ramiah Pillai. She founded her dance school 'Sarasalaya' in 
1960 and has been responsible for training many of the front rank 
Bharata Natyam artistes of today. She is the recipient of several awards 
including the one from the Sangeet Natak Academi.

Vidwan Madirimangalam Ramachandran is a distinguished 
alumnus of the Annamalai University where he secured the degree of 
Sangita Bhushanam in first class. After an active performing career, he 
joined the All India Radio and retired as the Chief Producer of Music. 
He is kftown for his professional competence in music.

I am glad to announce that our Spirit of Youth Festival of 
Music and Dance as also our Vadya Madhuri Festival for instrumental 
music have become regular features, thanks to the generous support 
we are receiving from leading business houses in Madras. In addition,
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we celebrated he 50th year o f India's independence by honouring all 
artistes who had rendered patriotic songs in films and on the stage 
during the freedom struggle period.

Another interesting programme organised by this Academy was 
'Pibare Rama Rasam' in which lecture-demonstrations were presented 
by scholars on Rama as depicted in the works of Tyagaraja, Bhadrachala 
Ramadasa, Arunachala Kavi and Tulsidas.

While welcoming all o f you again, I request Hon'ble 
Dr.Kalaignar to inaugurate this 70th Annual Conference of our 
Academy.

Thank you.

INAUGURAL ADDRESS

Dr. M. Karunanidhi delivered the inaugural address:

Dr. Karunanidhi traced the histoiy of music from Tamil Sangam 
period and said music emanated from dance, which was very ancient. 
However, over the years, music earned a more prominent place than 
dance.

He said people flock to hear Western music but when compared 
to the mellifluous music of flute or veena, Western music would pale 
into insignificance.

He said his father had asked him to learn nagaswaram but he 
gave it up after a few days as he feared that he might lose his self 
respect, once he became a Vidwan. If nagaswara Vidwans were treated 
with respect today, the credit must go to Thiruvavaduthurai 
Rajarathnam Pillai.

Dr. Karunanidhi lauded the significant role being played by the 
Music Academy in promoting Carnatic music all these years. The 
Academy's reputation was such that the award presented by it to 
musicians and other artistes was regarded as the Nobel prize for music 
and art. If there was one thing which gave an opportunity to politicians 
like him to relax or have peace of mind, it was music. N. Ramani, flute
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exponent, who had been selected to preside over this year’s conference, 
richly deserved the honour, he said.

The full version of the Tamil speech of Dr. M Karunanidhi 
appears below:

^fi)&£ ®SÎ 6u <?snuuSlgu«ni_uj 706ugj ^j,6dor@ iDrrr5rrCif.6b 
e-riia&6tT ^i«n6or6u«niTLMLb 3^$®$65rfT) 56060 6UfrtuuiSI«n6cru Oupn) 
«moa®rr« J5rr6br ^@1563 iDdP|p££)iL|ii> Ou0 «ni£>iL|ijb Qa&rr6ird&l(ojT)6br. 
6U(J’(S«llfT)LJ«n(ruSl6b 6UlTdi 6̂UIT&6(T @n$IULS)L-i_63>£U (SufT60, ®irF)£8- 
ff65)uu9€w j5(Tfi)u^rr6ij§i 6%>rraSl6b njnw &6orj)6ji Qairajor©
6^1«nrr6urr6cr g>6br«np glane1 <^p$)uSl0«d3(ofD6br.
^l^fr)@u lilrrxgj (y3uu«5fT6iOT0«<0a@u (3{D@g>frcbr e_rija5«n6rr£

6ijiriLiU60>ULJ Q ujD f$0ffid il(ofD 6or. ^16060)60, @ 6w «n60

6iifTflFr 6T6OT 6tf)6or ^ 6̂ tpa£l60rrT) 6umuu«nuu QufT)rf)l0 «$(ofT)6br. @lj)6> 
(ipuu^frsjbr© «rr60 l̂«ni_Q6U6iflij96b 6r^60)6orSiurr 6FJD2)]£<5npaj 
a&6ir lditjojprBje&eiT @0ri>s>n'6£]Lb 6&l.i_  6r6ora@ub 6urr« ^6U(ra^rp>«@Lb 
^«ni_(oiuiL|6n-6rr n>i_n<5 g]«n(Du9Co60 6rfij£ LDfrrr)fD(ipib 6j-fi)UL_ 
6&606B)60. 6TLDfrn)(D(ipii) ®a«n6rruj6i5l6065>6o. ^|i^uu«ni_u36br
«fr{r«wnjDfr6&^rr68r @{5^  fSla^p^uSKSeo n>nw &6op§j Qa&fT6rr«rr
Co6U6tKjr0QijO6brg)) (£a&i_L_6iji_6or §>£gi6& Qa&rr6ror(2L_6or.
Q&ir&reû leo $fTLCLb j§leo6B)6o. eBrrtj-smb 6r6brgn«ni_uj @6060£$rj)<sj
i£l« ^0(SaiM6n’6rr n>L_ri)(oaj 6Uf$gj e&6ori>gii Q«&fr6rr«rra&
6tQ.Lf.UJ £.6TT6rr §>0 LD6DDTL_Û l̂6b oSipiT r56ffH-Qufpj
6U [̂T60, @ £0)0  g>ULj^60 6>60J5§| Qfi&IT6IT61lf§)6D 6]3liJLJL|
§)60T2}JL6l6O«n6O.

6><0«nff iDn,6ui_L_<5«na56:- CSê rfr̂  ̂ ^ 6ff)6OT6U0 a&(gjib Qu0 «nic

t̂eOTjru njiT6or a&60j56jj 0an-6rr^(Sn)6ur 6T6OTu§ j l;̂ 1uj Q^uĵ I 
^6060. (ipetjrCu U60 r^a&Lp^aberfleo r5ir(o6cr 6r«rg)j60x_iij
<5&ij75ja&6mT6b $60 ^«j)6u«6rf]6b ^«D6u<B6rfl6or îriTLSIcb ajipr&iau 
lh_ l_ ®Sl0a>i*6OMar rriD̂ ocffkiSlsjr &pTEU6»6ifl(<>60 ^LJU6O)L.fi5 l̂0a l̂(on)6sr. 
^ a i 0 sni_uj «(ip^^l(o60 u)rr6in6oujfr« ^ 6̂ 6̂ ^ ^ 0 «^(ofp6br. ^ 5 5
6U60)6&uSI(o6O ^6OT6mfT)«@ «£{aj60r Q<$rTLji'61£)lUrr« ^Ift^p^u9(o60 
6&60n>6jl Q £6 fT 61161^60 {Tj (T60T uSl@fi>6j Ou0«mDLL|LD C_ 61160̂  ftLLJLb
06&ir6rr̂ )(o(D6or.



^&lrrrTLDUL|(T)^ja.6Tf]^jLD ^n^(y)a& LD rr6or 

Q<̂ 6OT6̂ 6f5r uSIiy^a ^lam-uS

JJlajj ®3̂ 6u e-anu. «i0ffia&LDfr« 6r6rf)iu (Lp6ovt)u9(o6o
0^^6060 <ociJ6ror0QLD6ora)fr6O LD6orrr)ib. Griii&ff, 6$£6iJ8> â anu
aiwugj 1928ld ^j,6wr0 §̂)l.uljlLl_ Ouiurr. 1928ld ^6w r0 rsnw 
f5fT6br@ aiiugi @ipr560>£iuir« 4§)0f5a> CSurr̂ j, iflron̂ ajj sSigeu
ffsnu. £ idl|£  Q^l_ijl£  Q^0«8(©6O L_rre&L.iT l̂̂ fî swrrr prsij 
6̂urra5(6rF)6ff)i_uj (̂oa&irajp- rjrrLDrrrrrrcij î6urr«^5«m_uj @©36oa><§)(x>6o

(Ŝ rrn̂ r)CkD0 ^§l* ^ 6uGkurr0  rsfr^ib, §>6iiQfiurr0  ^,«wr0 ib 6U6rriTT5̂ j,
6U6mT|5§l 6̂OT«nn>S&@ <5l$LpJ5irCt$L(o60 (tp«D60 (Lp0a0€66rfl6b, Îrj-rriDiij 
«6if)(o6o Qawrru (Sa&LlL_ir<w «n_L_ 0̂ 65r«n65ruSI(Seo ifily,#)® îafri_ifil 
6rrw(offiu5l0a&̂ lfT)̂ j 6iwrry (S«L_i_iT6b Q̂ rfluja&«5i_î iu «£j6rr®Slrr)@ i_|«ip 
6um ijr5^ § > 0  rflTlj6Li6crLDrr« j§ l§ |  ©Slernsi^l 6D0^&lfT)§|,

gg)& r§1(T)j6U6orfi5̂ 6br n̂rihjfr« ueo (SiD«na>a»6rr $n}uiS)®e&uuL_if- 
0 ®$6orfDn,rr«6rr. t£liy,$« |̂«irL_iJ5lii9(o6o -  ^ 6bor@ iDrrn>frilijL(<!60 
©Sl0 §i OujTyojgi, L)aip 0ug)j6u§j, ÎfTjuq Quiry6ugj 6r«jruaj| (&5rru6o 
urfla Oufryajanaju (SuiT6o 6$£6UT6ar&(§3&@ 6̂Bn0(?£Trr|jLb
rB«nL_0ujTû l6brrr) gglane1 6̂ 1̂ prrab«dT U60 e_6wr0. l̂06O)6iiujnrfT)f6Ko6o 
^kjrr6^*uj065x_uj sjd^qjud f56ax_Quf̂ $6&m)g|. |5ii>(ip«ra_iLi (tpuu«jrrrfT 
1̂6U(T€B6rr̂ (T6br (ip6br«jfl6or{TU «£j«J>a> f5L_£d§l« Q«fT6wri$_0®̂ n)iT(T. 
6̂tna>u (ourr60 6̂wr«5onrLD«neo Oa-Lif " Ttr )̂6Ufr«6rnr6u Q^m_ny«u 

u l .0  0 p f5 ft e ^  rn r^rrg? «£j&jrr«6mr6b, (o u p ^ ifk u ir  &>eo& ^6urr€66rnr6b 

6imp̂ ûOL̂ r)(rij, 8fb6B)&) QjffkufTp’60, (Surrr̂ gjrr 6̂wr6t5Dnr 6̂urra66mreb
6U§2)(o6UfT)n)LJUL.0, 0̂ rrL_rirj5g] r56WL.Qurrŷ l6brfp sjLfilipanap aSkprr
6̂wr60onnD«j)6D û 6OTn)a>e§l<o60 ^^©CajrrrrjjLb j5«nL_Qufr)njj ^aj| 

Qu0 ii> ana16urr60orfr««nerrs1 $fDUi3«^6onr) u6Bof)uSls»6or r̂rjrf))
6U0̂ l«JTfDgj.

6T60r(o6U g>0 jj§l_LD, ^60570 £§)l_lb 6T60rp5l6U6OmjD6U U60 
@L_rii«6rfl(Seo @a)«56ff>6oruj l̂asLpê a&aT, 6̂DOT6oarrrLD6ff)60
iD6orp)â 6b, §̂lrii(Sa& uSlŷ l̂a f̂fim-uSluSleo, Q̂6&r6ff>«jru5)(26D rj\£ls, 
d’(0ai6ofl «jrraSl6b (p^ajifilipu (ourr«n6u ffirrhSleu U60 a&6â 6U(0fra6iT, 
U60 6̂in̂ 6Lin’6oanr<s6iT «60ijgi 0arr6TT̂l6OTfT) 6̂rroSlji)@ £56?7>i—Qunpjeuay 
«B65or0 j5(T6br i£)0rj^ LD̂ l̂ paF̂ ) QasfT6̂ G>fT)6br.

7̂ 1̂iU6b6Ufr l̂«6ir 6̂0>6rruutffTij£lrD —ub LD6orpn5ĵ 6tT
6nija&«B)6mj (ouirsijrrT) !̂r<£luj6b6Drr$«<§$a&@, §̂)60)6rruurrfTn 

6ii r̂r)0  §>0 ^li—ub )̂65}i_fl&asfra3rr 6T6brgij Q«rr .̂iu Q6uuSle6)6u uiueouriD
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Jglroa& iDLb. @ 6 o* 4 3 uj€5 g]60>n), ^ 6o«^ iu £^ 6O )0)u 5!6£ |L b , r&ir^ub

*r& j*L _uui_n‘LD60, 51711) rBib(ip66x _ u j &.60^pu60MJ ^ 6oarrLDeb, §>uj6ur7s> 

fiLL-fiBrrmj^i Qai76bo7@ , ^ 60)*u 3607  (Lp6DLDrr« 5 id60)ld 517(010 ldS lp 

606u < 5gj«  Qairerrdsln) j£ l« ip * £ l« 6 r7  f56mi_Qurpjd&l6brfD
^ L _ r e j« 6rnr@ ii). 67607(o6u ,® j(j-rf)iu6b6ur7<§l® (§5a@  ^ l« n 6rruufrjT) 

^l«f)i_«^l6brfD  ^ _ L D ir«  E_6rrb'rr @ 60) *  iD6crrr)iij®6Tf]6b @ § j (Su nw n) 
j£ l« j£ * £ l* 6rfl(o6o  *6onj5jj Q*i76iT6ug>] 6rrij®<§rF>a@ a_fi)*i7«Lb 

an_^ .iu§j; sfn:® a.LD 6Tfl««««si_i1p .iugi; <$({5$  6u«n«iiSKB6o rBrreor @ 5 5  

6ui7iulj60)u  67607s&@ri)n) Q u0 ib 6uiTUJLJUir«tt a 0 ^ ^ (S rr)6br.

@ 60>* 2 0 0 0  ^ 6w r@ a& (65«@  (ip6br(Su (ourrrbrrjuuLL. ^ebrnpj

io«*(63«@ n̂§l(Lp«iDfr6or gjfijrrrjj. ĝ̂ gsorireb £i76or $06U6T7(656U06O)i_iu
@fT)6tfl60 -

“@ Jp6\Sl6cflgJ UJ17ip@60flgj] 6T60rUir^U5 ID **6»7  

LDLp60)6o* Q*i76o Co«6T7f75>i7i7”

676070) ^ 5 ^  0 0 ^ 6 0 ) ^  *l7^ld6Kof7)t7lO. (g^pgjjli), lLII7(lplb @ 6cf)«j] 

6T60TQJJ LurriT Q*i76b6Uf7i7«6«7 ercbrrpiTeb, nib(ip6DH _iu @Lpj56ir>S5<s&6Tfl6or 

LDip60)6o* 0*176060)60®  (oaL arr£6u raO T ^ 6B r @Lpg^jib, iurr(ipib @6ofl60)LD 

lunwgi 6Twrr)j Q*r76b6um7a6i7 ersjrgjj 61101̂ 56117 Q*i76O6\Slu90«̂ &l0)f7%6OT 
fDfT6o, ^ { i ) @  67607607 Qurr06TT? 6U6rr(656UfT «rr608>|i)rb<aj (y)6cr(ou  

@Lp6^]li>, LUrT(LptJD l^ **6F > j£)(o60 £^0P>£>§1 67607LJgj| £17607 OurT06iT.

2 0 0 0 , 3 0 0 0  ^j,6OOT(5l<s&{®5®0 (y>6br(ou, * r5 J * *  *i760£<$(o6o(ouj @ 5 £ *  

£F(jp^m u^^)fi) 0  ^ ^ (ip a iD ir fio r  @ 60) * ,  6r u u if . ai7L®L% [76G07t$.*6T7i7* 

@ 0 5 £  * ( p £ i7iu £ $ 6b  @ 5*5 @ 6 0* u  U6wrurr(5l CS^irfijrrSkugi, 6U6r7iir5£ g |  

6T6b r u Q |36b 6o m b  ^ iL ir p a n a u S a r  j£Iuj$ ,  @ iurr)60)«iL ii7*(06u @ g i  

d§l60L _££gij. @ uj(i)60)* £ $ £  Q *i760)i_.

*i76rf)£r7*607 @ i/)IljlSIi_ i_ 6B )£u  urr)f5l @ (o £  io 6O70)£<£)6b r̂ rrebr 

^j,rr)f$luj g > 0  sl« wju9 (o6o (ip 6br(ou 0 r^ L 5L .u u L if .0 a^lCS(T)6OT. (ipny<£l6b

iS g ] 6116007© £]60)6T7«® -^ U U I f . gl60>6fr«€6U lJL.l_ ^ 0 > £ £  §160)61711360, 

a&rrrbgu l|«  6U60C7© §|6& )6i7£§ (tp rii£ l6b §)60)6m jS6b i_ j@ 5£ an-0)rf)l607 

s.rrrj-60criDrr& §>661 67 (L p ii> u -^ 60)^ u  ur7r7§§ io6ofl§607, g>(o*i7 @ u u if. 

Qpr^J^l6b *li)60)LJ 6 T © £ § 1 , §160)617 (oU r7l_© , ^@ (T)@ 6iT *170)60)0)*

Q*6yi*<£l607r76b g>a5l 6U0 ib(& jn-g2jii) 67607i7y *6G07© i3 i$ .§ § | 8L06ui76O7§i 

§0 6 0 7  4606or7m j@ ip6b . « ^ f5 § u  L|6b6or7r&j<gj|p60 (ip6O LD i7*££f7607 

J5lb(Lp60)L_lU 0tD60of) ,^6117*617 qa^pOu0)f7)] @ * j(o *  6^5j)ffl0*^l6O70)n’f7«6iT.



,^g5£a> «(T608j*£Kx>6D iD60fl^rr«6iT airL0iJ3ijTr6con$-a a îp r̂riLi  ̂
$60 ft_6WT6L|««IT® 6jSl60r̂ J@flb«r>6TT Co61H_6?nL_UJ(T4L> LOrri£la6&6lO£
a.6OTT©ffl9L©, ^|{5^  6336orii@«6rfl6br C>£iT6ba«n6Tr ^ria (Sau-|6Tr6Tr 
io(Tiii«6ifl(o60 arriuu <Durn_— ^ULiif. Q^rreo&ar airiun>§|
QaBn-6«nT̂ 0«@ib<SLirr§|, «frrbr§l6b *$£>&) uxj&>0S6o e_6TT6rr g>0 Clanton 
^ 160)^r5§i, ,£H«oar5§i Co5jrr6\SI(o60 uL@lj uL©, «s>$<o60 g>0 
r̂ rrâ ib 6r(ipubu, uirif^sj arr6o u>6ofl̂ 6br ^(Sarr, ^§luuip.
<S îr«n6oa ai_ip. ^ $ (o 60 QambLSl6orrr6b ^i^sjajireb n>irs>io $6mbi_|io 
(gurrgynb 6r«jrrrjj 6r6WT6oofkuaiarr6br- t̂eirr«nfT)a@ jBino a&ir̂ gjĵ corrp 
Lnsjg6mb, 8&SI6Q, (ipjra §̂l«j>6ua6rr 6r6b6omb, («na^i_i_6b) gluuifL^fr6Br 
^kunjema euipiiiSiu Qarr«nt_ujrra |§l«na (5ld«@

^Iuj6b, @«na, «a.^$60, «na ism_if-iLub g§)6060friD6b
LSlfDUU$6b«j)60. r&ir ^«Da^rr6b^rrebr Jgtena. njrr ^|«naj5gj jsirLif-iu
uorri_(o6U6«rr(3kix @6?na luduul. <54(0̂  (Surr6o, gug, i5kf.60 arr^luu^rra
^ ( 5 > ! W 6'3 ®a-L-  L S i ^ a a n w  r^rr$$ 60)& €T (ipuu uj

aibiil ^ 6mauj (©6ii6Bor0 io. Q?ao6eom51(26o jsnrsjib aĵ r <o6U6wr®LDfr6onr6b, 
6)%6DfT6b «Sli_LJU@̂ l6brn) «>ldl51 ^snaiu Co6U6wr0tb. 6T6ot(o6u 
^ l«na6M @6O60nriX)6b ^l«r>a g§teo6ff>eo. a  6T6orp arrib uirL_uu0ib 
(Sufrgj r f̂ra0  151061010 <£irSlujrrio(o6o «^65>a$n)gj. if) 6rgyib(Suir§i 
rgrra® ,54610adbkpgj. a  6rgyib(ourrgj rsrra® ^soa^lfDgj. ld agnioCourr ĵ 
g_*50 g>L-Lp. iSllffê J '£16B)&61I8)IT60 gtTGff ‘lo’ CSfiJ l_5)n)a<£)rr)gjj. 6T60r(o61l 
f5rrL if .iu ^ $ < o 60^nr«jr £§1«na l i l f D a ^ ) ^  6iw u « o a 5 jsirub g>(ipniiafra 

§>8jgia 0arr6iT6rr <S6U6cor0ib.

^lujpsoa, )̂«oa6?ouj 6ULpriî la Qarr65OTi^0a$T)g]. ^iLurbsoa 
uS)6ur logy £-(rr>6iibgrr6br ^)«oa. $ (tf>lo$  6nb.6r6h). auL-|6oi_aij5) urn?.
6uriT6b, ^ § 1  0 ^ 6 o r p 6 o ! ^ § l« n a , ^)ujiT)<soa, ^ )« o a ;  «£*6urfa6rr ump-6orrreo
Q̂6OTfr) 60ira ^ l0 aaS)6orrr)§]. 6T6h).g$. ^)Li_uufr “(Barr«oi_u5l(26u 
^ l6?06rruurrfT)f§la Oanwerr aisoa d&l6ioi_$9j @6if)if ersbrgxi
gprii&l ejj^  @rr6\S)(o6o uirif.6criT6b, ^ l! ^ay6i|ub ^ujfbsoa^rKBsor 
6U6O601LIUUI—ip-ÛLo* t̂ iif)a5gl6urr[norija60(ipub ^eoflsj ŝfi)6\SKSeo (oioir$a 
0afr6wn_iT6b, ^ 4̂ ] (Suiflip.* ljuj60 6T6060(t(old (u6oa5aj soa^i_L_6b), 
Qaioiof5J@if. um̂ .6urrr6v ^@1 <̂ 6rrajfT6or LD6oxp, ̂ )uGLiir(ipgj GbrrL̂ld&l6brfT) 
LD6?otpuj606V) (u6oa&̂  «oa^L.L_6o). ijiD60of) L|6060frr6J@ip6b 6urr<£)$5rr6o, 
^^1 @rr)iT)fr60 ^06^)uSl6br arrcreb. @6U6U6rr6i| #)iT)una6j06rra Qarr6b̂ )fD 
@6ioa6iouju urpr l̂a Qarr6tf<£)rD jS- l̂6Joa6urr6oor6OTrr ? 6T6OT£u (SaLi_fr60 
j56O60(o6ii6i06mufra ^6b«o6o. ^)0j5^rr6o l̂rii(SaiL|ib 6uj5gi @Lpuuib
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Qaiusj) O«n-6Kjri^0Lj(oLJ65r. (#lrflui_|) ^^6orjr6b njnw @«na6iiFr60Br6arrra 
1̂6060)60. ,̂6orrr6u ^Gn&a> @©ibu3$(o6D iSInjjĵ eijajr.

6T60Tgll©Dl_UJ SjrjanS, QuifllU î6D>€F€Urr6D0nr. 6S)QJgj£§lllj
0 L D  «3<n_l_, LJ6O6U0LD «& .!_, ^{,6^7160 f6fT6CT $6G)&&) gl«nfT)uSlCo60

^l6060tT^rb@« a&trij-smb, 6T6or6U)6or uu9eo «£j$6g)ub ^rr^rjib
uuSl6o, 6r«jrgii6o>L_iu ajDaSeonr ai_if.(Seo Qe&iT6ror© (Suitil) 6T6grg)i6gx_uj 
<gjrij6ffvg «Sli_L_frrT. ^juQuirQpgi {Birsor ^ijibuu U6n-eifl««ft.L-£<§IG>60 
l̂0«@6U6?n6tTu51Co6o uif.^§ja& Q ^ 6sm .̂0 â Ko(D6br. 9 0  £)6o njrri_a6rr

urn_ub ajbaa Qa6bKofT)6br. rsrr^fr^^KSeo airajonb
6U6inpr 6Ufrl#)a&<5&a&fifei-4LUj ^ 6rr6$rixgj 6iif5(o^6br. 90njrr6rr $LtQrjwir}| 
{g)6tr>&, (S6iJ6̂ L_frQLD65r2ij 6$L®o9i_G>L_6or. arrjsm b, 6rrii&6rr 
$0«@6U«n6Tr <%mD£$6o, 6FjihDL|!nb Qarrrji îDnw
9 0  LDL_fT6vxuiD £_6COT@. *§l0 a&@«u6m6rruSI(B6o £_6TT6Tr (oarrsSteb, r̂iiDLjijrib 
(S^6U6h) f̂r«jr^giffi@if)uj§j. ^ $ 45® GaiTaSlaSKBeo @ 0 iSLbiSlij’frajr 
arruSliurnr e_6ccr©. griiDLjijib ^$6orarre565if)6br iS^fSkghufra ^ qjit 
^ r&j(o«aSl0 ^§j <s(rrflujrEj««r)6rr ,̂rr)(Tjj6iĴ rr)@, eersnrra G&mzg
9 0  «rr06Ufrrr- 9 0  (SiuL©a@if.u9(o60 iiln)r5̂ 6iifr -  (ip^Sliurrrr
6u@U60)ua (SaiTT5£ 6uir ^6uit -  @0 r5̂ irir. <£f5£5® a&inrcumr, Qsj0 aSI(o6O 
eijj^rreo, aj6rori$.iiSI(o60 (ounwrreb, ^6\3iû §)rb@6TT gj]6oxpi5^fr6b, £$58) 
^ 6m6̂ 6urr6oonT«6rr luirpua ^ 0 j5̂ fT6b, j5ir^6h)6û (SuMr, ajaSKSeoiT ®uir#luu 
6Ufr«6rnr« ^ f r r w rgyiti), &,rii&>6(T (§lo(o6o (oUfrL. .̂0«d96brn) §)6wr«ni_ 
Qlu0 ^ § j, @©ui51(o60 a&L_ip.« 0a&rr6TT6rr (Soj6dor©ib. §$$&>& £6m_$60>uj 
9 0 fBiT6rr jjirar urnr^gja3il(oL_6br. uirir^6iiL_6or, 9 (o«ir, @4§K§60 n>mb 
6$<g>6ijrr6OTrra ^ 6onr6b, sjjeoor® (Sum_ (jpi^ujrr î (SutrgyiLb. (u6osj<5 
«n^^_i_6o)^sjrjT)i rgl60>n)iu ^j6oor©a6ii £t«nL_£g|a Qarr6wrif.0 «̂ &l6cr 
ft)60r. (U603jaj £)lflui_|)

^rT6ro r©  n jiriLaerr c t o t  6rajr«n6or« e&ipj&giib <3«_l_

ffiSî «nfi56ouj® 6&fT)iTU«Qa&(T6iT6rr j§ Qa6\)&o (B6iJ6bBr©QLD6crrr)j «n_rf)l 
u_|Lbr flci.1_ -  au j LDrflujrretn  ̂ ^ 606orrs> Q<5m£)6y]«@ jsirair 0^6060

Lorri_(oL_6br. aiu LDrfkjrr«r>sj gglipe&a&a O îu^orfT) ©S^sn^iuira
^§l0«$6brrr) «irij-60ffr r̂r6b rsnw arbnpja Qairerror umtl.(dL-6ot
6T6or(ry 3̂ {$aS)L_(oi_65r. )̂i*.Q{r6br2M fj&nw (y}£56o«r>LDaa(rrra>
^d&)aSlili_ &n'p'6BOT0)$(r6o r̂ frear Q£F(r60QJ60̂ Quj6b6orru) j$r&]«6iT €jrr)rT)ja& 
Qa&rr6rr653rr®6TT 6r6ST{D J5ibi5l«6&>au5l6b g§lr&i(o« QaFrr6D̂&l6crp 6)96i^ujld606d 
^ 1̂ 1. r̂ rrebr 6T(Lp̂ liLi6rr6rT $<§l 6T6br(p L^s^a^l(S6o 6T6brg)i
6mi_uj 6urrLpaa»& 6nrr60frn)r5l60 ^ 1̂ 6in6ora 0 rfluLS)L.̂ .0 a )̂(on)6br.



8^ujL£)ff1ujrr«n^6Dxu jL^njaira^lu j $06ii56iJ®aj|6oyn grrrgjfrfi& l̂eorib 
J^#6ijrr6eOT«<§$fi&<g> ffiiutoiflujfrsn^ einraan-i^uj -  ^jfiuira&OT 

€RiuLDff)ujrrani5£nuja «rruurrrbr5l« 0«56Tr6rra&<3<ji.i$_uj g>fr g,Lpf§)«n60«niLJ 
§̂)f5a5 jgl6K«i6urr6sorrra56iT e_60«£$6b e_06urr«£liLi §)(S(rCkiJfr0 Q u0«niD  

^ l(5)6urr6ij0 ^ i6ff)fD trrrgjrr^konb ,£ j6 ijr« ^« @ £a)56br a_6wr© 6T6bru6BW5 

njnw  ( u 6 0 ^  «Da^i_t_6o) @r5j(S« 6 r® 5 jg i«  «n.n) 6^30ii)q^(SfD6br.

^ 1uul$l iDffliLirr«n̂ «@ff)iu -  9 0  a&fT60<5<£l(B60 LD6or6orFra&6mr60 
CouiTrbfDUui_L_ -  a>56on>Qjgjinl© 6Ujpfij£) 6U0 <£)6onT) Ou0 «mD« 
@rfliu n>mi) (SuDgyib (olog^Ilo (ourrrbp5li_
Co6U6ror®LD. £§)&n&u96b @ip6vSl«na" 6T6om)rr60 GkDiTL^uuir^urr®
^snuurray. ^j,6OTfT6b um_6oa&6iT -  OTr$aj$iuiai«&6rr, Îs7)6ua&(g3a&@ 
Qloit^ I (o^65)6uuu®d&lfD§|. f5n-6br ^ j^ r b a ir a  @ i_ £ $ e o
glB$G5)&u Lflrr^^rrrrLb Qstuuj 6UfB^l0uu^rra& i£rii«6iT a&0^a«n_i_rr§j. 
<S[rj5n-L_a& ^l«r)ff-«nujLJ (ouffibrfilij u rrrrrrL® ^l6arfD £ p _ib
CT6oru§j 6T6ora&@a5 0^ifliqii>. ^ s jb @  r̂ rrcOT fflSKogTT ÎiMLD6b60, u«na&6ugy 
L06060. €BrTTBm_a& $)6V)& 6r6cru(Ssj Gk560TL|6osi$6O @0«d&lrT) sjuSlLprp®, 
(BaB̂ rerrib, «frnjrri_aib, «^&Iili u<gj*£laj6if)(r>60 L|Lpr̂ j0 ^ l6brrD
^ l60)£F^iT6br e&m]jm_a& 6T6br(Dgiib 6j-(S^rr u«nipuj «iT6oaj5j|
65)LDg,IT 6T6OTQJJ 105010 « 0 S jf l)  (&565>6LluSl6065)60. ^ U U lf .®

«0^l6onr6b ^65)«16DXua& «n_i_ @f5j(o« <JH6iir<9S6ir *506ijrnr&(o6mr,
^frLDirLi_inr«Co6mr 6Twn) ^ ^ ^ (L p io  ( u 6 0 ^  65)««5i_L_6b) r&LO®0
6j-rr>u®ii).

a&ri75m_« ]§)60)^ 0^6cn_)6oa5 )̂(S6o c_6iT6rr6uiT«6rr uuSIsjrrt)
^6o rr« 6rr ^l6D r«nfDa@ u M « ip £ * 5 « «  ^6rr®S)fT)@  U{ruLSliL|6rr6rr
§^6B)8-& Fm  @ 65)^. @6OT65)fT>S5@LD ^ 6 5 ^ 6 5 )1 0  £5l6^«654§K©60

£_6iT6Tr6UITa6iT, Q^60rg60^^Ko6V3 E-61T6TT6LHTf&6TT, ^S>fT)(gjlf]lLI @ 60««600T 

Arfl^^iDiT£6 -  ^ s ^ r r r j i o  L ^ a r r io e b  -  s r̂rcTTib ^6LifDfTLD6b -  (rrre&ub 0 « l_it 

L06O -  ^6urr«.6rr uuj6oru@^g| l̂6OTfD «̂ rij5j ^jp51Q6iiiT6iflaB6rnra 
^l«Lp^n)inra&6iT. g^&n&CF GteF6b6urajfi&6mrs& l̂a&ipd&lfDmr«6iT.

<£)60 l̂«n€F«60)6rr (Ba&L̂ Conjfrib. Q6O6rflr5rrLif.6\5l0[5̂ i 6r606ornb 
6U 0^1pgl @65)0% 60)LD®(o«6b 6T6OT̂ lfprrrr«6TT. ggrr«<?65r 6T6OT̂ l(T)ITrr«.6iT. 
gjCoir asrrL_®a&<93ffi8)6orr« jg l0« ^lrr)gjj. <£Jtfn<g>u u rrira®  
ffi60orab^Ko60 ld« « 6 tt 5&i.®^lpn'ira66iT. ^5jrb@  Qurfliu 6$6nibuirfijfi&6rr
6T6060510 6LI0^lfT)0j]. ^607560 ^|J5^® ®m_©««5j*56£]05@ ^§)60l_(oUJ 
LDrraSluSleor L|60605rbj@Lp6b ^6OT56j2jib rrrrggrr^£l6OTs^eor r55̂ 6r\)6uprub 
^ 6 C r5 6p|LD (7LD60ofkl96br q60605rij@Lp6b ^J,60r56^Jlb ^l«n6U*6rr 6T60605lb
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§>6\Slfi&aa<5 Qs>rn_rij£)6orfT6b ^6ff>6U §& —lb  Qajiflu_irrLD60  (ouituj

© Sll_a«a.l$LUJ ^6TT61I®@  #l(D U Lj 61irriLir5^60)61J fT>lD(ip60M_UJ 

CT6oru6ff)^  r ^ s n e a r ^ L if . @ 6*n<9P6urr6oonra&dT U 6O0 LD g,Lpr5^ )0 «&^6brn) 

LDrriD6OTfr)̂ 60 ^06B7ld«f £F(Sfi&n-£frrr giosccfl ^6urr««r>6rr rBiTguib 
6iirTLpf5<£) 6r6brgii6g)L.iu Qa5fn_a« s_60)rr60)iLi r̂ 6jnnQ6i| Q6Hu<8(Srr)6br.
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ELECTION OF PRESIDENT

Sangita Kalanidhi Sri R.K. Srikantan proposed Vidwan 
Dr.N Ramani to be the President o f the 70th Conference. 
The proposal was seconded by Sangita Kalanidhi Sri. K P 
Sivanandam. The C hief Guest, Dr.M. Karunanidhi
garlanded the conference President, Dr. N Ram an i.

Vidwan Dr. N Ramani then delivered the following 
Presidential address

Qswettsor ®Sl*56U$j # 6ff>uuSl6or 70~€ii§j

LD«rrrBfrLif.6OT ^6 tn6D 6U fr L j6 D 6 o rrr ij@ ip 6 b  ®Sl£6urr6&r 

I_IT<S6I_(T- 6T6OT. IJlD600f) ^611(7*6^6^ £6B>6D6tmDlL|60MJ’

^i£lLpr5frL.i9_6ar (ip&,606iT)LD&&-h LDfr«wn_|i£l@ L_ira&L_ir. e&60)60(Qjir

«06oonrfS)^l ^ 6 u ir« (6 r3 « @ ib , 6tdru^  aSlajeug) 6n)6BMJ5> a>60>6oajiT 

6urT® ^ 6 u rr« ^ 5 « @ i£ ) . <9STffliu£rfl<#)«(63®@ib s&i6)i_LfL OiDiDuiraerr 
yp^eySluj ^ rcuasS j$6& r0«@ ii> , £§)rsj@ «a .if.uS l0® @ ib efl^6urr6ora&6rr, 

«Slgj|6>£l«6rr, [T6tt51«lj Qu(rF>io«<s56fr ^ i J i u  ^6^6OT6ij0&@L£> 6r6orgj 

U60cfkufT6OT 6U60OT««^6m6j6j Q^rfl6$£55jj& 0«fr6rr^l(S(r)6or.

§)6uCS6Ufr(T ggl60)&<5> <5&65)6VX0g)|«@Lb &ril&S> e S ^ 6 1 l^  6TU6ff)U

uSIeOTrreb Q<s>6TrfjrsiLi)ffie&LJUL- Co6iJ«wr@QiD6br2)j <^j,6U6b 6j-fbu@ 6ij§i

@ujfD«n®ujrr@Lb. Qswo) 70 ,̂ 6OTr©«6rnra §$b&> 6rô iru6onb
G>6G)6Q&>(&) 61I0LD Q^IT6rorif.|T)@ 2_6D<£)(p6\}(oUJ F F 0  ^§1606060

6T6orfT) a&x.n5l65nr6b i£l6?n«ujfr«fr§|. 6r^«n6cr(Sujfr laarr «S^ajir6or«sn6ir
iqijb, 6i3s^6$<$6ff)6TTU_|Lb 6^1^6ua5 <^65)UUJiriT 6U06UgJL_6OT,

^ ,6 c io r0  6i5lLpfr6jSi6b ^6L#r<56(65<$@u ui_L_rej«6iT (ip^eSlujeijpeovj) suLprii^l 

Q«6rrfT6)3uug| ffir6o£ <#1531553 uewfliufr îb. §̂)nj<5 70-eugj iDa&irr5rrLi^6or 
£«n606U6onra& 6T6ar«06or6j (o^rrrgQ^JI^gi <̂arri_fnjSkirrrr Qa&OT̂ etfluLJtfn̂  
6T6OT î @0j5rr^rr«(6T56?nL_aj ufr«jr5J«6rfl6b 6&>6U6igji ^6i»re&(6r56inL_uj 

^#tu_ |L_6or 6j"ri)gu«Q5ifr6iT^l(on36br. 6)Sla56U0) <si6O>uujrr0a&@ 6T6orgj 
LD60TLDfnTT5€3 r&m$L
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]§ln>flj aSlip(r®5l|T)@ ajuSlLpa (jpaj6u«m £>aair «65>6O(0ir ^ e j t r a o T  

<56b>606b>u > e i i^ iu u g j 6T6orgy60)i_uj Q u 0 ib uiraiuuMraCoeLi a&0 §j^Ko(D6ar. 
^ iuQ urflu jfrtr § > 0  ^ Irrjr j^  ^ r r $ i u 6b 6i j f r$ iu rra 6ijib , f0 fr&jfrd6)iLiir«6ijib 

@ 0 L ju^ji_ 6br ^ ) 6o a ^ l u j ^ ^ g 2Jijb, ^§)6in a  ( ip ^ S lu j  «JM0 ib a&65)eoa&fifig2ji> 

^IfprBgj ®Sl6nT5j06u^rT6O u>a«6m r6b «6a>6o<0fr 6T6ot(o(T) ^ « D i p « « u  

u©£lfDFnr. ^ )6 U 0 6 O)l_uj @ @ ldu(oid LopiSleo 6uj5££ fr@ ib .

r5rrrii«.6rr J^06ii0ijb iSlfpfjgi 6U6mTT5̂  cent §>abr(ofD 6T6bru6iw5 
r^«n6ara.@iD OuiTQpgj 6T6c ra @  ^ 6TT6^  ® l_j5^  Qu 0 « dld 6Tfbu@d&l(D§J- 
« s n 6O(0 [r «^€urr«6iT ( ip an w rr (p<g6065ttDawrrr« ]§)0 ija j a rr6o ^ ^ ) 6b^rr6br

6T6OT«@ 8S6?n60lDrrLQ6GSfl UL-L-(Lpli), (^fljajuSkp (oLJJ'6ff)6D fi8 0 g jl i)  ^ | 6U(r§J 

«n«u96OTrr6u ^ 6rfla«uO urr)n)6or 6T65TU6o>^ rgl60)6ora@Lb<SuiT§j 

Ou(tF)iii^lLpsi<#l fi_6ro r i_ fr^ p ^ j,

e_6u<^l6or U60 u iT « f i i« 6rf]g2iLb a r i i& $ 6 >*§l«jr 6U 6nw £lu36o

$ 6S)&-s> «360a51«6rr (Lpâ iuLDfrsjr ^i_^6m^u Qurbgu 6iJ0$6brrT)6Br.
^ ^ r r f j io n w  a 0 $ ,  6n)6urri£> (Lp^Sluj6iifT)«nn) uir@unr@ 

0a=-uj6û |i)(g efietn&Gr (ip^Sluj ggtanaa «0aSI«(o6rr c_u(Sujir«uu@^^LJ
UL_L_60T.

urr(r§ r5m_Lp.6OT- ulpldQu^ ld @6ff>a««0fiSI«6rr, afen6wr, (Sqj^ l 
i£l0S5fija&ib ^$iu«j)6iJiLirr(Sjijb. §̂lrj>a> Qpajrnpj a0® 3«(6$6ir ifilau 
Uip60)LDlUn'6OT$i) L46060fTFij@Lp6U 6T6OTUfljrr)@ U6D <ĝ rT6Dr2)j«SB6rr £.61T61T«Jr.
Qpr&ĵ leb e.rr@«.6rfl60 aj6ror(5laB6mr6b î60)6rr«a&uuL.i_ aji6Ufr(j'aĵ !6cr 
6ui0iufT® arrrr)2)jLj g@f5^ 0 urr(Lp§j e_6wn_nr6or ^©Slanuj® (S a il®  

LD6Dfla&6OT geo6Drrr&j@ipfin6oa a5«wr©iSlijL^^fr6or 6r6Brrry an‘6rfla>fra6br 
stn-fr^rDrrfT. §$F>s>8i> « 0 fiSI (oisii^j, (iptr6if, g j60OT6uib (ip^6\5)iu Quiuir
a6m r^jib ^6mipaa&uu@d&ln)g). $ i$ 6 Q  @0jr&j@Lp6b, 0n>@rtU(gjLp6b 6T60T£u 
U60 6u«naa6rr 2_6ir6rr6or.

^nj$iunrdSl6b i_i6v360frrii@ip̂ ja&@ 6rrr)uL@6n-6rr Ou0«nLDa@ 
^ 0 6 ^ 6oor u a 6 u n w  6utr^)^§j 6115 s> 6urr^iuib OT6bru(oajiLin'(gjL£>.

«6TOr60ffT6br 0Lpg2jrr^luj(ouiT§] ^6 ro n _  ap-afpiia(6flF>Lb toujiii^j6or 
6T65rgjjib LDirfB^rra^nerr^ 8)0%, 6tfl6ora@a<gff>ib, LDrjib, Qai*., Oam^-a^LD, 
^lanaeufbgij f£l6&m)6or 6T60T2ULD urraojgLb ^3  i5mij6tmnT«6ifl6b
§>06U(7iT6or ^ j >6orfrujj5fniJ«jrn‘iT' @Lp6u s£i^liuQurr(ip^j u a a s e r r  iDiurij^la 
<®uj5^ 6or 6T6OTgu Qurfliu gfrn’6COT̂ $6\5)(rF>{5§j r r̂rib ^j$ld9(on)frii).

2
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njfT6OT @Lp60 6UfT#luÛ Ko60(SuJ IT@UL_lf.0&@Lb @©LDUS)
6U)g,& (S&nTF,&,6iJ6vr, 6T6Br§i urn_i_<sonnr ^L^li^rr îr̂ mu6Bor6̂ m£l ^ lulliit 
^ ® « fT60^^6b @Lp6o «jfT^luu^6b iDffirraSIgi&jnwn'as fflSl6mijdbliLJ6Lirr. 
#l2U6U6onr« g§l0 j5£> Qurr^Cos, ijnw ^6uifli_Lb uuSlrr)<£l QurT)(Bnr)6Gr. 
^gjCSaj 6T6or«@ ^6rv^6urrrfLD[rs, ^60)LDrB^ ĵ. i51«jT6onr 6T6ot<s @ 
@06urr« 63S6miî luj6Dfi', 6T6ot̂ j e_fT)©SWrrn’6OT îiDrjrir
i^^rr. LD«.rr6\Slrej<SLb ^©jr. g§teu06&>L_iLi 6urr£lu©nu £§)rii@ ©J5 d§l0 «@Lb 
U6V) ij-^lau Qu0 LD««6rr (Snjffl(o6D(oUJ (o5&L_î .(j5«ao6ornb. 0 ip6b 
6urr#luu^l60 urreoiu (oLD̂ L̂urra. ©SIsrrr&ĵ liL) Lorr©SI 6̂iirraB(6rF,6ff>L_iLi 
6iirr#luL| ari)U6ff>«jra&@ 6n_i_rr^ ©5l6u<*rrrrii) $©nn)r|)£§jj. St̂ ld,
6ouj«  asL_©LJurr©, LD&orrr̂ mDib (ip̂ ©51uj6iifT)fr)fr6b ^6iirr l̂60)605rujfT)2U 
6$6iTrEi<£l6vriTrr.

6n_L_rr6ugi 6uilu£IG>6o(dilj 6T6dt«@ r̂rrBj(o«rr)fr)ii) ,̂<€1 ĵ rreor 
ffiff-Ĝ fflaerr Qshuuj ^^LS)^(o£56br. <§l0©jrr0if)6b &60gSI uu360TT£i) eun>£ 
rBrrebr ©Sl@(ip«nfD« «ir60fijfi&6ifl6b Qa=-6CT60̂ 6OT®@ 6un>gjj uDrr©SI *5H6uir«6ifl
1_ld )̂6î iu6orrra5 ^ lditib̂ j (SuDĝ jub uuSlrj)£l Qurr)<©rD6ar. 6T6or«@
u^l(o6cnr0  ©jiugi ^j,6or Quir(ipg>| QeP6cr«n6or rng^tfjfl ff6tr>uuSl6b
6T6OTg] @06UL_6br (ô fiTŝ i 6urr<£)<i@Lb (ourĵ lrrê bi_ib

^6U0«ni_in )̂«n60OTuSl6b6Ofra5 uu60ofl«DUJLL|Lb r̂ rrebr @rr6rr©j afbp® 
Q«fT6ror(oL_6br. ĵ,«(o6U rsrrebr §>©jQ6urr0 (p«M)iLiLb a^Gteiflamu 
^Fj-LDiila îb Qurr(ipgy uDnw#asn>rr« 6r6crgi @0r5n"5jrre&6B)6ir ©J6sonii(gj 
6ugj ajipa&a&Lb.

ggl6UIT<EE>6l»61T£F) £©3fj, 6UfmjLJUfrL@, )̂6Ô fi&fl&06£)fl&6Tr
gj6?nfD«6ifl6b §>6rf1 OurDgu ©Slerrriidbltu U60 iD«iT6£1̂ 6iifr6cn'a(6rF)60Ji_uj
8-\il&&>8)6G)8> f§600TI_ e&fT60li> (o<9il_©, ^gl]U6^1^^1, <£|f56OT #lrr)UUIT6OT
ĵLD<?rLJ£B6Tr U606UfT)«DfD ^LLJU60U_UJrraa 0£6rT6tOT© fi_06UfT6Or§| 6T6OT§] 

LHT600f) 6r<5OTLJ60)SjU U60cf)6L|L_6OT <Sn_fT) ©5)0LDL(̂ l(ofT)6Or.

§$b&) 4̂<arri_Li5)u5l6u (ip&̂ o (ip^eona, ffi<F(ô rf) QaHUU-|ii> eurrujuq 
1956-6D ^60l_a5^gj. ^LjQuiT^gl 6T60r«@ 6UILÎ | 22, ^|J5^ êGOTlf. 
©Sl̂ rB̂ i ©Ssjauaj <F6fnuiurrfT 6iw<£@u (Surr̂ rrrr6ij 6U06ng>j
JPW 6T6OTg)|6gJL_LU (Lp6OT(o60rfT)nQ̂ ]̂rb@ (Lpâ llU airU'SJOTlDn’*  6̂5)LDr6 

Q̂ fn_fTT5̂ | LDfT)(D U60 &6B)UlUmr 6T60r63)63T 
6U0̂ l6OTfT)6OTrr. ^@6OT l̂a&fJlDIT® £j$5&) 70©Ugj] LDarmjn l_l̂ .rr)@ «̂D606̂ LD 
6û la&® 6T6Dr«n6or (S îrrBQa3©^€5rr)@ j5fr6or i£)a&6i|Lb «L_«nLDUUi_©6ir
Co6iT6ar. ^l^6?n6OT ^fiwrQ^eirrra |5(T6br ĝ)4<3&m_l61u5160 (Ŝ rrCSeorr
<Ŝ (Ŝ ffl̂ fT6OT Q l̂Ugl Q«rr6WJT© 6U0̂ l(ofD6OT.
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g§)6orrr)j (ipâ liuLDrra. g >0 «n_n) a8 0 Lbq$G>rr)6cr.

jSiTfTjugj ^j,6ror@a(g5a@ Qpsar J51T6OT «£|a&rn_L6)uSl6b ass<B<?(fl Qffuja,
Ourr(Lpgj u®<E&6urra3ujLD 6urr^ l^  6UU6\5)6br aSI<56ijnw aSLaSl <̂ur]fiD60cfbj6ar 
^ 6uiia,(6rF)ih, u5l0 ^rij(Sib 6urr£lejaj $ 0 <?<#) s^arresT ^euira^ir) t̂ebrgjj 
io*rr aSle56urr6or&6mr« aSlernij l̂ 6U0 ^fDmr«6iT. oSlLpfraSleb 6T6ot§ j 
1̂ 60)8- r§lajp££la@ $%>&> @ 0 6$£6unw«<6$m ua®6urr^ujii) 
6urr£luu6insj i^nm l£I«6ijl£> Qu0 6 S)LDUJfr«« « 0 gĵ K&D6br.

Qe=-6brfT) 50 ĵ,60or@<5.(63<a@ (oiD6urr& j^Gn&s, «6tn60«@£ 
Q r̂r65OT® 6U0 LD J51T6OT $60  ^,rrrruj£#ta606TT r5L_5jf£l i_|f£liu
^LD5:rid<E.«n6rr <#l606urb«Dpu-|Lb ^jp51(ip<Bib QaHu$0 «d3(©n)6OT. 6iiu 
l̂TB̂ luJIT6iSl6OT UrT60T6nSlff1 6T6OTfT) l£60OTL_ g606Orr[BJ@Lp65)60 (]P£6OT(LpSjSorr<3B 

«srrr5fn_« ^^(ip-BLD ^ ^ 6brQp60Lb i_|*£kj §$iGtn&
(Lpsnrpsniu 6ULprij<£l 6U0 ^ 1(ofT36br.

r̂5§16h)̂ rr6ofl @ip6b 65S1̂ 6uft6OTS5̂ i51_ 6ot (ô rm,̂  6urr<#la&@LD 
g ^ « 6uur5^1 6T6DTJT) r$«yM^6mjiLjib ^ rt5l(Lpa&Lb Q<flli(ô 6ot. (old̂ ld 
^Cop-nruiSliu j5irL@a @Lp60 a^neo^rra^LeOT (o îrjBgi 6urr£laja) 
^gijU6ii(jpii) B_65or(Sl. 1983-60 Ramani Academy of Flute 6T6crrD 
6fô rru6or̂ 6?n̂  ^pibiSlajajj aRDirir 50®@L£) (Sid(T)ui_ l- <9&sr>6D(6T)nr<9&«n6rr 
@ITî llLHT6^60ILO. 06U6rflj5ir@6&6Tf)ĝ ljb £_06UrT<a<£lu_|6iT(o6rr6OT. (ipuugl66@lb 
(oLorr)Ui_L_ (LptfDtp Oeiierflryr®®^®^^ Oswgu U60 fg$6G)& 6%)rr«e66rfl6b
a&6or5§i Qarr6ogr® q 606orrrij@Lp6b 6UL̂ lujfr€B® a&nj]jrrL_a» sro&sjaj^ojr
Qu065)LD6ff)LL! (0LD6O JT )fr® « 6tf)6b UIJLJlSlliJ 6IHTILILJL| d 365)L_^^fT)@  r5(T6OT 

Qu0 «nLDUu@̂ l(on)6br.

«iTT5rrL_a a r o ^ a ja ^ r r )®  iDrr6UL_L_(oLD ^ n ’UjasCkitfjrfTy

6iJ606pi6gnT<£B6iT a®_r îT)rrira56iT. î̂ iev̂ juD (ipa&dsJujiDfras L|6b6omij
0Lp6O  6U fr^la0L£) a560>60u360 LDrT6III_L_(oLD «#lfpf5gj

LDasiT (oLD6?D^«6mra a5l6rrrBJ^3iLi a^fju a^fr6h)^lff)«6rr, rBrT^rrrrgjrjrreij, 

(o6Birurr60iijujrr, 6T6OT§j @0 njn^as6rnrd=kj ^L^li^fr ĵ rrtjrrujeoor̂ frLfil ^ujiurr, 
4L^,fr. LD«rr6vSlrij«ii) (Lpaj6\Sluj U60 63Sl^6i)ir6bra&6rr & > LDnr6ui_i_^ 
sna^fF (o<ĝrfr5«F,6urir«5B6iT ^j,6iJir. ^ ) ^ 61d« uj Qu065>ld 6urruji5^  g>0 
6urr îusj<£)6or LDrr6ff>uiL|ijb, L|6oflaiaj ^ 6OT60)ijD6?r>iiJLL|Lb ufT^jarr^gj 
@ifki Q»6nTT6iĴ «n̂ LqLb, Qu0 6 Oxd60uuu_|L£> ^ |6ifluugj a r̂ii^a; &_6oasaj^l6or 
«i_«nLD 6T6oruCo  ̂ 6T6crg] G>6U60or@G>a5fr6rr.

î rreor $)$&>&) §j6mn)uSl60 <£|6S)i_r5<£l0a&@Lb (ip6br(o6Dr̂ fT)̂ l̂rr)@ 
6T6OTfflll—6br §>^§16ff)Lp̂ §| U606iSl̂  &.^6]51<*65)6nU LjfflrBS) 6̂ 1̂ 61lfT6OT



ê 6tn6OT6iJ(ff>fi6(g)U) njfijrnfj) atn_rp <S5L_6^ii> uuL _© 6Tr(o6Tr6or. U60 ^ 6 d o r ®  
&erm&  6r6grg>i6g)L_gj a f fC o ^ f f la ^ e r r  uaj<£lff)60>«a&6rfl6b aSiorflaeorib 

Q a u j^ j 6T6ora@ e e r a a i i )  ,j^6ifla&6> oSluarfla^iraeiT *§465>6or6ii0s>

@ub, ^60T2)J (Lp^60 @6OTfT)J 61)60^ 6r6OT6ff)6Sr 6U 0LD p*#)aU

Q u ^ L D a a ^ a ^ L D  6r«jray LD6OTLDirriT5^  n>60rn§l.

uDarrr5rri_«nL_ Q6urf)f̂ apir»iTa nji_£^6usjrT)@ 6T6ora@ 
a_ f̂iSl t_|fflu_|LDrrfTij efil̂ 6urr6bra6TT, 6$ajj©£)«6rr, (j^arraerr ^tfnsjr&janijiijib 
u6oofl6i|i—6or (Sai_@« Qafreir^&pesr. (ipuu§j«@ (SldjpulI l-  (Lpecnnr) 
Oaj6»ft5fr©a<^a<gja Qswnry U6U 6tf)tpiTaa6rfl6b « 6oj5§i Qanraiffr© 
Lj6U6urrrBj@Lp6b euL^lujfraa arrr5rrL_<B arej^^^letjr Gkj0«niD6O)UJ (0LD60 

r0 a 6 r f l6 o  ugruiSluj 6UfriULJL4 ^ 6CDi_fi5̂ f i ) @  rgrrsbr Ou 0 6 oldij i  j®

N ,

VOTE OF THA NKS

M s. M aithreyi R a m a d m J '' S ecre tary  o f  the A cadem y, 
thanked  D r.M .K arunan idh i fo r inaut7u ra t' , ,£  ( l̂c C onference  
and  p roposed  a  vote o f  thanks.

CONFERENCE SOUVENIR

T he S ouven ir w h ich  w as b rough t ou t on the o c c a s io n  
con tained  an  accoun t o f  the  M usic  A cadem y  frc 511 Its 
inception, an d  its ac tiv ities, w ith  the  fo llow ing  a r t ic le . ' :

A rtic le  A u th o r

Im m ortal R oyal C om poser 

H er M usic is Sadhana 

Flute M aestro  P ar E xce llence

T  T  V asu 

T S Parthasara thy  

T  S Parthasara thy



M EETING S OF THE ADVISORY COM M ITTEE  

I6TH  DECEM BER, 1996

The 70th annual conference sessions were inaugurated this 
morning with Dr. N. Ramani, the President-elect o f this year, in the 
chair. Devotional rendering o f Tamil songs on Lord Muruga, (Mayil, 
Vel and Cheval) and a Virutam o f Arunagirinatha, were presented by 
Sathyabhama Mani & Party.

The first paper presentation was on "Mallari”, the ritualistic 
musical offering at the start o f  the deity in procession at the temple. 
Sri B H em anathan , N agasw aram  V idw an, a ssis ted  by 
B .Sam path Kumar, with Tavil accom panim ent o f  Ramu and 
Saravanan, spoke and demonstrated the old and new form o f Mallari 
compostions; Mallari is a unique composition best suited for the 
Nagaswaram and has the name derived from the word "Mallar" strong 
men who carried the deity in procession through all the four quarters, 
within the temple for whom such inspiring music produced the necessary 
strength to carry out their strenuous task. The Nagaswaram techniques 
as applied in this structure, the different varieties o f  Mallari from the 
traditional format, like Peria Mallari, Siriya Mallari, Teertha Mallari, Ter 
Mallari, Taligal Mallari,etc., were explained and demonstrated. The new 
forms o f Mallari such as the Ganapati Mallari, Pancha Tala Mallari, 
Pancharatna Mallari, Ragamalika Mallari and Akshara Mallari were 
some examples explained and played. The new idea o f employing Mallari 
compositions in Bharatanatyam recitals was also mentioned.

The Ganapati Mallari was based on the initial lesson in 
Nagaswaram playing called the Pillayar Paatam. The Pancha Tala 
Mallari as the name signifies, was based on the five major Tala 
classifications o f Tisra, Misra, Chatusra, Khanda and Sankeema jatis 
worked out on the structure o f Adi tala. Pancharatna M allari 
corresponded to the Raga scheme of the Pancharatna kritis. Gambhira 
Nata, Valaji and Pantuvarali form the basis of the Rangamalika Mallari 
and in Akshara Mallari, the swara patterns were elaborated that occurred 
in each Akshara adapting them to Tisra gati and ending in Sama.



Sri B.M.Sundaram, Member o f the Advisory Committee, gave 
his comments on the paper, stressing the importance o f the Mangala 
Vadya - Nagaswaram. He mentioned that Ter Mallari was that which 
was played for the deity's procession in the temple car and Pancharatna 
Mallari did not fall under the"accepted standard pattern” o f Mallari.

As part o f the morning sessions, a book on Bharatanatyam 
titled, "From Temple to Theatre" by Anne-Marie Gaston from Canada 
was released. The first copy was received by Sri M S Venkatraman, 
Secretary o f  the Academy. Earlier, Sri. T S Parthasarathy, Secretary, 
introduced the author and the book.

The second lecture demonstration was by Kshama Rau,disciple 
o f Guru Kelucharan Mohapatra and Ramani Ranjan Jena. "Nrityasilpa" 
- the sculpture in movement was the topic chosen for his presentation. 
Smt.Ksahma explained the origin o f the Odissi dance form the link 
provided by the male dancers - Gotipua, around the temple o f Konarak 
and Bhubaneshwar. To explain the literature and music o f this art- 
form, Kshama Rau demonstrated a Pushpanjali, addressed to Lord 
Jagannatha; the different poses like Alasa, Kesabandha (tying o f  hair), 
Kesa Sajjika (decorating the hair), Darpani (viewing the mirror) etc. 
were demonstrated as seen in the sculptures o f the Konarak temple in 
Orissa, Batu Nritya, addressed to Baukabhairava was presented as 
demonstration. The joy o f visual poetry or Drsya Kavya was explained 
with a song from Jayadeva's Gita Govinda, tracing the Sahitya. Bhava 
and the rasa as evoked through such compositions. "Sakhi he Kesi 
Mathana mudaaram" - Ashtapadi was demonstrated, bringing out the 
longing of Radha to join her divine lover.

The Pallavi - a piece o f fine co-ordination o f music and 
movements is a major piece in the Odissi dance format. A Pallavi in 
Aarabhi raga with dance composed by Kelucharan Mohapatra and 
music composed by Bhubaneshwar Misra was presented by Kshama 
Rau as the concluding piece.

Sri T.S. Parthasarathy, gave his comments on this presentation 
and the dancer.
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17TH DECEM BER 1996
The morning session began with the rendering o f Jayadeva's 

Ashtapadis by Navasakti Bhajana Mandali, led by Smt. Rukmini 
Rangachari.

Dr. M.B.Vedavalli, assisted by Sm tLalita Sampathkumar, 
presented a paper on features o f Jatiswarams.

Jatiswarams play an important role in the early training o f 
vocalists as well as instrumentalists. They occupy a vital place in the 
Bharatanatyam repertoire to exhibit Nritta or technical aspects o f dance. 
Jatiswarams in major Ragas like Kalyani, Kambhoji, Bilahari, uncommon 
ragas like Vanaspati, Manavati and Behag (more suited for Veena 
players) and minor ones like Nilambari, Kannada and Karnataka Kapi 
are some examples cited by the speaker. These vary in their structure 
as well as in the treatment o f the melodies involved. The speaker traced 
references to the definitions o f Swarajati and Jatiswarams as cited in 
works like Sangita Sampradaya Pradarsini o f Subbarama Dikshitar, 
Swarajatulu o f  Tachchoor Singarachari and Nattiyakaruvoolam o f 
K.P.Kittappa and K.P.Sivanandam. The earliest Swarajati in Huseni 
Raga was by Merattur Veerabhadrayya in the 18th century. On the 
same lines "Emandayanara" was composed by Merattur Venkatarama 
Sastri and Adiappaya. Examples o f Jatiswarams of Veena Seshanna, 
Mysore Vasudevachar and Tanjore Quartette were demonstrated.

Advisory Committee member, Sri. K.P. Sivanandam gave his 
opinion on the paper, stressing the importance o f Jatis that are found 
only in Sampooma ragas.

Under Nachimuthu Gounder Rukmini Ammal Charitable Trust, 
in m emory o f Chellammal Palani Gounder, Sangita Kalanidhi 
K.P.Sivanandam presented a lecture-demonstration accompanied by 
Smt. Rita Rajan, on 'Seerkazhi Moovar' with special reference to Muthu 
Tandavar.

The compositions o f Muthu Tandavar have been in vogue for a 
long time among musicians, with old Vamamettus. This composer lived 
some 300 years ago and was in the service at the temple o f Seerkazhi, 
having had the grace o f the divine from early age "Bhooloka Kailasame",
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his very first composition and several others had association with several 
episodes in his personal life and bore a strong note of devotion to Lord 
Nataraja at Chidambaram. "Arumarundu", Adinadeppadiyo", "Ithanai 
Tulaambarama" and "Teruvil Varano", were some of the pieces that 
were demonstrated.

Sri. S.V.Parthasarathy, advisory committee member, recalled 
his training in Tamil compositions received from Sri Ponniah Pillai (father 
of K.P. Sivanandam) at the Annamalai University and cited "Ayyane" in 
Saveri in the old Vamamettu. Sri C.S.Krishnalyer, another memberof 
the advisory committee also gave his comments on this presentation.

Yesterday, in the series of senior musicians concerts, after the 
morning sessions the first presentation was by Sangita Kalanidhi Sri 
T. Viswanathan of the Wesleyan University, U.S. A., who gave a flute 
recital which was preceeded by his short lecture on the technique of 
flute playing according to teacher Sangita Kalanidhi Sri. Swaminatha 
Pillai. He was accompanied by Sri V. Tyagarajan on the Violin, 
Mannargudi A Easwaran on the Mridangam and V Nagarajan on the 
Kanjira.

Seerkazhi RJayaraman in today's senior musicians series 
presented a recital based on Post Trinity Composers' compositions. 
He was accompanied by Sikkil Bhaskaran on the Violin and Tanjore 
R Ramadas on the Mridangam.

18TH DECEM BER, 1996

The morning session commenced with a devotional rendering 
by Aryanjali group led by Smt. Sumitra Ramachandran. The hymns 
in Sanskrit in praise of Kollur Sri. Mookambika composed by Brahmasri 
Vishnumangalam Seetharama Sarma were rendered.

Dr. S. A.K Durga gave a paper - presentation on the "bamboo 
flutes" prevalent in East Asian Countries. The paper dealt with
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Ethnomusicological perspective discussing the Bamboo flutes.

Among musical instruments, the bamboo flute is die widely 
used wind instrument in many cultures o f the world, as a classical 
and folk instrument which is performed in ensemble and solo.

The bamboo flutes o f different nations have a common 
apperance as the shape o f the bamboo cannot be altered but they vaiy 
in their length, in their shape o f their finger holes and in the number of 
the same. China, Japan, Korea, Indonesia, Thailand, Philippines, Malaysia, 
India, Srilanka, Maldives, Australia, New Zealand and South America 
are places where bamboo material is available in plenty.

The universality o f several aspects in music was not only in the 
musical concepts such as seven swaras, the rythm varieties of tisra and 
chaturasra etc. but also in the musical instrument, the bamboo flute as 
their material, shape and playing techniques such as giving the source 
o f energy through breath, fingering and blowing techniques. Al though 
several similarities exist in bamboo flute universally, the individuality of 
every bamboo flute o f different nations can be very well identified. The 
Indian bamboo flute is considered superb wind instrument to play the 
highly developed nuances o f Indian classical music o f the North and 
South.

Dr.Durga presented slide projections o f various flutes, and 
recordings o f the same which included also the Japanese Shakuhachi 
flute.

Dr. N. Ramani commented on this paper and highlighted .the 
Shahachi flute which is quite difficult to play. He also mentioned the 
allied nature o f flute playing techniques, all over the world.

Prof. Trichy Sankaran o f York University, Canada, member o f 
advisory committee, gave his observations on S. A.K. Durga's paper, 
stressing the view that such thoughts o f fusion of different technicalities 
of musical traditions could be utilised for posterity.

The second paper was by Sri B.M. Sundaram, member ■ Df the 
advisory committee. The topic was "Silambuchchelvan", highlig ;hting 
the importance o f Silappadhikaram as the major source in Tan lil, on



musical informations and references. The date o f  the author o f this 
treatise, Ilango Adigal and his origin were discussed. The varied 
informations on musical instruments, dance, artisans, etc., were available 
in Silappadhikaram. With special reference to the instrument of flute 
the speaker dealt with details of its form, shape and the measurements 
as mentioned in this text.

In the commentary o f Adiyarku Nallar on Silappadhikaram, 
more details are mentioned about the different varieties o f flute and the 
modes of playing, the definitions of Aarohana and Avarohana, the metals 
used for Anaisu, a ring-like portion at one end o f the flute and the bell
like portion in Nagaaram were dealt with. He referred to the several 
requisites of the player o f Tnnumai(percussion instrument) as referred 
in this text.

Adapting to the gati (the rhythmical structure), die definitions 
o f gati and Nadai, seven different gatis called Thooku mentioned in 
Silappadhikaram were referred to the different Panns, Vadi, Samvadi 
terms, methodology of Alapana, Neraval and Grahabhedam are also 
found in this text. Speaking o f references on Dance, the text says a 
dancer should be equally well versed in music and be good looking. The 
different Hastas, the single and joined Hasta mudras are mentioned. 
The song compositions o f different varieties were given as per the text. 
The unparalleled treasure, Silappadhikaram, gave unique information 
on music, dance and allied topics, the speaker said.

In  to d ay 's  sen io r m u sic ian s ' se rie s , Smt! Shyam ala 
Venkateswaran rendered a vocal recital o f Muthiah Bhagavathar’s 
compositions. She was accompanied by T.K. Padmanabha on Violin 
and Karaikudi K. Jayaraman on Mridangam.
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19th December, 1996

Purandaradasar Bhajan Mandali, directed by Chittoor Appanna 
Bhagavathar, rendered songs o f Purandaradasa at the opening of today's 
session.

Sri S. V. Parthasarathy, member o f the advisory committee, 
gave a paper on the importance o f the seven swaras and the purity of 
Ragas. He stressed the fact that the contour did not consist o f mere 
pronunciation of the swaras o f the concerned Ragas; one and the same 
swara got different shades purely in relation to the other swaras above 
and below. One note differential counted a lot in die individuality of the 
Ragas. He demonstrated his concept with several examples.

Smt. Mani Krishnaswamy, member o f the advisory committee, 
gave her comments on this paper. She said, it was not only the 
swarasthana or singing the swaras in the original places, but also 
embellishing them appropriately to bring out the full form o f the Raga. 
She said although the subject o f the paper was well known, still, it was 
vast and deep, allowing constant discussions for perfection, especially 
in the case o f rare ragas.

Smt. Gomathi Viswanathan, another member o f the advisory 
committee, mentioned about the Swarasthana Suddha (purity of swara 
points) that led to Raga suddha (purity o f raga).

Dr. N. Ramani, President of the conference complimented the 
speaker and stressed the importance of this subject, especially for the 
students o f music and upcoming musicians, to have a thorough knowledge 
of the do's and don'ts o f the Kamatic musical system.

The next lec-dem  was presented by Shovana Narayan, 
exponent o f Kathak, on the art-form and its traditions with reference to 
its form, stance and costume. The word Kathak was derived from the 
terms Katha (Story) or Kathaka (Story-teller). The dance tradition as 
such may be 2500 years old. The earliest reference to the Kathaka is in 
M ahabharata The speaker quoted references for the stances as found 
in sculptures of the Mauryan period. Sculptures of dancers and their 
costumes, particularly one of a Nati in Pataliputra in 3rd century B.C. 
seen in a tight pyjama, a frock in flair, as though in a circling movement,



were referred to, while speaking o f the continuity o f the costumes in 
Kathak dance tradition from early times. The mention ofDvwadasis of 
the sun temple in Kalhana's Raja Tarangini, Nrityakanyas, different 
categories o f performers among Devadasis were pointed out. The 
literature and repertoire derived from early Katha literature o f 8th and 
9th century B.C., the medium of language used, the different styles o f 
singing based on Dhrupad style (slow) and Taraana style (fast), the 
rural and urban styles of kathak (having rustic and finess respectively, 
although the essence and contents being the same), the different 
Mandalas, gatis and Bhava, Vachika-oriented and non- Vachika oriented 
abhinaya were alt dealt with briefly. Demonstrations of the five different 
glances, certain rhythmical phrases, examples o f Gat Bhav (deer, 
elephant and peacock) and a mythological piece from M ahabharata 
(the game o f dice and Draupadi Vastraapaharana) were presented by 
the speaker. She was accompanied by a live orchestra consisting o f 
Tabla by Shakir, Vocal and Bhol by Priyadarshan and Sitar by Vijay 
Sharma
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Smt. Lakshm i V iswanathan, m em ber o f the Executive 
Committee, thanked the speaker for giving, in a nutshell, the various 
asp ects o f the art -form o f Kathak.

Swati Tirunal's compositions were rendered by Paiai.C.K. 
R am ach an d ran  in today ’s sen ior m usic ians ' series. H e w as 
accompanied by V.L.Kumar on the violin and Madirimangalam S. 
Swaminathan on the Mndangam.

20th December, 1996

H ie day being Vaikuntha Ekadesi day, Subhasruti Group led by 
Smt. Mathangi Ramakrishnan, rendered compositions on "Sriman 
Narayana", at the opening o f the morning session.

Under the Nachimuthu Gounder Rukmani Ammal Charitable 
Trust in memory o fK  Palani Gounder, Dr. V. V. Srivatsagave alecture- 
demc >nstration on the Nalayira Divya Prabandham with special reference 
to Nachiar Tirumozhi He was accompanied vocally by Smt. Malini and
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Smt. Hem a Prakash (disciples of Smt. R  Vedavalli). "Bhakti towards 
the supreme is the highest even above Chaturvidha Purushaarthas - 
Dharma, Artha, Kama and Moksha - to quote Sri Tirumazhisaippiran", 
said Dr. Srivatsa. The term "Pavai Nonbu" was explained as the worship 
of the diety Katyayini by unmarried maidens, in the auspicious month of 
Margazhi. For the hymns o f Tiruppavai, the collection o f hundred and 
forty three songs of Nachiar Tirumozhi is like Anubandha. It has fourteen 
Padikams.

The Suprem e love o f Andal, its underlying note o f 
Madhurabhakti, the longing o f this Nayika, her request to Manmatha 
to unite her with lord Supreme, the joy o f union, the agony of 
separation, the divine scene o f marriage, Andal's thought about the 
divine conch which is fortunate in enjoying the taste o f the lips o f her 
Divine lover, her employing the clouds, as the messenger to carry her 
message to Arangan, the Sakhis comforting Andal on seeing her 
plight, Andal elaborating on her Kama Vedana (suffering o f love), and 
the final scene o f the Lord's appearance to fulfill the longing of Andal, 
were covered by the speaker, in a narrative form, with suitable examples 
of musical renderings at proper places. (Musical renderings tuned by 
Smt. R  Vedavalli).

Dr. Pappu VenugopalaRao, member o f the advisory committee, 
made his observations on the paper. He said, Prabandhams are of two
fold value, the literary and musical values. The Nalayira Divya 
Prabandham covers both these aspects o f Prabandha classification. All 
types o f Bhakti and particularly Sringara Bhakti, stressing the idea that 
the only Purusha is Vishnu and the rest is all feminine.

Sangita Kalanidhi Sri B. Rajam Iyer, member o f the advisory 
committee, remarked on the valuable musical substance and strength 
of the Nalayira Divya Prabandham compositions.

Dr. N Ramani, President o f the conference thanked
the Speaker.

The second lecture-demonstration was delivered by Sm t Vidya 
Sankar, member of the advisory committee, on the Gamakas in Vocal



and Veena technique, stressing the idea of vocalisation o f the instrument 
as the main thought behind producing the Gamakas, leading to the 
presentation o f a  raga in its full form and shape.

The speaker said that the word gamaka is derived from the 
root word in Sanskrit - Gam (gach)-meaning "to go"; The terms gamaka 
and gamana, hence mean a path. Therefore the word gamaka, leads to 
a derivation of the path from one note to another. Many kinds o f gamakas 
(jump, slide, leap etc.) were mentioned.

Examples of excerpts from different vamams were played and 
explained with their respective Gamaka phrases. Kampitam (shaking), 
Jaaru in ascending and descending orders were suitably demonstrated.

The importance of akaara sadhakam in vocal music helps in 
realising the exact places o f the notes o f each Gamaka and hence the 
point o f instrumentalists getting trained also in vocal and bring the 
necessary embellishments in the prayoga, was stressed upon. Excerpts 
from Kritis o f Sri Syama Sastri and Sri Tyagaraja were played to denote 
how the Gamakas match the meaning o f the lyric and bring out the 
emotional content in full.

The fingering techniques o f veena playing, especially in 
madhyama kala and tana, were explained; while applying the gamakas, 
certain propriety in application is necessary along with keeping o f the 
raga bhava in mind.

Sangita Kalanidhi Dr.T. Viswanathan, advisory committee 
member, mentioned about the importance o f the aspect o f rhythm in 
Gamakas which lead to the finding o f the raga

Sangita Kalanidhi Sri Doraiswami Iyengar, gave his expert 
views on this lecture. He said that Veena was the ideal instrument to 
express the intricacies of Kamatic music and Gamakas are the most 
essential to bring out the fullness of the raga bhava. The success in the 
crucial technique o f rendering Gamakas arises outright proportion and 
the right fingering technique. He referred to the technique of Veena 
Dhanammal who used Gamakas only at the necessary places. He also 
referred to the Karaikudi brothers.
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Dr. N  Ramani, made the concluding remarks saying that Veena 

was Gamaka praadhanya instrument.

In today's senior musicians' series Brahmasri T. S. Balakrishna 
Sastrigal rendered Harikathaon Sri Krishnavataram.

A A A A A A

21st December, 1996.

Shreyas devotional group led by Smt. Vaidehi Krishnan 
rendered Alwar pasuram, with special reference to compositions on Sri 
Narasimha.

Under Sm t Chellammal Natarajan Endowment, the first lecture 
was delivered by Dr. Subhashini Parathasarathy on highlighting the 
contribution of Tamil composers o f 18th century to Kamatic music, 
focussing on Ghanam Krishna Iyer, the meaning o f the title Ghanam, as 
a particular style of singing, his life and time, his musical versatality, his 
varied signatures, his knowledge of Hindustani music, his meetings with 
King Amarasimha, Pratapasimha of Tiruvidaimarudur, Kachiranga Durai 
and Kalyanarangar of Udayarpalayam, padam compositions sung at 
certain moments of his life, nayika-nayaka bhava, some changes 
introduced in the words o f the padams by the well-known Tamil scholar 
K Chidambaranatha Mudaliyar to reduce the erotic nature o f the lyrics 
of the padams were all explained by the speaker. Demonstration of 
well-known padams like Velavare, Niddirayil, Tiruvotriyur Tyagarajan 
and certain others were presented. Sri R K Shriram Kumar (Violin) 
and Sri Aran Prakash (Mndangam) accompanied the Speaker.

Vidwan Sri S. Raj am, member of the advisory committee, 
complimented the speaker and said that R aga Bhava was important 
in padam singing and for the sake of this technique, the lyrics of the 
padam compositions were some-times elongated or suppressed suitable 
to that juncture. Also, he pointed out the new words found in the padam 
rendering o f the speaker.



A Book release was part of the morning sessions. Sri N. 
Rajagopalan's publication "The Fragrant Garland" was released by 
the Secretary of the Academy, Sri. T. S. Parthasarathy and the first 
copy was received by the President of the Academy Sri. T. T. Vasu. 
Earlier Sri Parthasarathy introduced the author and his book to the 
members of the audience.

The second lecture was a comparitive study of Thumri of the 
Hindustani le and Javali of the Kamatic system. Dr. Sriram Parasuram, 
Director of Sampradaya, presented this paper with suitable demonstrations 
in the course of his lecture.

The basis of the lecture was to compare the similarities of these 
two forms with reference to their lyrical content (erotic), treatment of 
the Ragas (which conformed more to the emotional aspect rather than 
the grammar of their usage for interpretative aspect), importance of 
mood or rasa in both, folkloristic influence in their musical material from 
similar sources, were dealt with copious examples for both.

Earlier, after tracing briefly the origin and history of Javali and 
Thumri, Dr. Sriram said that Ghana, Rakti and Melakarta ragas are 
found in Javalis such as Poorvi Kalyani, NataKuranji, Mayamalavagowla 
and Bhairavi.

Taking Khamaj and Khamas from both systems, the speaker 
presented few Javalis and Thumris in those ragas and referred to 
Sangita Kalanidhi Smt. T Balasaraswati for using of Javalis in 
interpretative dance and drawing much inspiration from their Raga 
Bhava. The speaker also mentioned about Sangita Kalanidhi Sri. T. 
Viswanathan's unique way of singing Javalis with improvisations.

Sri T S Parthasarathy, complimented the speaker and Dr. N 
Ramani in his concluding remarks, recalled the speciality of Javali singing 
by the Late Ramanathapuram Krishnan who imbibed them from the 
Dhanammal musical heritage.

In today's senior musicians' concert series, Dr. Ritha Rajan 
gave a recital on the compositions of the Tanjore Quartette, accompanied 
by V, L. Kumar on Violin and Sri Govindarajan on the Mridangam.
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22nd December, 1996

The morning sessions commenced with a presentation of 
Marathi Bhajans by the Saraswat Mahila Samaj.

Under the Brinda Varadaraj an Endowment, the opening lecture 
was presented by Sri. S R Janakiraman, musician and musicologist; an 
exposition based on the Talas - Rupakam, Tisra Ekam, Misra Ekam, 
Triputa, Chapu and Jhampa.

The Speaker said that melody and rhythm were inseparable. 
Neither should dominate to the detriment of the other. The history of 
the evolution of the talas from the classical 108 talas to Suladi Sapta 
talas in the 15th and 16th century was traced. He pointed out the 
insignificance of one, two, four in the spheres of raga and tala.

The three, five and seven time reckoning could be traced in the 
Tevara hymns. He sang excerpts of "Ponnarmeniane", "aikunta" and 
"Thillai Vazh Andanar".

The speaker pointed out certain lapses that could be found in 
the random list of 108 talas. The numerals suggesting the concepts of 
jaatis and gatis were mentioned. The sapta talas had the laghu with the 
variable units of duration which was not so in the earlier talas.

He took a few kntis of Dikshitar in Rupaka tala suggesting the 
modifications of the rhythmical construction by singing Panchamaatanga 
mukha (Malahari, Sri Guruguha [Padi], Tyagaraja Yoga Vaibhavam and 
Manas a Guruguha [Ananda Bhairavi], Jamb up ate [Yamuna] and 
namaste Paradevate [Devarani], the latter two being in Tisra Eka. The 
Speaker stressed that almost as a rule, Tyagaraja's kritis in Rupaka 
Tala could be sung in Chitra Tama marga reckoning the tala with drutam 
and laghu. He also pointed out that Jhampa tala should not be confused 
as Khanda Chapu in a different way and he quoted examples Meevalla 
and Neevaada Ne Gana.

Prof. Trichy Sankaran gave his observations on paper. He 
said that the subject of talas was a vast one like the ocean; tracing the 
development of talas briefly, he mentioned that tala was open and nadai

3



was inset and add the existence of Chapu tala since the time of the folk 
traditions and probably the word Saarbu, came to be known as Chapu. 
Whether the patterns of rhythmical structures created the tala patterns 
and vice versa is a matter to analyse.

Sri T. S. Balakrishana Sastrigal, complimented the Speaker.

Dr. T. Viswanathan, stressed the importance of an analysis of 
the technicalities of the mridangam player with respect to the different 
schemes. He raised an element of doubt through his query to the 
reference of the speaker that the Misra Tala mentioned in the Sangita 
Sampradaya Pradarsini of Subbarama Dikshitai *vas employed by Sri 
Muthuswami Dikshita.

Dr. N. Ramani, President of the Conference while thanking 
the speaker, stressed the importance of keeping the tala in mind apart 
from its prayoga in a performance.

The Second lecture by Pulavar M. K. Ramanan was on the 
greatness of the language of the Thiruppugazh compositions. He was 
accompanied by Smt. T. V. Sundaravalli in vocal rendering of 
Tiruppugazh.

The unique specialities of the Tiruppugazh compositions and 
the composer, his date and life, his outstanding skill for Tamil 
Language, the varied chandams or meters used in Tiruppugazh 
compositions with particular reference to the employment of Sanskritic, 
Hindustani and colloquial (Tamil) terms as found in these, were explained 
by the speaker with suitable demonstrations.

Sri T. S. Parthasarathy thanked the Speaker for highlighting 
the language and literary aspects of Tiruppugazh songs.

As part of the morning session, Smt. Maithreyi Ramadurai, 
announced about the release of the cassette of selections from 
Arunachala Kavi's Rama Natakam, which was part of Academy's 
workshop Project — “Pibare RamaRasam” . Sri T.T. Vasu, President 
of the Academy, requested the Conference president Dr.N. Ramani, 
to release the cassette.
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The first copy was presented to Dr. N. Ramani, Sri M.S. 
Pattabhiraman, convenor, Library Committee, Sangita Kalanidhi B. 
Rajam Iyer (who has rendered the compositions along with the students 
of the Teachers' College of Music) were given copies of the cassette.

In today's senior Musicians' series Sangita Kalanidhi Sri B. 
Rajam Iyer rendered Tiruppavai Pasurams accompanied by 
Tirupparkadal S. Veeraraghavan on Violin and Mannargudi A. Easwaran 
onMridangam.
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* * * * * *

23rd DECEMBER 1996

Smt Meenambal Subramaniam led her group Gana Smriti, in 
rendering of devotional hymns of Kamakshi Amman Viruttam.

“Laya Raga Sagamam” was the topic of the opening lecture- 
demonstration presented by Smt. SukanyaRamgopal, Bhagyalakshni 
(Morsing) and Sri B. Rajesekhar (Talam).

A brief introduction was given to the importance of laya aspect 
of music and the place of ghatam as an accompanying instrument on 
the concert platform. Quoting reference from Valmiki Ramayana and 
Krishna Ganam for the origin of the instrument, the speaker expressed 
the basic idea of the paper as exposition of a technique through the 
instrument to bring out the form and shape of a Raga continuously by 
using individual ghatams represent the different swaras. A Pallavi in 
Mohanam to Adi Tala was demonstrated in Vilamba, Madhyama Kala 
and Tani Avartana sequences, accompanied by morsing respectively 
for each swara section.

Vellore Sri Ramabhadran, member of advisory 
committee,thanked and complimented the speaker for her involvement 
and hard work that was evident through this exposition.

Under Alamelu Narayana Sarnia Endowment, the second lecture 
was presented by Kalyanapuram Sri Aravamudan on the origin and



development of Harikatha as a total form of art having three -fold 
branches of performing arts, viz., dance, music and drama.

Tracing the histoiy of the Harikatha format the speaker referred 
/  to the “Keertankaars” and the Marathi influence on the art-form. 

Reciting the divine story (Hari-Katha), and seeking spiritual values 
through devotion to Supreme,the Nine type of Bhakti, the importance of 
sravana or listening were briefly touched upon.

“Dasa Bodh” which explained the requisites of a Harikatha 
exponent who should be well-versed,in all branches of arts, the 
mention of Shahji II and Serfoji n, who were patrons of fine arts at 
Tanjore, the place of origin of Hari-Katha Tradition, were referred, 
apart from several texts like keertenamala, Keertana Kaumudi etc. 
that give ample information on HariKatha as a form of performing art.

The Tamil, Sanskrit and Telugu influences on Harikatha tradition, 
the well-known Harikatha exponents like Tanjore Krishna Bhagavatar, 
(who brought prominence to this tradition), Panchapagesa Bhagavatar, 
Mangudi Chidambara Bhagavatar, Srirangachari, his son Embar 

, Vijayaghavachariar (who gave a new and embellished from for 
Harikatha,) Tiruvaiyaru Annas ami Bhagavatar, some of the women 
exponents like Gayanapatu Keertanapatu Saraswati Bai and Banni Bai 
and Kanakambujam of Tirugokamam, were mentioned.

The methodology ofPanchapadi, rendering of Saaki, Dindi and 
Ovi, employment of different meters like Aswadhaati etc. were explained 
with excerpts of musical rendering of Harikatha by stalwarts like Sri 
Embar Vijayaraghavachariar were illustrated briefly.

The decline in the interest in the art of Harikatha and the need 
to receive it as a form that has all the technicalities of music, dance and 
drama, resembling very much the art of monoacting were also stressed 
by the speaker.

Sri T.S. Parthasarathy, while giving his remarks on the paper, 
mentioned that the Nirupanas in Marathi available at Saraswathi Mahal
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library represented Harikatha expositions.

Sri B.M. Sundram, advisory committee member, raised a query 
on the authenticity of the information provided by the Speaker about 
Serfoji II of Tanjore as a patron of arts.

Smt R.Vedavalli, advisory committee member, requested the 
music loving public and organisations to find a way to support and foster 
the art of harikatha.

Dr.N.Ramani, president of the conference thanked the Speaker.

In today’s senior musician’s series, Mysore Sadasivaa Rao’s 
composition were rendered by Vairamangalam S. Laksahminarayan, 
accompanied by Smt. D war am Mangathayaru on Violin and Sri R. 
Ramesh on Mridangam.

* * * * * *

24th DECEMBER 1996

Dasanjali group led by M.O.Srinivasan, rendered Bhajans of 
Saint Tulsidas. Students of Hindu Higher Secondary School of Indira 
Nagar took part in this rendering.

Dr. V.Raghavan Shastyabdpurti Endowment lecture was 
delivered by one of hi students, Dr. M.Narasimhachari, University of 
Madras. The topic chosen was reference to musical instruments as 
traced from Vedic and classical Sanskrit Literature.

Dr. Narasimahachn said that the term sangita from ancient times 
meant the combination of songs, instruments and dance (Geeta, Vaadya 
and Nritya). Knowledge of one aspect without the other two was 
considered incomplete. Reference from poets like Amara, Vararuchi 
and Kalidasa were given.

Several musical instruments like Vaana (hundred stringed lyre), 
Veena, Tunava, Sanskrit, Bheri, Dundudhi, Tala Vamsa, Gangaraetc.,
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referred in the Vedic period covering the Rig, Yajus, Sama and Atharva 
Vedas, including their Brahmana and Sutra literature, with explanations 
of each instrument and the instruments played at several occasion of 
sacrifices and ritualistic activities were mentioned at length by the 
speaker.

Upanishadic references, references from epics like the 
Ramayana and the Mahabharata were cited. Muraja, Panava, Venu, 
Veena, Sankha, Dundudhi, Bheri, Mridanga, Madduka and few other 
were explained with the accounts of the situation in the epics, where in 
the employment of these instruments are mentioned.

Dr. V. V. Srivatsa, pointed out that even in the early literature 
there is mention of difference between Vamsi and Venu, Adding further 
about Agamic reference, he mentioned Bheri Vaadana(Playing of Bheri 
instrument) at Dhwaja Aarohana at the temple.

Dr. Pappu Venugopala Rao, recalled the contribution of Dr. V. 
Raghavan to the field of musical research and stressed on the aspect of 
vocal training (intonation and stress) which have been derived through 
oral tradition from the Vedic period to the present day.

Dr.S.S. Janaki said in her observation that Veda was book of 
knowledge giving vast details on music and allied subjects. Only a 
knowledge of Sanskrit will lead to Samskriti-perfection on finer points 
of cultural heritage. She pointed out the reference from Meghasandesa 
of Kalidasa, where a verse in praise of the Yaksha being played on the 
Veena and sung, showing that Samskrita and Sahitya combine to form a 
fusion of all branches of arts.

Dr.N. Ramani, President of conference, thanked the Speaker 
for his in-depth analysis of the subject given to him.

Under Rama Narayana Sarma endowment, the second lecture- 
demonstration was presented by Vidwan Sri S.Rajam, on the compo
sitions of post Trinity Composers, focussing on Sahitya Karta Sri 
KoteswaraIyer. In the demostration part, Sri Rajam was assisted vocally



by Kumari Bhavana V is wanathan, Kuman Radha Subramamam, Smt. 
Vijayalakshmi Subramaniam and Sri T.Venkataraman.

Tracing briefly the life and attainments of Sri Koteeswara Iyer 
(1869 -1938), his musical accomplishments and his contribtuion to the 
musical repertoire, the speaker brought out the various ideas of the 
sahitya, their lyrical content, the specialities of the ragas used, the usage 
of Sanskrit and refitted Tamil words (Chentamizh), the employment of 
Prasas, were explained by the Speaker.

“Velaiya, Kaliteera (both sung by Bhavana) Kripai Paaraiya 
(Radha). Kanakavelu, one of the ghana ragapancharatna Kritis, sung 
by Venkataraman, Kaarunya and Eesan Kanaka Sabhesan (Vijaya
lakshmi Subramaniam) were rendered.

Sri S.V.Parthasarathy, a student of Koteeswara Iyer, recalled 
his association with the composer and made a mention of Kritis “Vaarana 
Mukhava”, “Appane Kapali” and “Kanakaanga”. He referred to Sri 
S.Rajam ,the speaker of the subject, as one who was popularising the 
kiritis of Sri Koteeswara Iyer, the earlier person to do so.

Dr. N. Ramani thanked Sri S.Rajam on behalf of the Academy.

In today’s senior musician series, Manakkal Sri S. Rangarajan 
rendered compositions of Ramanathapuram Srinivasa Iyengar accom- 
pained by Sri M. S. Anantharaman on Violin and Dandamudi Sri Ram 
Mohan Rao on Mridangam.

A A A A A
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25th DECEMBER 1996

Saroja Sundaram Group rendered compositions of Tirumurai Isai 
at die commencement of ther morning sessions.

The opening paper on Mela Raga Malika, was presented by 
Smt. SulochanaPattabiraman an advisory committe member. She was 
assisted vocally by Shymala Venkateswaran, Geetha Sundaresan,



T. V. Sundarvalli, Prema Rangarajan and Sudha Raja

The early life and musical attainments of the composer, his 
association with several religious mutts, his earning the title “Maha” 
on singing the raga Chakaravakam, were traced initially.

The salient features of the magnum opus were highlighted in 
the paper in detail; Indu, Netra, Rudra and Aditya chakras were 
rendered.
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Sri. C. V.Narasimhan, Chairman of the morning sessions 
committee, pointed out die speciality of blend of lakshana and Lakshya 
in Mela Ragamalika Composition and also the chitta swara section at 
the end and beginning of each Raga. He said each of the chakra was 
a complete unit bringing out the fulness of the ragabhava.

Sri S. R. Janakiraman, in his observation, referred to the Mela 
Raga Malika as Jeeva Prabandha. He also pointed out the importance 
of Varahur Gurswamy SastrigaTs commentary on the Mela Raga Malika 
which explained the Sanskrit lyric as revealing the different episodes of 
Siva Lila, the high quality of the language of the sahitya and perfect 
confluence of Dhatu and Maatu.

Smt. Vidya Sankar, mentioned the appropriateness in the choice 
of subject presented by the speaker, especially on the day of Ardra.

The second lecture-demonstration was by Dr. V. S. Sarma, on the 
contribution of the Travancore Royal Family to performing Arts. 
Dr. Sarma, Dean of fine Arts, Mahatma Gandhi College, Kottayam, 
was assisted by SmtB. Arundhati in vocal rendering.

After briefly tracing the geographical details of Kerala state 
and the different Kerala royal families, the speaker mentioned the rulers 
of Travancore begining from Sri Marthanda Varma (Maharaja Anusham 
Trinual) who unified several small kingdoms; The construction of 
Padmanabha Swamy Temple was completed by him; he surrendered
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all his acquisitions before the lord and as Padmanabha Dasa he ruled 
the state. His patronage for fine arts and the building of Nritta Mandapa 
were referred.

Music Departmant of Universirty of Madras rendered 
compositions from the musical opera Nadanar Carittirasm, led by 
Dr. N. Ramanathan, Head of the Department of Music University of 
Madras.

26th DECEMBER, 1996

The morning session opened with the group rendering of Meera 
Bhajans led by Smt. Kamala Sitaraman and Shyamala Balasubra-
mamam.

The first paper was on Mudras in Musical compositions' by Smt. 
S R. Jayasitalakshmi, Lecturer in Music, Queen Maiy’s College.

Dealing with the subject at length, the speaker referred to the 
origin of mudras to the colophons found in the vedas and other ancient 
lore. After giving the purport of the term of Mudra. its varied forms 
figuring in different types of musical compositions like, Vaggeyakara, 
Moorthi, Raga, Prabandha, with their respective classifications were 
dealt in detail. Navavidha Bhakti in compositions were quoted with 
illustrations (Smarane Sukhamu,Tava Dasoham -(Tyagaraja) Padame 
Tunai Papanasam Sivan). The significance of Raga mudras emphasising 
soochita mudra (eg mohanaarama, Suddha dhanyena (from Subrah- 
manyena Rakshitoham) were also mentioned. Ragas with specific 
meanings used in suitable context in the kritis like Chamaram (in Siddhi 
Vinayakam), Neetimati (from Maha Vaidyanatha Sivan and Koteeswara 
Iyer) were cited.

Dr. M.B. Vedavalli, while making her observations on the paper, 
mentioned that mudras in musical compositions assumed all importance 
and could be apprehended when sung vocally.
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Smt R. Vedavalli, member of Ihe advisory committee, rendered 
a lecture-demonstration on aberrations in Trinity’s composiitions. She 
had the vocal support of Smt. Malini and Kumari Sumitra.

The Speaker pointed out that the interpolations could be attributed 
to different circumstances, voice culture, listening, learning and teaching. 
Copious examples were illustrated with reference to the kritis in ragas, 
Chittaranjani, Lalita, Kharaharapriya, Roopavad, Hamsanadam, Abheri, 
Dileepakam, Soolini, Brindavana Saranga, Shadvidhamargini and Hamir 
kalyani.

Sri C. V. Narasimhan, Chairman of the morning sessions commit
tee, said that as much as the patanthara was important, the response 
and acceptance of the audience were equally important.

Sri S. R. Janakiraman recalled that the facts about all the ragas 
mentioned by the Speaker as having been established and published in 
the journals of the Academy during the years 1930-1945. He highlighted 
the fact that the problem of Suddha Dhaivata and chatusruti Dhaivata 
in certain ragas have been in existence since quite sometime past.

Dr. N.Ramani thanked the speaker and referred to the several 
variations that had set in , in the compositions of the Trinity.

In today’s senior musicians "series, Smt Neela Ramgopal 
rendered Dasakuta compositions accompanied by Sri Dwaram 
Satyanarayana Rao on the violin and E.M. Panchapagesan on die 
Mridangam

27th DECEMBER 1996

Devotional rendering of Kaliamardanam and Rasakreeda from 
Narayaneeyam was offered by Smt. Sowmini Ramakrishnan and group 
at the opening of the morning sessions. The music for this rendering 
had been composed by late Srinivasa Rao “Presentation of Ragas in
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vocal and instrumental music” was the first paper presented in tne 
session, by Sri G.S. Raghuveeran, a performing violinist, from Kerala. 
He was assisted by Trichy S.Ganesan on vocal rendering.While 
mentioning the specific nature of raga swaroopa in our music system, 
the speaker analysed the various points of swarasthanas, gamakas, 
stresses and soft touches, form and shape of raga, the nuances of voice 
and instrumental techniques; raga rendering without repetition of sangatis 
with illustrations; Some of the examples were own compositions of the 
speaker. In violin technique, he referred to that of Dwaram Sri 
Venkatas wamy Naidu.

Sri S. Rajam who gave his observations on the paper, referred 
to the technique of Dwaram Sri Venkataswamy Naidu and mentioned 
that in the olden days the instrument of violin was referred as “pidi 
Vadyam”. He made a mention of the compositions of the speaker, 
particularly those having the words and essence of Tirukkural. Sri Rajam 
also pointed out die old sampradaya format of Ahiri raga rendering in 
the temples of Kerala.

Sri T. V. Gopalakrishnan, Musician and Associate professor of 
Music at BITS, Pilani, gave an exposition on compositions of Hindustani 
musical system, in the second session of the conference.

Highlighting, the salient features of Dhrupad (Classical), the 
speaker referred to the Talas Ragas and different languages used, the 
variety of subjects dealt in the Dhrupad composition, literary references, 
composers of Dhrupad, with illustrations. Swami Haridas was mentioned 
as the originator of the Hindustani musical system; Tansen disciple of 
Haridas, Baiju Bawra and others were referred to.

Khyal as a composition sung in different tempos, allowing the 
freedom of employing one sahitya in the vilambit and another in the 
Drut also of different composers were explained and illustrated. Details 
and examples of Tarana in comparison to Tillana ,Tumri mentioned as 
modem version of Lasya sanget, reference of lasya sangeet by 
Abhinavagupta as performed by dancers known as Dombika who were 
also mentioned by kalidasa in his Malavikagnimitra, as dancing to this



type of music, were explained. The local dialect, the emotive aspect, 
melody, the interpretative aspect of Tumri were dealt, with examples 
of vocal rendering by the speaker and Kumari Sridevi. Examples of 
chaturang with its important features were mentioned A chaturang 
composition of Ravi Sankar was illustrated. A Tumri in Bhairavi of 
Gulam Ali Khan was sung by the speaker.

T. S.Parthasarathy while making his observations said there was 
only system of music fr?R3ughout uptill the 13th century. Further he 
referred to Sri Bhatkhande who was the first to come down to South to 
do research in music in both systems on a comparative basis.

Today’s senior musicians’ series Seetha Raj an with Balabrindam 
group presented compositions from the PrahladaBakthi vijayam of saint 
Tyagaraja.

A A A A A A
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28th DECEMBER 1996

Gananjali devotional group, directed by Smt. Indira Ramanathan 
rendered Nama Ramayanam. The group comprised students from 
Sishya, D. A.V.,P.S.Senior secondary, Chettinad Vidyasharam and vidya 
mandir schools.

Under Bodhaka Award (T.S. Sabhesa Iyer Endowment). 
Sri V. Subramaniam, member of the Advisory committee, presented a 
lecture with demonstration on the compositions Maharaja Sri Swati 
Tirunal on Lord siva; he was assisted by Smt. Nagalakshmi Lakshmanan, 
Smt. Savita Karthikeyan, Smt. Meenakshi Genesh, Smt. Gayatri 
Viraraghavan and kumari Vilasini. Sri RK. Shriiamur (violin) 
and J. Vaidyanathan (Mridangam) accompanied group rendering. The 
speaker mentioned some of the very well known kritis on this deity of 
the composer like Kanteswara (Tiruvananthapuram), Mahadeva 
(Vaikom) deities at ettumanoor and sucheendram and one on Visveswara 
(Hindustani piece in Sindh Bhairavi) Sri S. Rajam, advisory committee
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member explained the Bodhaka Award, instituted by G.N.Dandapani in 
memory of his teacher Sri T.S. Sabhesa Iyer for transferring of 
sampradya, through oral tradition and complimented the speaker for 
training students under this scheme.

The second lecture-demonstration was by Violinist Sri V. V. 
Subramaniam; The topic chosen was,’’Some hidden truths in the 
sahitya of Sri Muthuswami Dikshita.” The speaker highlighted the 
physiological and philosophical content hidden in the sahitya of Sri 
Muthuswami Dikshita with particular reference to the kiiti vatapi 
Ganapatim. He quoted scriptural references and pointed out that the 
five elements or the panchabhoota had their interactions with each other. 
He referred to Bhoomi Kumaram (planet mars) as mentioned by Dikshita 
in his kriti on Angaraka, while referring to the latest information on a 
cell being found in the planet mars, which could be considered as the 
next source of energy for living beings. Panchabhoota kiranavali, 
another composition of Dikshita, which mentions about the kiranas or 
rays, was cited briefly by the speaker.

Sri M. S. Venkataraman, convenor of morning sessions, thanked 
the Speaker.

In today’s senior musicians' series P.S.Narayanaswamy ren
dered Sri Patnam Subramania Iyer’s compositions, accompanied by 
V.V.Ravi on the violin, Karaikudi R.Mani on the mridangam and 
V.Suresh on Ghatam.

* * * * * *

29th DECEMBER 1996

Ganamalika group led by Champakalakshmi Krishnan rendered 
compositions of Narayana Teertha. The group was accompanied by 
Smt Neela Jayakumar on Violin and Sri Jayakumar on Mridangam.

Under Nachimuthu Gounder Rukmani Charitable Trust in



memory of P. Nachimuthu Gounder (Endowed by Dr. N. Mahalingam) 
Dharmapuram Sri Swaminathan delivered a lecture on Moovar 
Thevaram. In the course of his lecture, the speaker stressed the 
importance of Oduvars as the chief link in the oral tradition to the present 
day. He defined the word Tevaram as worshipping the divine through 
music (Te-Aaram and Te-Varam (song)). He analysed three 
compositions, one each of Sambandar, Appar (Tirunavukkarasar)and 
Sundarar. He pointed that only out of thousands and thousands of 
these compositions of these saints, only a few hundreds were available.

Sambandar’s composition (tirupennagadam - Ponnar 
Trivadikku) which is known as Trivirruttam, reference to Pei Adayai 
(Tiruvenkaattuppandikam), Sotrunai Vediyan of Navukkarassar 
(Gandharappadikam - similar to Kedara Gowla), Sundaramurthi’s 
(Pottralam Koduthadu - Tirukkolakkavu) and the Nattaragappan 
composition (similiar to Pantuvarali) on Tirukkurugavur, were sung and 
explained with reference to their respective ragas; while rendering the 
songs, brief episode and allusions from the lives of the saint were cited.

Sri B.M. Sundaram, advisory committee member, recalled the 
comment of late Sri K. Ponnaiya, about authentic raga swaroopa of 
Hari Kambhoji as found only in the rendering of Oduvars in the temples 
(Tiruthandakam - Hari Kambhoji).

Sri Pappu Venugopala Rao highlighted the idea of Sugana, 
Niruguna Upas ana as contained in the composition of Tevaram.

The second lecture-demonstration was on Raga Lakshana giving 
emphasis and importance to Rakti raga - Huseni, Reetigowla and 
Saurasthram, presented by Smt. Gomathi Vishwanathan, musicologist 
and musician. Smt. Usha Lakshmi Krishnamurthi rendered the vocal 
support for the demonstrative part.

With an introduction on die importance of the ragas in Kamatic 
Music, the speaker traced, briefly the evolution of the three ragas; The 
Lakshanas of these three as widely prevalent now was explained. 
Compositions of different composers in the above ragas were
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demonstrated Smt Sulochana Pattabhiraman while complementing the 
Speaker stressed the importance of Naya and Rakti Ragas, peculiar to 
Kamatic music like Devagandhari, Ananda Bhairavi, NataKurinji and 
several others.

Smt Padma Moorthi mentioned about the various composers 
of Karnataka who have used these three ragas in several of their 
compositions. She made a reference to certain musical treaties 
(Venkatamakhin — Uma Tilaka Prabandham) and added although die 
raga name Huseni is considered to be urdu or Parsi orgin, it finds a 
place only in South India Music.

In today's senior musicians series T.R. Subramaniam rendered 
special Pallavi, accompanied by T.Rukmini on Violin, J.Vaidyanathan 
on Mirdangam and Mannargudi Raghavan on Kanjeera

* * * * * *

30th DECEMBER 1996

Compositions of Namakkal Kavignar Sri Ramalingam Pillai 
were rendered by Sarada Samiti led by Smt. Raji Vaidyanathan at the 
morning sessions. Smt. Padma Subramaniam, member of this group 
had tuned compositions.

Rhythm from World music - A perspective ,was the topic of 
the first lecture-demonstration by Prof. Trichy Sankaran. He referred 
to die heart beat as the origin of rhythmical sense of huamn race. 
While defining rhythm, he said that rhtyhm is a combination of Talam, 
Lay am and Kalam, which are inter-related to each other, as understood 
according to the Indian interpretation. Time keeping (every Pulse of 
the beat) and marking (the into nation points, the duration aspect) are 
the specific feature of western interpretation of rhythm. Further he 
classified the characteristic of pulse, beat and meter(measure).
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The speaker while mentioning the diversity in the nature of 
rhythm, dealt with the concept of rhythm with reference to other countries 
like Arabia, Africa, Indonesia and others in relation to their structure of 
rhythm, the techniques, theoretical and performing practices, the various 
other spritual, philosophical, socio-cultural aspects. Excerpts from 
African Music were played to denote the complexities of rhythm brought 
out by group instruments, unlike in south Indian Music where the single 
instrument of Mirdangam fulfills this aspect.

While dealing with the concept of rhythm in Indian thought, 
specific feature of its cyclic phenomenon, the time intervals, beginning 
beat - Sama (Known as down beat in the western system) and the 
Graha element in relation to Sama, the disciplines of Kamatic Music 
system, and the complex drumming styles were explained. The rational 
proportion in dealing with tempo, the prastara - elaborating of the 
rhythnical factors with logical and mathematical process of permutations 
and combinations of various nuances of rhythm were referred to Prof. 
Sankaran exhibited certain patterns of playing according to Palani 
Subramanian Pillai’s school and said that Mridangam is the only 
instrument having both melodic are beat oriented only. He also referred 
to the rhythmical structure in Hindustani system with explanations on 
Tali (beat), Kali (empty beat) and Sama.

Sri Vellore Ramabhadran, advisory committe member, compli
mented the speaker and referred to the extensive nature of the analysis 
of Universal Rhythm in comparison.

The next lecture- demostration was by Smt Lakshmi Knight on 
the importance of Music and dance according to Balasarasvathi’s School 
of Dance. She was accompanied by Sangita Kala Acharya Smt. 
T.MukU for rendering ofPadmas, Sangita Kalanidhi Sri T. Viswanathan 
on the Flute, Smt. Savitri Satyamurthi on the violin and Jagadish 
Janardhanan on the Mridangam. By highlighting through Padams (Ososi, 
Bala Vinave, Payyada) and a Slokam, through demonstration, Smt. 
Lakshmi chose the basic idea of topic.
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Sri C.V. Narasimhan, Chairman of the morning sessions 
committee recalled the immortality of Bala Tradation and 
complimented Smt. Lakshmi Knight. Dr. N. Ramani, President of the 
conference, thanked the participants of the presentation.

ip Hi *  ♦  *  H*

31st DECEMBER 1996

Kumari Vasumathi and group rendered devotional hyms of 
Ganashtakam and Siva Bhujangam, as taught by Smt. Alamelu 
Santhanam. The tunes for these had been composed by Smt.Kalyani 
Ramaswamy. Serthala Sri Sivakumar (Violin) and SmtN.S.Rajam 
(Mridangam) accompanied the group.

First presentation was by Sankutala Narasimham, musicologist 
and journalist, on new interpretation of South India ragas. The 
techniques of handling the notes as the basic of ragas swaroopa, with 
reference to both the Hindustani and Kamatic systems of music, giving 
emphasis to ragas like, Keeravani (illustrations on both systems - 
Kaligiyunte etc. and Khyal composition of Ustab Hafiz Khan’s father 
in praise of Lord Krishna) and Shanmukhapriya, were explained and 
illustrated by the speaker at length. These ragas remain basically the 
same in shape and form but different only in the application of the 
Swarasthana, to form the differental Gamakas that serve to identify 
two systems. She explained how complex combinations deshcjonepuri, 
Darbari and Adana and Multani, gave the form of Shanmukhapriya. 
The speaker explained the stress on Madhayamas employed in both 
systems. Shades of different moods and rasa am ibhava can be protrayed 
by the employment of the above techniques in Kamatic and Hindustani

4
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system.

While answering queries, the speaker explained that in 
Hindustani also the scale was different from the raga. And to the 
request of Sri C.S.Krishna Iyer, advisory committee member, 
SmtSakuntala, explained and illustrated the Sargam singing in the 
Hindustani system and referred it as the 20th century phenomenon; 
She added that great stalwarts like Abdul Karim Khan employed this 
techquine as influenced by the south Indian Kalpana Swara singing 
patterns.

Dr.Padma Moorthi, complimented the speaker and the compe
tence with which the subject was handled. Dr.N.Ramani thanked the 
speaker.

Sri. K.S. Mahadevan, well-known journalist, presented apaper 
on Tamil composers like Anai Ayya, T.LakshmanaPillai (Edu Kopamo), 
Mayuram Viswanatha Sastri (Sivanukku Ilaya), Kotteswara Iyer 
(Mohanakara), Muthiah Bhagavatar (Endan Annaiye), Suddhananda 
Bharathi (Mansa Siva Pujai), Perisami Thooran (Tanjam Endru), 
Subramania Bharathi (Suttum Vizhi) and Kalidaikurichi Sankara 
Narayana Iyer (Karunai Kodaikkan Paar) were mentioned and one 
composition of each of them was demonstrasted.

Sri B.M. Sundaram, advisory committe members while making 
his observation on paper, mentioned that only 26 of the composition of 
Anai Ayya are available now with us and said that the music for the 
composition Suddhananda Bharathi’s Mansa Siva Pujai was by Sangita 
Kalanidhi Sri T.M.Tyagarajan.

In today’s senior musicians' concert series, Suguna Pur- 
ushothaman rendered Special Pallavai in Sarabhanandana tala 
accompanied by Meera Sivaramakrishnan on the violin and Tanjore
R.Kumar on the Mridangam.
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1st JANUARY 1997

Devotional rendering of Aimamacharya’s compositions by the 
students of Music College of the Music Academy, as trained and directed 
by Prof. B.Rajam Iyer, was made.

The first explanatory demonstration was delivered by the 
President elect of the conference, Dr.N.Ramani, on the trends in the 
technique of flute playing.

He complimented the speaker and highlited die similarity of the 
words Kuzhal and Kural and highlighted some pasurams revelant to 
flute and its melody.

After the lecture, the summing up of morning sessions took 
place. Sri M.S. Venkataraman convenor of morning sessions, welcomed 
the gathering and mentioned the different lectures under special 
endowments and release of three publications during this conference.

Sri C.V.Narasimhan, chairman of the morning sessions commit
tee, gave his observations on this year’s presentations. He pointed out 
that The Music Academy occupied a unique place because of its 
scholarly, research - oriented contribution of great reputation. Keeping 
that in mind, the Academy should organise the future events of the 
morning sessions with longer durations.

Sri N.Ramani, President-elect of the conference, highlighted 
some of the important lecture-demonstrations of this year’s sessions 
arid thanked all the participants. He made a request to the experts 
committee to pave way for more research oriented and analytical 
material into the morning sessions rather than mere presentations.

Sri C.V. Narasimhan released the book “Raga Lakshana” 
prepared and edited by Sri S.R Janakiraman, musician and musicologist. 
The First copy was received by Sangitha Kalanidhi Sri B. Raj am Iyer,



Principal of Music College of The Music Academy and a copy was 
presented to the author of the book, Sri S.R. Janakiraman.

Sri T.S. Parthasarathy gave his remarks on the presentations of 
the morning sessions.

Sri Purushotama Naidu, past member of the executive 
committee made a request to the Academy authorities to make available 
copies of all the volumes of the journal prior to 1984 which had been 
edited by Dr. V.Raghavan, past Secretary of the Music Academy.
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THESADAS

The Sadas (Convocation) of the 70th Annual Conference was 
held at the T. T. K. Krishnamachari Auditorium at 5.00 p. m. on Wednesday 
the 1st January 1997, with Sri. T.N.Seshan (former Chief Election 
Commissioner of India) in the Chair.

There was a distinguished gathering of the members of the 
Academy, music lovers, musicians, scholars and experts.

The function began with invocation by Y. Yadhavan, Sindhu 
K.Das and P.Gayathri, Students of the Teachers’ College of Music, 
The Music Academy.

The Sadas was convoked by Sri T.T.Vasu. Welcoming Sri 
T. N. Seshan and others present, Sri T.T.Vasu, President of the Academy 
said:

Sri T.N.Seshan, Vidwan N. Ramani, Brahmasri T.S. 
Balakrishna Sastrigal, Vidwan Thanjavur Sankara Iyer, Vidwan 
Madirimangalam Ramachandran, Guru K. J. Saras a, Members of the 
Executive and Advisory Committees, distinguished invitees, ladies and 
gentlemen:

This Sadas is our annual convocation and I extend to all of you 
a hearty welcome and wish you a happy and prosperous New Year
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which commences from today.

Our 70th Annual Conference, which concluded this morning, 
lasted for 18 days. There was an unprecendented spurt of activity in 
Chennai in the music and dance fields during December when compared 
to the previous years. A large number of new sabhas and similar cultural 
institutions had made their appearance. There was a liberal flow of 
sponsorship from business houses which enabled even medium-sized 
institutions to organise festivals on a large scale.

The afternoon concerts of Junior and sub senior artistes were 
as usual free to the public; 251 artistes took part in 82 concerts of which 
58 were Vocal, 3 Veena, 5 Flute, 1 Chitra Veena, 1 Mandolin, 1 
Saxophone, 2 Violin, 1 Nagaswaram, 6 Bharatanatyam (including 
Kalakshetra troupe), 1 Harikatha, 2 Hindustani vocal and 1 Hindustani 
instrumental.

We had arranged for special lecture demonstrations in the 
mornings followed by exclusive recitals of the compositions of selected. 
Vaggeyakaras by leading Vidwans and Vidushis. The composers covered 
by these recitals included Swati Tirunal, Muthayya Bhagavatar, the 
Tanjore Quartette, Mysore SadasivaRao, Poochi Iyengar, DasaKuta 
Composers, Jayadeva and Patnam Subrahmanya Iyer. A large number 
of hitherto unknown kritis and also rare kritis of these composers came 
tp light through these recitals and this feature was greatly appreciated 
by the music-loving public.

On December 20, which was die Vaikunta Ekadasi Day, there 
was harikatha performance entitled ‘Krishnavataram’ by Brahmasri 
T.S. Balakrishna Sastrigal who will shortly be receiving the title 
of ‘Sangita Kala Acharya’. A flute recital by Sangita Kalanidhi 
T. Viswanathan, a special Pallavi by Vidwan T.R. Subramanyam, a 
Pallavi in the rare Sarabhanandana Tala by Vidushi Suguna 
Purushothaman and Nandanar Charithram by the staff and students of 
the Department of Music, University of Madras, were among die other 
highlights.

A rich fare was provided during our morning sessions by



Vidwans, Vidushis and Scholars in 32 lecture demonstrations which 
covered a wide spectrum of subjects on music and dance. The 
endowment lectures were of an uniformly good standard as great care 
had been taken by us to select competent scholars for the purpose.

Conference President Vidwan Ramani attended the morning 
sessions regularly and gave illuminating comments on the lectures. He 
himself presented an interesting paper with demonstration this morning 
on ‘Trends in the technique of flute playing’. Several members of our 
Advisory Committee felicitated the speakers and also summed up and 
added their own comments on the papers presented.

The Sadas this evening is presided over by Sri T.N. Seshan who 
was till recently the Chief Election Commissioner of India. It will be 
presumptuous on my part to introduce Sri Seshan to an audience like 
this. Few civil servants would have had such a distinguished record of 
service in so many branches of administration as Sri Seshan. He has an 
enviable experience of governance in this country from the grass-root 
level to project management, complex and sensitive assignments, 
personnel management, and creative contribution. He reached the zenith 
of his career when he became Cabinet Secretary in 1989 and a Member 
of die Planning Commission in 1990.

His posting as the Chief Election Commissioner of India opened 
a new chapter in his official career and he became a legend in the 
annals of that Commission. It was a challenge to his courage and 
determination, but he soon put the Election Commissic i at the centre 
stage of the constitutional and democratic system of t\e country.

Sri Seshan is an ardent believer in Hindu religion and culture, 
a lover of music and dance and an affable aesthete. The crowning 
event in his life was his receiving the Magsaysay Award recently for 
‘ excellence in adminstration’.

I am grateful to him for agreeing to preside over the Sadas this 
evening.

In addition to the usual awards for musicians who participated 
in our concerts and prizes for winners in competitions, we have selected
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a veteran Harikatha exponent and a noted musician and composer for 
receiving the tide of ‘ Sangita Kala Acharya’ and also a leading vocalist 
and a doyen among dance teachers for receiving die T.T.K. Memorial 
Award Young musicians and dancers, who distinguished themselves in 
our ‘Spirit of Youth’ Festival held in October, will also be given the 
usual awards today.

I am glad to announce that we have received a number of liberal 
endowments the proceeds from which are to be given as awards to 
deserving artistes. Sri B„ Anantaswami has created an endowment of 
Rupees one lakh, the interest from which is to be given as awards in die 
name of the late Sangita Kalanidhi Ariyakudi Ramanuja Iyengar. The 
family members of the hte H. Natarajan have created an endowment 
for giving an award of Rs. 5,000/- every year in his name to eminent 
artistes selected by us. Sri. R Obul Reddy has created a handsome 
endowment for giving away every year an award to the best singer of 
Kalpana Swaras in our concerts.

I am happy to inform you that Sangita Kalanidhi T.N. Krishnan 
has graciously gifted to us the recording of his concert at the Academy 
on December 21, 1996. This will be released as a cassette and the 
royalty will accrue to the Academy. I thank him for his fine gesture.

The Sri Maruthi Bhaktha Samajam Trust, Nanganallur, 
represented by its Chairman and Managing Trustee, Sri V.P. Rahavendra, 
has created an endowment in the name of Harikatha Kesari 
V.S. VenkataramanaRao for conducting a seven-day Harikatha Festival 
every year by this Academy.

The birth centenary of E. Krishna Iyer, who was one of the 
earliest Secretaries of this Academy, falls during 1997. Krishna Iyer, 
who was himself a Bharata Natyam exponent, carried on a crusade for 
dispelling the social prejudice against Bharata Natyam and securing for 
the art respectability and a new status. To mark his centenary, we are 
working out a plan to havfe a week-long dance festival by senior dancers 
during August, 1997.

The family members of the late Madhuram Narayanan have



donated Rs. 10,000/- and the family members of the late Papa 
Venkataramayya Rs.5,000/- to be utilised by us for giving awards to 
deserving musicians. Sangita Kalanidhi Dr. M. Balamurali Krishna, who 
gave a concert here on December 3 0, has donated the entire collections 
to our indigent musicians’ fund.

A large number of sponsors and advertisers have also come to 
our aid by underwriting most of our concerts and taking space in our 
souvenir. Their names have been published in our programme book. Sri 
Thota Tharani was responsible for the artistic decor on our stage.

The heavy strain imposed on our Secretaries, office-bearers, 
staff and others during this unusually long conference and music festival 
was cheerfully borne by them and I am grateful to all of them.

I once again extend to all of you a warm welcome and request 
Sri T N. Seshan to preside over the Sadas and conduct the proceedings.

Sri. T.N. Seshan, who presided over the Sadas, then delivered 
his address in which he praised the yeoman service being rendered by 
the Academy in nurturing and promoting traditional classical music and 
dance. He said that when everything in the country had been damaged, 
music alone brought glory to India and this classical music should be 
protected and nurtured. He said in recent times, there had been an 
explosion of art and cultural activities in Chennai during December. It 
had reached a stage when it had become difficult to get audiences even 
for top artistes. He said the music season instead of being restricted to 
December could be spread round the year. If this was done not only 
could the listeners enjoy good music, the artistes would also be benefited. 
He appealed to the Academy to devise means by which the season 
could be expanded.

Violin Vidwan Sangita Kalanidhi Sri. T.N. Krishnan, Vidvan Sri 
Tiruchy Sankaran and Sri T.S.Parthasarathy offered felicitations to all 
the awardees.

Dr. N.Ramani, Brahmasri T.S.Balakrishna Sastrigal and 
Smt.K. J. Sarasa who received awards said, (on behalf of die recipients 
of the awards) deemed it a previleage for the honour bestowed on
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them, and thanked the Academy.

Sri. T.N. Krishnan and Sri Tiruchy Sankaran described 
Dr.N.Ramani as an outstanding flautist, who had introduced many 
innovations in flute, without compromising on Sastriya Sampradaya.

SangitaKalanidhi Dr.N.Ramani paid glowing tributes to his guru, 
the late flute maestro T.RMahalingam, He said he would dedicate the 
award to his guru and presented an oil painting of T.R.Mahalingam 
(Mali) to the Music Academy.

Academy Secretaries, Sri. M.S. Venkataraman and Sri 
N.Ramakrishnan, introduced the musicians and winners who had 
participated in the different concerts of the festival and lecture- 
demonstrations held during the Conference and had been adjudged as 
deserving special awards and prizes.

Sri T.N.Seshan presented various endowment awards, prizes 
and distributed certificates to musicians.

Ms.Maithreyi Ramadurai, Academy Secretary, proposed a vote 
of thanks.
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Academy Secretary, Sri. T.S.Parthasarathy, presented Vidvan 
Dr.N.Ramani, President of the Conference.

CONFERENCE PRESIDENT

Vidvan Dr. N. Ramani

Bom in 1934 in Tiruvarur in a family with a rich musical tradition; 
grandson of Azhiyur Narayanaswami Iyer, a versatile musician whose 
forte was the flute; had his initial training under his grandfather; presented 
his arangetram when he was eight years old; was spotted by the flute 
maestro T.R.Mahalingam (Mali) who accepted him as his disciple; played 
with his Guru when only eleven years old; gave his first flute recital 
over All India Radio in 1945; at the Music Academy in 1956 when he 
was 22; soon reached the zenith in his profession and became an artiste 
of international fame; has made 30 concert tours abroad and is the 
recipient of numerous titles and awards; introduced the long flute into 
Kamatic music; started the Ramani’s Academy of flute and has trained 
more than 50 worthy disciples.

The President of the Sadas, Sri. T.N. Seshan conferred the title 
“Sangita Kalanidhi” on Vidvan Dr.N.Ramani and presented him with 
the Birudu Patra,medallion of the title, citation and a cash award of
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Rs. 10,000/- being the interest from an endowment made by 
Sri.C. V.Narasimhan, in the name of his guru Sangita Kalanidhi Musiri 
Subrahmanya Iyer, to be awarded to the President of each year’s 
Conference of the Music Academy.

The Academy had selected two senior vidwans, who had 
rendered distinguished services in the field of music, for the conferment 
of the title “Sangita Kala Acharya”.

The Academy had also selected two senior experts who had 
rendered distinguished services in the field of music for the award of 
“Certificate of Merit and T.T.K. Memorial Award”.

Sri K.Vaitheeswaran, Academy Vice-President presented 
Brahmasri T.S. Balakrishna Sastrigal.

SANGITA KALA ACHARYA

55

Brahmasri T.S. Balakrishna Sastrigal

Bom in 1918 in Tiruvidaimamdur as the son of Sambamurti 
Ghanapatigal, Vedic scholar; grew up in an atmosphere of music, religious 
studies and puranic lore; had music training under Tiger Varadachari
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and Mudicondan Sabhapati Iyer; had English education and served the 
State Bank of India with great distinction; took up Harikatha in his 
spare time and soon became a star performer; noted for his erudition, 
memory power, excellent singing and sense of humour; has specialized 
in expounding the Maha Bharata and Tyagaraja Ramayana; has 
presented musical discourses in English in U. S. A. in 1983*.

Sri T.N.Seshan conferred the title of “Sangita Kala Acharya” 
on Brahmasri T.S.Balakrishna Sastrigal and presented him with the 
Birudu Patra, medallion of the title, citation and a cash award of 
Rs.5,000/-.

Sri M.S. Pattabhi Raman, Academy Vice-President presented 
Vidvan Sri Thanjavur Sankara Iyer.

SANGITA KALA ACHARYA

Vidvan Thanjavur V.Sankara Iyer.

Bom in 1924 in a family of Tamil scholars of the Tiruchi Dis
trict; his t redilection for music made him leam from stalwarts like Sattur 
Krishna Iyengar and Tiger Varadachari; joined the Annamalai University
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and completed the SangitaBhushanam course with distinction; acquired 
a sound knowledge of music theory and the art of composing; is noted 
for his sweet style of singing and his original way of handling ragas; is a 
composer of extraordinary merit particularly in rare ragas: a sampradaya 
Vidwan who believes in maintaining the purity of tradition; recipient of 
many honours and titles including ‘Sangita Ratnakara’ awarded to 
Cleveland, Ohio.

Sri T.N.Seshan conferred the title of “Sangita Kala Acharya” 
on Vidvan Sri Thanjavur Sankara Iyer and presented him with the Birudu 
Patra, medallion of the title, citation and a cash award of Rs. 5,000/-.

Sri U. Ramesh Rao, Academy Vice-President presented Vidvan 
Sri Madirimangalam Ramachandran.

T.T.K. MEMORIAL AWARD

Vidvan Madirimangalam Ramachandran

Bom in Semponnarkoil in the Thanjavur District renowned for 
its Nagaswaram maestros; had his initial lessons from Vidwan Arumugam 
Pillai; after completing high school education, joined the Annamalai 
University and passed the Sangita Bhushanam course with a first class; 
had the benefit of studying under giants like Ponmah Pillai, Sabhesa
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Iyer and T.K.Rangachari; also imbibed the best from the styles of 
Maharajapuram Viswanatha Iyer and Madurai Mani Iyer; a strict 
follower of sampradaya with a rich imagination and grasp of Laya; 
noted for the emotional richness and smooth tempo of his music; had a 
long stint in many capacities in the All India Radio and retired as Chief 
Producer of Music; has trained many successful performers of the 
present.

Sri T.N.Seshan presented to Vidvan Madirimangalam, Sri 
Ramachandran, the “T.T.K. Award” with citation and a cash award of 
Rs.2,500/-

Smt. Mano Bhaktavatsalam, Academy Vice-President presented 
Guru Smt. K. J. Sarasa.

T.T.K. MEMORIAL AWARD

Guru K. J. Sarasa.

Bom at Karaikal iit 1937 as the daughter of Jagadeesan and 
Valliammal; started learning Bharata Natyam from the age of seven 
from the doyen Vazhuvur Ramayya Pillai and underwent gurukulavasam 
for fifteen years; leamt vocal music from gurus like Ramnad Krishnan 
and Valliyur Gurumurti; founded her dance school ‘Sarasalaya’ in 1960 
and has trained hundreds of students including some from countries



abroad like Malaysia and Singapore; has the distinction of being the 
first lady nattuvanar; many of her disciples are star performers in the 
field today; has choreographed excellent dance dramas; recipient of 
many honours including the Sangeet Natak Akademi award in 1992; a 
teacher who has made an all round contribution to the advancement of 
Bharata Natyam.

Sri T.N.Seshan presented to Guru K. J. Sarasathe "TTK Award 
with citation and a cash award of Rs.2,500/'-.

THE SADAS 5 9



THE MUSIC ACADEMY - MUSIC COMPETITIONS - 1996

Competition Endowed by Winner (s)

1. Vocal (Gents)
Sangita Kalanidhi GNB Memorial Prize

Smt. Rajeswari 
Ranganathan

V.G.Guha
S.Saketliaraman

2. Vocal - (Ladies) T.R.Venkatarama 
Sastry Memorial Prize

Sri T.V.Rajagopalan Srividya Ganesan 
Madhurima Vmukonda

3. Veena Dhanammal Memorial Prize Late V.Sudarshanam 
Iyengar

R.Akilandeswari 
K. Padma

4. Violin-Kasturi Ranga Iyengar 
Prize for Violin

The Hindu A. G. Venkatasubramanian 
N.Balaji
Harini Nagarajan

5. Pallavi Singing - Dr.Sankaranarayana 
Iyer Memorial Prize

Dr.E. S.Sankaranarayana 
Iyer's children and grand children

S.Saketharaman
G.Vidya

6. Padams B.V.S.S.Mani S. Nagalakshmi

THE MUSIC ACADEMY AWARDS 1997
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7. Tamil Songs - Amarar Kalki Prize Sri T.Sadasivam R. S. Venkatraman.
R. Sucharithra & ' Tie
S. K.Suresh 1

8. Tulsidas & Meera Bhajans
Smt. Rajalakshmi S.Jagannarayanan prize
Sri Ramachandra Memorial Committe prize

Sri S.Jagannarayanan 
& Sri U.Ramesh Rao

Tulasidas
Gurucharan

Mira Bhaians 
R.Swetha

9. Purandaradasa Padas Prize Sri V.S.S.K 
Brahmananda (Jaffna)

A Sivaraman 
M.Maya 
K.Sree Sudlia

10. Madhumita Dandapani
Bhagavatar Memorial Prize

11. Sanskrit Compositions 
Dr.V.Raghavan Memorial Prize

Smt Priamvada 
Sankar

R.Swetha

12. Divya Prabandham, Lingappa Naidu 
Garu's Kirthanas and Thevaram 
Sri Vijayaragavalu Naidu 
Memorial Prize

Sri Vijayaragavalu 
Memorial & Charitable 
Trust, Sirkali

G.Anuradha
S.K.Suresh
S.Archana
R.Swetha

THE MUSIC ACADEMY AWARDS 1997
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13. Syama Sastri Kritis Sri V.S.S.K.Brahmananda (Jaffna) 
&Uttaram Thamba Sachidananda’s 
Endowment

R.Anga
Veenat Rajalakshmi Ganesan 
Nisha Rajagopalan

14. Tamil Devotional Songs Sri V.Natarajan S.Archana
S.K.Suresh
R.Swetha

15. Vamams - T.Chowdiah 
Memorial Prize

Sri V.Sethuramiah & 
Sri. R. K. Venkatarama 
Sastry

Sindhu K.Das
V.G.Guha
K.Sriram
R. S. Venkatraman
S. M.Vilasini

16. Mridangam - S.A.Venkatarama 
Iyer Prize

Dr.(Smt)S.A.K.Durga G.Vijaya Ganesh .
R. Radhakrishnan |
S. Manikandan |

Seniors

T.Ashok j 
N.Anand

Juniors
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17. Sri Thambirajan Sashtiabdapoorthi Smt.Meenakshi Sankar & - Girls: Balabrindam (Shield)
Prize & Shield for School Smt. Kanaka Cadambi Nisha Rajagopalan
Children for the best rendering Veena Rajalakshmi
of compositions of well known Ganesan
composers S.Ranjani 

Sowmya Rangaraj

Boys: B.Bharath Ram
M.Balamurali H

Krishna W

J.V.Deepak C
05
o

18. Annamacharya’s Kritis Sri B.V.S.S.Mani Sindhu K.Das s
§mBulusu Parameswari Prize Harikrishna R

K.Hemalatha S
R.Swet %

19. Tirupugazh - M.Ganesa Iyer Prize Endowed by Dr.M.G. S.Archana a
05

Varadarajan & A.Gayathiri Devi NO
NO

Parthasarathy Shweta Ravishankar
Mudaliar Memorial 
Trust

K.Bhavya
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20. Tevaram - Mangalammal Prize Dr. M. G. Varadaraj an 
& Shanmugasundaram 
Educational Trust

R. Sucharitha 
Madlimnita Dhandapani
S. K.Suresh 
R.Madhuram

21. Subramania Bharathi Songs Endowed by Bharath 
Film Distributors 
Sri M.Saravanan

K.Gayatri 
S.Saketha Raman 
K.K.A.Deepa Reklia 
K.G.Ranjith 
R.Palanivel

22 Ramalinga Swamigal Songs Prize M.G.Varadarajan Saranya Krishnan
M.Anupama
S.K.Suresh

23. Maharaja Swati Tirunal Compositions 
- Murthy Memorial Prize

R.K.Murthy Memorial 
Committee

Amritha Murali 
A. Dilip Simha 
A.Gayatliiri Devi

24. Muthuswamy Dikshitar Kritis Bikshandarkoil 
Rajagopal Pillai 

& Indira Ramadurai

R.Amaga
M.Balamuralikrishna
V.G.Guha
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25. Papanasam Sivan Songs - Alarmelu 
Viswanathan Memorial Prize & 
Gowri Mahadevan Memorial Prize

Endowed by K.V.Bala- 
subramanian & Kumari 
Lakshmi Viswanathan 
& T. Mahadevan

Nisha Rajagopalan 
Gayathiri Devi 
R.S.Venkatraman 
A.Sivaraman 
G.Anuragha
Veena Rajalakshmi Ganesan 
K.Gavatri

26. G.N.B.Songs - Prize Dr.Sinnathambi of 
New Zealand

Nisha Rajagopalan 
Sindhu K.Das 
S.M.Vilasini

H
X
m

2c
05

27. Narayana Thirta's Tharangam Endowed by Narayana 
Thirtha Educational 
Charitable Trust

K.Gayathri 
Gayatri Devi

o
>o
£
m
2

28. T.Lakshmana Pillai Musical 
compositions endowment for a 
Prize in rendering of T. Laksman 
Pillai's compositions

Endowed by R. Mahadevan 
Nair Brig R.B. Nair 
Smt.Rajeswari Menon 
R.Indusekar

Sreesudha 1a
05

o

29. Mayuram T.R.Viswanatha Sastri 
Memorial Endowment for general 
Proficiency in songs-.

Endowed by TEE AR VEE A.Sivaraman
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30. Tyagaraja Kntis - Vedagiri 
Prize

Endowed by
Smt.Lakshmi Vedagiri *

R.Anaga 
Divya Rajagopal

S.Swaminathan(formerly of the 
Hindu) Prize

Endowed by Sri.S.Balachandar K.Sriram 
Vilasini &
Nirupama Sivaraman

31. D.Rangasvvamy Iyer Endowment 
for Elocution in Musicology

Dr. S. R. J anakiraman G.Vidya
Vishaka Santlianam I

32. Neelakanta Sivan Songs Endowed by
Smt.P.L.Saraswathi Ram

Saranya Krishnan 
G.Anuradha

33. Bhadrachala Ramadas Endowed by Tadepally 
Lokanadha Sarma

Madhumita Dandapani 
Gayathiri Dhevi 
K.Sreesudlia

34. E.S.Sankaranarayana Iver’Songs M.Balamurali Krishna 
M.Saketha Ramani 
Amritha Murali

H
X

S
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70TH ANNUAL CONFERENCE -1996 -1997

1 . Sangita Kalanidhi Musiri 
Subramania Iyer -Memorial award

Sri C.V.Narasimhan Dr.N.Ramani

2. Sangitha Kala Acharya award The Music Academy Brahmasri T.S.Bala 
Krishna Sastrigal

3. Sangitha Kala Acharya Award 
Smt Meenakshi &Asthana Vidwan 
Enjikollai Chidambaram Sri 
Ganapadigal Memorial Award

Smt.Leela & 
Enjikollai Sri Krishna

Vidwan Thanjavur 
Sankara Iyer

T.T.K.AWARD CERTIFICATE OF MERIT

1 . T.T.K. Award Certificate of 
Merit in memory of M.Seshadri 
Iyengar

Sri M.S.Pattabhiraman Vidwan Madirimagalam 
Ramachandran

2. T.T.K.award Certificate of 
Merit

T.T.K.Trust Guru Smt.K.J.Sarasa
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CONCERT

Name of the Award/Prizc Endowed by/Donor Prize Winner

i. Smt.Yogam Nagaswamy Award to a Smt Yogam Nagaswamy Smt Sudlia Raghunathan
X Senior Vocalist(gent or lady)

H
Xpi22. Outstanding Lady Vocalist Sri P.Obul Reddy Smt Charumathi Ramachandran

o
£ (Senior) S2o

£
w2 3. Lady Vocalist-December Series Sri P.Obul Reddy Bombay Sisters: C.Saroja, pi

i in the name of P.Obul Reddy C.Lalitha
(Senior)

1c
4 Best Senior and Sub-Senior Sri P.Obul Reddy Hyderabad Bros: D.Sesha- VO

VO-4

Vocalist rendering Kalpana Chary; D.Raghava Chan

Svaras Smt. Raji Gopalakrishna
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Sangita Kalamdhi Ramanuja Iyengar 
Awards Senior & Sub-Senior

Sri B.Anantaswami T.N. Seshagopalan 
S.Sowmya
S. Nithyasree Mahadevan
T. M.Krishna

Raja Sir Annanialai Chettiar
Smt C.T.Unnamalai Achi Memorial Award
for one or more talented musicians (Senior)

R.Vedavalli

Best Lady Vocalist - Concert 
in the name of Srirangam 
Gopalaratnam Memorial Prize

Renuka Devi Bombay S.Jayshri

Sangita Kalanidlii Musiri 
Subralunania Iyer Memorial prize 
to one senior and one sub-senior 
vocalist (gent and 
lady)

Sangita Kalanidhi 
Mani Krishnaswami

Madurai R. Sundar 
Geetha Rajashekar
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9. P.R.Chari Memorial Prize for Smt.Janakam Chari Not awarded
the best Pallavi Singing (gent 
or lady)

10. Sri Vinjamuri Varadaraja Sri V.Govindarajan Smt.Suguna Purushothaman
Iyengar Memorial Award to 
a Senior Artiste for the 
best Pallavi Singing (Gold 
Medal)

11. G.Ramakrishna Iyer Award for Smt Indira Sivasailam Papanasam Ashok Ramani
a Sub-Senior Vocalist (gent 
or lady)

12. Pappu Kamakshiamma Award to Sri V.Pappu Vijayalakshmi
a sub-senior Vocalist Subramaniam.

THE MUSIC ACADEMY AWARDS 1997
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13. a.Nyapathi Rangamannar 
Award to a Sub-Senior 
Vocalist (gent)

N.V.V.J.Swamy
1
1
1
1
1

b. K.S.Ramaswsamy Shashtya- Smt.Akilandeswari
l
1 Sanjay Subrahmanyam

bdapurti Award to a Sub- 
Senior Vocalist (gent)

Smt.Chitra 1
1

c. Smt.Pankajam Rajam Award 
to a Sub-Senior Vocalist (gent)

Sint Pankajam Rajam
1

14. Sangita Kalanidhi Dr. S.Pinakapani Sangita Kalanidhi Shyamala Venkateswaran
Award for the best Nedunuri Krishnamurthy
Raga Alapana to a Sub Senior 
Vocalist (gent or lady)

15. Sangita Kalanidhis T.S.Sabesa 
Iyer & Thanjavur K.Ponniah 
Pillai Award for singing of 
Slokam or Virutham to a Senior 
or Sub-Senior Vocalist (gent 
or lady)

THE MUSIC ACADEMY AWARDS 1997
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16. The Carnatic Music Association 
of North America Endowment 
Prize to a Carnatic Vocalist 
under the age of 25 (gent or 
lady)

The Carnatic Music 
Assn, of North America 
INC

C.B.Ramanarayan

17. Chidambaram Sri V.V.Swama 
Venkatesa Dikshitars prize 
to a Junior Vocalist (gent)

Sri V.V.Swama 
Venkatesa Dikshitar

Sriram Gangadharan

18. a. Smt D.K.Pattammal Award to 
a junior voclist (Lady)

b. Sri T.V.Subba Rao Memorial 
Award to a junior vocalist (Lady)

D.K.P.Ladies Felicitation J 
committee 1

1
Smt T.V.Manjula |

Lakshmi Rangarajan

19. Palghat Rama Bhagavatar Award 
for deserving Carnatic Musician 
fot the best exposition of any raga 
(gent or lady)

Sons & family member of Palghat 
Rama Bhagavatar(represented) by 
Sri M.R.Venkataraman)

K.N.Shasikiran

20. T.S.Rajagopala Iyer Prize to a Smt Kamakshi Ramachandran and T.R. Subramaniam
musician for Raga Alapana Smt Rajalakshmi Swaminathan

THE MUSIC ACADEMY AWARDS 1997
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21. Padmashree Raj am Ramaswamy 
Award for the best rendering 
of Sanskrit Compositions in 
Concerts or Tamil Compositions 
in concerts

Padmashree Raj am 
Ramaswamy

Omanakutty

22. Sarada Krishna Iyer Memorial 
Award to an artiste in mid-year 
series or annual concerts

Justice V.RKrishna 
Iyer

P.Unnikrishnan

23. Dr.S.Ramanathan Memorial Award 
for the best Raga rendering in 
concerts

a) Smt Savithri Sathyamurthy
b) Disciples of

Dr. S. Ramanathan

Shankar Srinivas

24. Maharajapuram Viswanatha Iyer 
Memorial Prize for the best 
rendering of Tyagaraja Kritis 
in concerts

Smt Padmini Diwakar Sita Rajan(Bala 
Brundam)

P )
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25. Sri N.Sivaswamy Endowment Prize 
to Vocal Artiste for the best 
rendering of Rama Nataka Kritis 
of Arunachala Kavirayar

Sri S.Vaidyanathan Students of Teacher’s 
College of Music

26. Award in Memory of H.Natarajan Geeta Rajashekar • Dept, of Music/Madras
(5,000/-) University

VIOLIN

1. Ariyakudi Ramanuja Iyengar award B.Anantaswamy T.Rukmini
for Senior musician R. K. Sriramkumar

2. Sangita Kalanidhi Papa Sri V.Thiagarajan &
CZ5
&

K. S. Venkatramayy a V.Nagarajan C
Prize - Senior Violinist C/5tr

&
3. Naum Lichenberg Prize to one or Dr.Johanna Spector »s.S3

more violinists in concerts(Senior) CTQO73S3
5*S3
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4. a.Abhiraniasundari Prize to a sub 
senior violinist in concerts

Late Violinist 
Abhiramasundari

M.Narmada

b.Lalgudi Sri Jayaraman Prize to 
a Sub-senior Violinist

Sri T.N.S.Mani &
Sri T.N.Swaminathan

H.K.Venkatram

5. a.Lalgudi V.R.Gopala Iyer Award 
to a sub-senior violinist in 
concerts

Lalgudi Jayaraman 1

. Embar S.Kannan

b. Smt.Sivakamuammal to. a Prize 
Sub-Senior Violinist in 
concerts

Smt. Sivakamuammal l

i

6. a.Semmangudi Naryanaswami Iyer 
memorial award to a Junior 
Violinist

Sri V.Panchapakesan
1
1
1
I

S.Varadarajan

b.C.S.Iver Endowment prize to a 
Junior Violinist(gent or lady)

Dr. S. Chandrasekar an 
& other family 
members of late 
C.S.Iyer

1
1
1
1

__I_____________________________
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7. N.V. Raghavan Memorial Award to a 
Junior Violinist (gent or lady)

Smt Indira Ramaswamy 1
1
1

8. Tirukodikaval Sri R. Krishna Iyer 
prize to a promising Junior 
Violinist

Sri R.Subramaniam • V.V.S.Murari 
1 
1 
1

9. Sangita Kalanidhi T.V.Subba Rao Smt Sudha \Vas
1
1

10. V.Lakshminarayanan Memorial 
award to a Junior violinist

Sri L.Subramanian i
i

11. Outstanding young violinists Sri P.Obul Reddy . Banglore
December series in the name of Babu
Sri R Obul Reddy (one or more 
young Violinist)

1 Raghuram 

1
12. Dr.T.S.Tirumurthi & Smt 

T.N.Sundari
to a young aspiring violinist 
(only scholarship)

Sri T.T.Srinivasamurthi
1

T.A.Javanthi

THE MUSIC ACADEMY AWARDS 1997
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MRIDANGAM

Name of the Award/Prize Endowed by/Donor Prize Winner
1. Thanjavur Sri Vaidyanatha Iyer Umayalpuram Sri •

Memorial Award to one Mridangam 
Vidwan in Senior Concert

K. Sivaraman 1
1 Tiruvarur Baktha-

during the Music Festival 1 vathsalam

Ariyakudi Ramanuja Iyengar Award 
for Sr. Artist (Mridangam)

!
B An ant as wami |

2. Palani Subramania Pillai Sri Mahalingam Kollappan Arun Prakash
Memorial prize sub-senior of South Africa,disciple
Mridangist of Sri A.V.Raghuprasad

3. Dr. Henry Cowell Award for the 
best Junior Mridangist

1
Dr. Henry Cowell |

1
| Anoor Ananthakrishna

4. Coimbatore Ramaswamy Pillai Mridanga Vidwan . Sarma
award to a Junior Mridangist Coimbatore Sri Ramaswamy . 

Pillai 1

5. Sangita Vidwan Sri Vaikom 
Krishna Iyengar Award

Sri Sivaramakrishnan K.R.Ganesh

THE MUSIC ACADEMY AWARDS 1997
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VEENA

1 . a.Veennai Shanmugavadivu M.S.S.Ladies’ Felicita-
Memorial to a Senior Veena 
Artiste

tion Committee
Smt E.Gaayathri

b.Chellapally Rangarao Award Sri Chitti Babu
H
X to a Senior Veena Artiste
CD

sCoo 2. Vissa Satyavathamma Award to Sri Vissa Krishnamurthy D.Balakrishna
X
CD

O
>

a Sub-senior Veena Artiste and brothers noO§
CD 3. Lakshmi Sundaram Award to a Smt Janaki Loganathan Chitra Lingam 56CD

S
s Junior Veena Artiste

| 4. D.Padmavathi Ammal Endowment Sri D.Varadarajan on Not awarded 1
aCA to a Senior Veena Artiste behalf of G.V.D.Sons,

VO Coimbatore CO

GOTTUVADYAM (MANDOLINE
so

1 . Budalur Krishnamurthy Sastrigal 
Prize to a Gottuvadayam Artiste

Mrs.Gayatri Kassebaum V.PRajesh
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FLUTE

1. M.D.Ramanathan Award to a Senior 
Flute Artiste

Dr.Fredric Liberman R.Thyagarajan

2. Nyayapathi Sriranganayakamma 
Award to a Junior Flutist

Prof.N.V.V.J.Swamy (U.S.A) T.Venugopal

3. Flute Mail Award to a flutist 
(Silver Flute)

Dr.S.Jagadeesan K.R.Ganapathy

UPAVADYAM

1. Prof.B.Ramamurthy Prize to a 
Senior Artiste Kanjira/Ghatam/ 
Moresing/Konnakol

Dr. M. G. Varadaraj an Latha Ramachandran

NAGASVARAM

1. Smt Kamala Krishna Iyer Prize 
for an eminent and deserving 
Nagaswaram Artiste

Sri S.Muthukrishnan Hemanathan
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LECTURE DEMONSTRATION

I. a.Award for die best paper, 
talk etc. at the Morning 
Session

Sri A.C.Rangarajan Smt.Sakunthala
Narasimhan

b.S.Ramaswamy Shashtyabdapurti 
Felicitation Committee Prize

Sri S.Ramaswamy 
Shashtyadpurti Felici
tation Committee

Sriram Parasuram

2. Suryakanthamma Memorial Award 
for the best demonstration

Sangita Kalanidhi 
Dr.Balamuralikrishna

Sukanya Ramgopal

DEVOTIONAL SONGS

1. Malathi Madhavan-alias
Malathi Lakshmi Endowment for 

devotional music during
conference morning session)

M.RMadhavan Sowmini Ramakrishnan 
Subasruti (Matangi 

Ramakrishnan) 
Gnananjali (Smt. Indira 

Ramanathan)
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SPIRIT OF YOUTH FESTIVAL - VOCAL

1. Ambujani Krishna Award to Junior Sri Suresh Krishna G.Madhavan - Vocal
Artistes & Smt Suresh Krishna Baby Sreeram - Vocal

S. Ramakrishna-Violin
T. A. Jayanthi-Violin
B. J ay anth-Mridangam

SPIRIT OF YOUTH FESTIVAL - DANCE

1. The Music Academy Endowment for Sarvaraya Sugars Ltd. Ganga Tampi
Dr.M.G.R. Award to young and 
talented daneuse

T. S. Parthas arathy Award Lavanya Chandrasekar

2. Sri P.Obul Reddy Endowment Award 
to the Guru of the best dancer

Sri P.Obul Reddy Kalakshetra

in the Spirit of Youth Programme

************
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“NANNU BROVU LALITA” BY SYAMA SASTRI,

Amy Ruth Catlin

“Nannu brovu lalita” is one o f approximately 45 compositions 
by the poet-composer Syama Sastri (1762-1827) still performed today. 
It is one o f the less frequently performed compositions of the 45, but it 
has been selected for analysis because o f the unusual issue of two very 
early commercial recordings o f the piece. Also because its ragam, Lalita, 
contains a dhaivatam which is controversial in ways similar to the 
dhaivatam of Abheri.

Lalita Raga

The name Lalita refers to a particular form o f the goddess whose 
chief qualities are delicacy and grace. Its Sanskrit meanings include 
artless, innocent, soft, gentle, quivering, tremulous, playful, wanton, and 
amorous. Lalita is also the name o f a type o f  vine or creeper, as well as 
one of Krishna’s gopi-s (Monier Williams).

In one verse inspired by the raga Lalita o f Hindustani music, 
many spring flowers are described, and a woman expects her lover to 
arrive in the early morning:

L alita  is o f  a delicate fram e, o f  go lden  com plexion;
she w ears ornaments and robes m ade o f  gold; coming
out o f her chamber in a spring morning she waits, full
of the expectation of her lover (Gangoly 1932:124).

The customary symbolism for the raga involves “unsatiated love 
and the sorrow o f  separation at daybreak” (Gangoly 1932:101), and 
many treatises do classify Lalita under the first prahara of the day (6 
a.m. - 9 a m.). These types o f associations were not cultivated in the 
Karnataka raga Lalita, however.

The name Lalita has enjoyed a continuous history of the treatise 
literature beginning with M atanga’s Brhaddesi, variously ascribed 
raga(Sambamoorthy 1969:152-180 passim; Gangoly 1932:181 -191 
passim; T. V.Subba Rao 1962:88). As early as the 15th century, Lalita 
and Vasanta raga have been closely associated in classification systems.
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The 1440 Pancama Sara Samhita called Lalita a member of the Vasanta 
“family,” as didD am odaraM isracal625 (Gangoly 1932:191). In 1550, 
Ramamatya classified Lalita under Malavagaula mela (Venkatarama 
Iyer 1957:120), although he did not mention Vasanta, and stated that it 
should be sung in the first prahara o f the morning (Ramaswami Aiyar 
1932:63). Malavagaula was also the classification for Lalita in the 17th 
century Ragatala Cintamani (Sambamoorthy 1969:174), the 18th 
century Sangita Saramrita ofTulaja (T.V.SubbaRao 1962:88), and 
the 1906 Sangita Sampradaya Pradarsini of S.Diksaitar (1961:174). 
Others ascribe the raga to Gaula, Malavagaula, or Bhairava, all earlier 
names for raga-s belonging to the 15th melakarta, today called 
Mayamalavagaula Thus, there is little doubt that the raga Lalita comes 
from a long tradition o f raga-s and raga-s from the 15th mela, whose 
2nd and 6th degrees are lowered, and 3rd and 7th degrees raised.

Today, however, considerable controversy surrounds the subject 
o f mela for both Lalita and Vasanta raga-s, and in untangling their 
respective properties. During the Music Academy Experts’ Committee 
Meeting o f 1931, tempers flared in the discussion o f the distinctions 
between the two. The President, Tiger Varadachariar, at one point 
implored the experts to cool their arguments. “I would appeal to all not 
to impart heat into the debate, because music is intended for human 
happiness but not as a subject for quarrels” (Raga Lakshana Discussion 
1932:53). Later it was proposed that a vote be taken on Lalita’s proper 
mela, but Tiger again protested: “This is not a municipality or local board 
for votes being taken” (Raga Lakshana Discussion 1932:55). Apparently 
there was no reaching a consensus, however, for later it was decided 
that the vidwan-s would vote on the subject, separately from the votes 
o f others present at the meeting. A majority voted in favour o f placing 
both Lalita and Vasants in mela 15, as had been the case in the treatises, 
but with the stipulation that chatussruti dhaivatam be listed as bahula 
prayoga (permitted often). This decision was printed in the Summary of 
the R agalakshana  D iscussions (1952 :11) as follow s:
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VASANTA: Ar: Sa ga ma dha ni sa

Av: Sa ni dha ma ga ri sa

It is a  Bhashanga Raga and is a janya o f the 15th mela. Chatussruti 
Dhaivata largely occurs.

LALITA: It is an upanga raga. It is a janya o f the 15th mela.

Ar: Sa ri ga ma dha ni sa

Av: Sa ni dha ma ga ri sa pa

Evidently still dissatisfied with their conclusions, subsequent meetings 
were called in 1939 concerning Lalita and Vasanta. This time, the decision 
o f the group again supported the conclusions reached in 1931. During the 
course of the discussion, however, the following different opinions concerning 
the dhaivatam of the two ragam-s were expressed by the various members 
present.

1. Vasantc and Lalita both belong to mela 15, but with 
Vasanta also including chatussruti dhaivatam.

2. Vasanta belongs under mela 15, but in practice it is sung 
in mela 17.

3. Lalita belongs to mela 17.

4. Vasanta was originally in mela 15, but the “difficulty” of 
singing suddha dhaivatam and kakali nishadam in the 
same ragam caused the dhaivatam to become chatussruti.

5. Vasanta uses trisruti dhaivatam.

6. Vasanta belongs to mela 15, but Lalita belongs to mela 
17.

7. Lalita uses “tivra chatussruti dhaivatam” (a sharpened 
natural 6th degree).

8 Vasanta uses a dhaivatam which is higher than suddha 
dhaivatam, and is sung in conjunction with the suddha
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dhaivatam in that ragam.
9. Vasanta uses chatussruti dhaivatam with suddha 

dhaivatam as an occasional bhashanga note.
10. Lalita’s dhaivatam has a longer duration than Vasanta’.

It is clear from these attempts to verbalize and classify the 
dhaivatam-s that more than one manner of rendering the note is 
“traditional.” Also, it appears that a mela number is hardly sufficient 
to describe actual performance accurately. T.V.Subba Rao 
addressed the problem, stating that “As for the dhaivata-s, the 
classification of the raga-s (Lalita and Vasanta) under mela 15 is 
no clue. The character of the dhaivata has to be gathered only in 
lakshya (practice)” (1962:89). He further described the dhaivatam 
o f Lalitha as “clearly higher than Malavagaula, and lesser than 
Kamboji dhaivatam” (1962:90), which could also be called atrisruti 
dhaivatam.

Nevertheless, the conclusion reached by the Experts’ 
Committee in 1939 was that Vasanta belonged to mela 15, but with 
frequent occurrence of chatussruti dhaivatam as a bhashanga note, 
and that Lalita belonged to mela 15 also. Their contours were 
differentiated, Vasanta omitting ri and pa in ascent and descent, 
and Lalita omitting only pa in ascent and descent (Raga Lakshana 
Discussion 1939:46-51).

, In response to these decisions, Mudikondan Venkatarama 
Iyer published an article in Tamil in the Journal of the Music 
Academy in 1957 (120-122). He cited the consistency of treatises 
Which assigned Lalita to mela 15, urging musicians to return to this 
manner of rendering the raga. “Now in the twentieth century, for 
some reason, the prayoga (usage) of chatussruti dhaivatam has 
crept in. Lalita has started merging with Vasanta and is slowly 
disappearing” (op.cit.).

Mudikondan pointed the frequency with which Vasanta is 
performed as a reason for this change, causing Lalita to be “eclipsed” 
by Vasanta. Therefore, musicians have adopted Vasanta’s features



unconsciously when singing Lalita, and the two ragam-s have become 
confused.

Mudikondan also cited the samvadi argument, i.e., the tendency 
to sound the chatussruti dhaivatam in Lalita because it is the samvadi 
note for antara gandhara in the ragam. This theory is similar to 
Jairazbhoy’s notion of transilience, in which the two disjunct tetrachords 
of Lalita ragam should require the symmetiy which chatussruti dhaivatam 
provides. Furthermore, since the fifth degree is omitted in the ragam, 
the duplication o f the sa-ga major third is even more strongly needed 
between ma and dha. Thus, it appears that practice has militated against 
theory in the case o f Lalita raga, causing it to change in order to fulfill 
the desire on the part o f musicians to balance the tetrachords 
symmetrically.

Yet, despite Mudikondan’s plea to return to mela 15, writers 
have continued to attribute Lalita raga to mela 17 (Sambamoorthy 
1967b: 127 and 1971:4; K.Ramachandran 1971:99; Vidya 1948:40, 
B.Subba Rao 1965:81). Thus, the tendency which was found in the 
case o f Abheri and “nagumomu” to adhere to treatises in modem 
writings while disregarding current practice is reversed. Instead, modem 
writers have consistently defined the raga according to present-day 
usage in spite o f all earlier writings, former performance practice, and 
the recommendations o f the Music Academy.

One plausible explanation for this reversal is that fewer 
compositions in Lalita have adhered to the older form of the raga In the 
case o f Abheri, one composition in that raga has remained under mela 
20 (“vinabheri”), and likewise, a composition by Syama Sastri (“ninnu 
vina”). However, there is only one major composition in Lalita raga 
which has remained consistently in mela 15 - Dikshitar’s “hiranmayim.” 
Tyagaraja’s compositions are ascribed variously to Vasanta and Lalita, 
and are sung in mela 17 (“sitammamayamma” and “yetla dorikitivo”). 
Thus, there have been no compositions which have served to retain the 
older form o f the raga Lalita as there are in the case o f Abheri.

“Nannu brovu Lalita” - H istorical Background
According to accounts related in modem works, “nannu brovu
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lalita” was composed at the request o f an unidentified person who heard 
Syama Sastri offering prayers at the Brihadamba temple in Pudukkottai. 
The stranger asked Syama Sastri to travel in pilgrimage to the Minakshi 
temple in Madurai, and there to sing some kriti-s in her honour. The 
unknown man was taken to be a disguised messenger from God, and 
Syama Sastri vowed to fulfill the promise. When he returned to his 
home in Tanjore from Pudukottai, however the vow was forgotten until 
the stranger again appeared to him, this time in a dream, asking about 
the kriti-s. The composer awoke and began the set of nine compositions, 
“Navaratnamalika” (Skt: nine + gem = dream dream .asking about the 
Kriti-s. The composer awoke and began the set of nine compositions 
"Navaratnamalika" (Skt: nine =? Gem= garland), each addressed to a 
different form of the goddess. (At Navaratri time, an idol o f the goddess 
is dressed in each o f the nine forms.) He then sang them as a set before 
the goddess at the temple in Madurai. Special honours were conferred 
upon him by the temple officials when they discovered him doing so, 
and the descendants o f Syama Sastri were received with honours by 
the Minakshi temple authorities as late as 1960 (Sambamoorthy 1962:83- 
84).

The Text

The text implores the Mother Goddess to show favour to the 
devotee, who is identified by the signature “Syama Krishna” in the last 
verse o f the caranam. There are four verses known for the caranam, 
but normally the final mudra caranam only is sung. The Goddess is 
called by many of the 1,000 traditional names applied to her, such as 
“Minakshi” (fish-eyed, referring to the shape o f the outline o f the eye) 
and “Uma” (sunrise). As in Tyagaraja’s and Dikshitar’s prose-like poetry, 
the lines are of uneven lengths, with alliteration common on the second 
syllable of each line (dvitiyaksharaprasa) as well as assonance patterns 
throughout.

Transmission o f Syama SastrVs Materials

Syama Sastri is believed to have composed at least 300 
compositions, but due primarily to two factors, only 45 have remained 
in the active repertoire. These factors are 1) the difficulty o f his 
compositions, particularly in terms of rhythm; and 2) a small and less



active group of disciples and their subsequent disciples. Tyagaraja taught 
many students, and Dikshitar’s family and descendants preserved his 
compositions and disseminated them; Syama Sastri, however, was less 
fortunate in this regard (Sambamoorthy 1962:84-85). Whereas Tyagaraja 
had at least twenty-four serious disciples, Syama Sastri had five at the 
most; his son Subbaraya Sastri; the singer Porambur Krishnayya; 
“Sangita Swami” who later became a sanyasi; and the nagaswaram 
player Dasari whom Tyagaraja is supposed to have almost embraced 
once upon hearing him play one o f the Saint’s kriti-s in a procession 
(Sambamoorthy 1962:116-117).

Notations

Only two published notations o f “nannu brovu lalita” have as 
yet appeared in print. Both were prepared by students in the direct line 
of transmission from Syama Sastri. One notation is by Mrs.S.Vidya 
(Vidya Shankar), who studied with Syama Sastri II, the son o f 
Annaswamy Sastri, the adopted son, nephew and disciple of Subbaraya 
Sastri, whose father was .he composer. Her publication appeared in 
1948, with svara-s in Devanagari script, augmented by gamaka signs 
above the notes, and texts in Tamil script.

The other notation also appeared in 1948 and was prepared by 
R. Rangaramanuj a Ayyangar, probably the most prolific author o f 
notations in the South. Although he writes that he studied with Vina 
Dhanammal, her relatives remember him only as attending Dhanam’s 
Friday evening house concerts, where he transcribed her performances 
in a notebook (Viswanathan interview: April 25, 1980). Dhanammal 
was the granddaughter of Tanjore Kamakshi, who had learned Syama 
Sastri’s works from his son, Subbaraya Sastri. kamakshi’s daughter, 
Sundarammal, similarly learned from either Subbaraya Sastri or his 
adopted son, Annas warm Sastri. Rangaramanuj a Ayyangar’s notations 
are entirely in Tamil (1948:282-286).

Vidya’s notation gives the piece in mela 17, Lalita raga, while 
Rangaramanuj a Ayyangar’s version is given in Vasanta but in mela 21. 
Vidya’s calls the tala “chapu tala,” with divisions o f 4 + 3 beats. This 
tala, for which Syama Sastri is well known, is also called “viloma chapu,” 
(viloma: reversed), because it reverses the normal misra chapu tala of 3
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+ 4 beats. Rangaramanuja Ayyangar’s tala is called “misra ekam,” or 7 
beats (misra) with only one overall unit (ekam: one) or one principal 
beat per cycle. Vidya said that her guru, the composer’s great grandson 
Syama Sastri n , taught her the kriti using chatussruti dhaivatam, but 
that he was ambivalent about which dhaivatam was correct (interview 
1977). She said that the composer had certainly sung the kriti using 
chatussruti dhaivatam, which should be sung even higher than normally 
“tivra chatussruti dhaivatam”. The version of the piece using suddha 
dhaivatam had appeared during her guru’s lifetime, she thought, creating 
confusion in many people’s minds and inhibiting her from performing it 
any more. For this reason she declined to make a tape of the song, 
although she had demonstrated the song at the Experts’ Committee 
Meeting in 1939 (Madras Music Conference 1939:47) where her guru 
was present. He had made a statement earlier in the meeting saying 
that chatussruti dhaivatam was correct in Lalita raga (Madras Music 
Conference 1938:46).

The two notations differ distinctly in their structure, partially as 
a result o f a “defective” line, P2, which contains too many syllables to 
fit into four cycles o f talam when the final words “bhakta kalpa latika” 
are added. This feature probably accounts for the lack of popularity of 
the piece, for it can cause difficulties in performance (Viswanathan 
interview: April 1980).

Vidya’s version begins with sangati-s on the first and second 
lines which can be diagrammed easily using the methods developed in 
the preceding chapters. The first and second lines are consistently four 
cycles along, until 2nd appears with an additional cycle to complete the 
line o f text. This is also the way the Dhanam family performed the line 
(Viswanathan interview: April 1980).

S. Vidya Notation: Structure o f the Pallavi Section

P: la b c b ’ a’ (four cycles each)
2a b (four cycles each)
2c (five cycles)

The pallavi section as notated by RRA follows a completely 
different format, in which the length of line two is extended to 7 cycles, 
partially as a result of the addition of words from line 1. After two
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does not correspond with the performance recorded1 by Dhanammal to 
be discussed later.

RRA Notation: Structure o f the Pallavi.

p: l a b  (4 cycles each)
2a b (7 cycles each)

2c (cycles)

The anupallavi section differs between the two authors in the 
number of sangiti-s included. In both cases, the single line o f the section 
is allotted eight cycles o f tala.

N otations: S tru c tu re  o f  A nupallav i S ection
The caranam in Vidya's version includes sangati-s for the third line. 
She uses the first verse o f the caranam text. Curiously, the last line 
contains four cycles plus three beats, which causes the recurrence o f 
the pallavi theme to fall in the middle o f the cycle. RRA's caranam is 
notated with the fourth verse in the text, in which the composer's mudra 
is given, but the other three verses o f the caranam text are written on 
the following page without svara notation.

Notation: structure o f camera section
Sv: C: 1 2 3a 3b (four cycles each)

4 (four cycles plus three beats)

RV C: 1 2 3 4 (four cycles each)

Not only do the two notations differ in structure, but there is 
also significant variance in melodic contour, text underlay, sruthi values, 
and melodic detail. These differences were far more prevalent than in 
the compositions by Tyagaraja and Dikshitar which have been examined 
in the previous chapters. Dhanam’s family have found that many of the 
compositions played by her do not tally with the notations published by 
RRA, as in this case (Viswanathan interview: April 1980).
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Performances

Two performances o f the composition will be discussed. The 
first was recorded by Vina Dhanammal in 1931, without accompaniment 
and issued later by Columbia Records (GE913). Dhanammal (1867- 
1938) was one o f the great musicians o f the early twentieth century. 
She learned from her mother Sundarammal (ca 1830-1910), file daughter 
o f the famous Tanjore dancer and musician Kamakshi (ca. 1810-1890). 
Kamakshi was a student of Subbaraya Sastri, the composer’s son (Vidya 
interview 1977), although Sambamoorthy wrote that Kamakshi was 
Annaswami’s disciple (1962:114). According to her descendants, 
Sundarammal was a disciple o f Annaswami Sastri (1803-1862), 
Subbaraya Sastri’s adopted son and disciple (Shankaran letter: 1979). 
Unless Sundarammal studied with both the father and son, Subba Rao 
and Sambamoorthy are incorrect in stating that Sundarammal was a 
disciple o f Syama Sastri’s son Subbaraya Sastri (T.V.Subba Rao 
1952:196, Sambamoorthy 1962:109), although Subba Rao claims was 
learned through a line o f female Devadasi musicians.

The differences in the versions also illustrates the different 
stylistic traits of male and female Devadasi singers. Males performed 
pallavi and kalpana svaram, raga-tala-malikai,and other improvisatory 
techniques associated with the pallavi genre, whereas females stayed 
closer to the kriti and other composed song forms without competing in 
the pallavi-1 inked virtuosic techniques (Rangaramanuja Ayyangar 
1977:40). The descendants o f Dhanammal recount an anecdote which 
further supports this theory o f the division o f style between the male 
and female groups. Krishnappa and Dhanam were friendly associates, 
and once Krishnappa came from Mysore to learn some pieces from 
Dhanam in Madras. After several days of trying, she urged him to give 
up, as he was not able to capture the delicacy of her style. He protested, 
saying that he would practice with the notations he had prepared during 
their sessions. “Just what do you think you are going to do with those 
notations?” she asked him sarcastically, for o f course the essence of 
style can never be captured with pen and ink (Viswanathan interview: 
April 1980).
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Conclusion

The composition “nannu brovu lalita” in Lalita (or Vasanta) raga 
by Sastri is present in at least four distinct versions as found in notations 
and recordings from the present century. Whereas the notations gave 
mela 17 or 21 for the kriti, one in Lalita and one in Vasanta, both 
recordings were done in mela 15 Lalita The raga also apparently existed 
in as many as six versions as explained in die many descriptions offered 
in the Experts’ Committee Meetings of 1931 and 1939, differing 
principally in the intonation and manner of executing the 6th degree. 
Thus, considerable variability is found in the realm of raga for this kriti, 
even more than that found in the two other kriti-s studied here. It appears 
that the ambivalent requirements for symmetry in the raga contributes 
to the unstable nature of the 6th degree. Most compositions in the raga 
are rendered in mela 17. Modem publications have therefore largely 
acquiesced to the present practice of performing the raga in the more 
symmetrically balanced mela 17, while some writers have made pleas 
for the return to the original version in mela 15.

As in the other kriti-s studied, variability is also manifested in the 
performance of the composition in terms of structure tempo, and the elements 
of style. Two highly contrasting performances in terms of style were found. 
The vina rendition by Dhanammal, a woman, was extremely lyrical and 
peaceful, while the weal rendition by S.Ramanathan, a man, was energetic 
and vigorous. It can be posited that Dhanam’s style represents the female 
style ofthe period prior to the rise of women concert performers in Madras 
which began in the 1930’s.

The presence of two early commercial recordings of the kriti 
resulted in the prominence of the composition in at least one modem 
singer’s repertoire, S. Ramanathan. There is no evidence to show that 
published notations have the same power to transmit a kriti.

The melodic contours and text/tune relationship displayed more
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variability in the other kriti-s studied here. This can be explained by the 
irregular manner in which one of the notations was apparently obtained, 
as well as the unfa vourable circumstances surrounding the recording of 
one of the renditions. These “core” elements were still relatively stable, 
however, if one discards the notation by Rangaramanuja Ayyangar.

$  >|c ♦  >H *  *  +  *  *  *
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THE MELA CONCEPT OF RAMAMATYA 

(AHISTORICAL INQUIRY INTOTHESOUTH INDIAN RAGASYSTEM) 

Selina Thielemann

The structure of the South Indian raga system has been the 
subject of numerous treatises on Carnatic music, and it is included in 
almost every relevant publication on this topic. There is, however, no 
comprehensive study which shows the historical development and 
changes the concept of raga has undergone in Sc ath India during the 
past five centuries, and most of the existing studies limit themselves 
to the mere listing of different systems and their structures. The 
purpose of this essay is to suggest, with reference to one basic Sanskrit 
treatise on South Indian music, namely, Ramamatya’s 
Svaramelakalanidhi, that the origin of the modem melakarta scale 
system used in present-day Carnatic music can be traced at least as 
far back as the 16th century treatise Samgitaratnakara of Samgadeva.

The Svaramelakalanidhi of Ramamatya (hereafter cited as 
RS), written in 15 50, is one of the standard Sanskrit works on Carnatic 
music, hence it is the earliest known treatise which refers specifically 
to South Indian music. Ramamatya, the author, grandson of the 
commentator of the Samgitaratnakara, Kallinatha, and son of the 
musician-composer Timmamatya, was associated with the royal court 
ofVijayanagara. Apparently he was a minister (amatya) of Ramaraja 
of Vijayanagara; it is not certain, however, whether Ramamatya was 
a real minister or whether he was just so called by way of courtesy. 
Unclear is also the role of Ramaraja himself: according to a number 
of inscriptions, ranging from 1542 to 1568, the official sovereign of 
Vijayanagara was a king called Sadasiva - a fact which is even 
recognized by Ramamatya (RS. 1.11) - while in practice the rule lay 
doubtlessly in the hands of Sadasiva’s minister Ramaraja. It was the 
same Ramaraja who, on behalf of his brother Venkatadri, requested 
Ramamatya to write a new treatise on music, and, as a result, 
Svaramelakalanidhi came into existence.



RS comprises five chapters, the first of which deals in detail 
with Ramaraja and his role in Vijayanagara. The remaining four 
chapter refer to Music namely tD svara, vim , mela and raga 
respectively. The treatise had been written out of the immediate context 
of conflicting views regarding musical practice and theoiy, as reflected 
in Venkatadri’s request to Ramaraja: “The science of music has, both 
in theory and practice, degenerated into conflicting views. Let 
Ramamantri [Ramamatya] reconcile, by your word of command, all 
(the conflicting views) and write a (new) science” (RS.1.24), and 
confirmed tn Ramarqja’s requisition to Ramamatya: “In the science 
of music, conflicting views have indeed arisen. Bring to a focus all 
their salient features and write an interesting treatise on music, 
embodying therein its theory and practice” (RS. 1.28). In writing his 
Svaramelakalanidhi, Ramamatya looked for guidance to Samgadeva, 
and indeed he draws heavily on the Samgitaratoakara. The main 
difference between Svaramelakalanidhi and Samgitaratnakara 
(henceforth SSR), however, is the fact that Ramamatya makes the 
principle of laksya (practice) the central principle of his treatise: 
“Inasmuch as the same Samgadeva clearly stated the principles of 
the gam  music, I shall also follow suit, make the principle of laksya 
the chief thing in my book and proceed to describe its characteristics. ” 
(RS.2.16-17). The concrete result of this intention is a revision of the 
theoretical principles of music laid down in treatises existing at the 
time of Ramamatya according to contemporary music practice,
i.e. contemporary South Indian music practice.

The first and basic difference between SSR and RS regards 
the suddha-vikrta svaras. The Indian scale is based on a division of 
die octave into 22 srutis (microtones; not quarter-tones as stated by 
Sastri 1937:XII); and it comprises seven suddha svaras (‘pure’ notes) 
and a number of vikrta svaras (altered notes). Both Ramamatya and 
Samgadeva allocate the suddha svaras in the same way, but 
differences arise with respect to the vikrta svaras of which SSR names 
twelve whereas RS reduces them in theoiy to seven and in practice 
even to-five. This innovation is indeed significant, because it provides 
the basis for the nowadays generally used svarastham  scale which 
divides the octave into 12 parts.

THE MELA CONCEPT OF RAMAMATYA 9 5
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The basic scale {grama) is an ascending heptatonic octave 
scale containing the suddha svaras sadja(sa), rsabha{ri), 
gandhara(ga), nnu/hyama{ma), pancama{p&]3 dhaivata(dha) and 
nisadha{m). Ramama.ya’s scale system is based on the sadja-grama 
in which the suddha svaras occur in the following order (according 
to SSR and RS):

sruti:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22

sa ri ga ma pa dha ni

This scale is still considered to be the ‘natural’ scale in modem 
South Indian music practice (cf. Widdess 1983:913 and Kuckertz 
1970:93); nevertheless it is the original scale described in SSR.

As regards the vikrta svaras, RS differs from SSR: while the 
latter describes as many as twelve, the former reduces their number 
to seven. SSR indicates the vikrta svaras as follows:

Srutis vikrta svaras (suddha svaras)

1 kaisiki ni

2 kakali ni

3 cyuta sa

4 acyuta sa {sa)

5

6

7 vikrta ri {ri)

8

9 {ga)

10 sadharana ga
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11 antara ga

12 cyuta ma

13

14

acyuta ma (ma)

15
16 vikrta pa  

kaisiki pa
17
18 
19

(pa)

20
21

vikrta dha (dha)

22 (ni)
Ass can be seen, four vikrta svaras are identical with suddha 

svaras, namely acyuta sa (suddha sa), vikrta ri (suddha ri), acyuta 
ma (suddha ma) and vikrta dha (suddha dha); furthermore, vikrta 
is the same as kaisiki. Referring to actual music practice, which does 
not make a difference between these vikrta svaras and their suddha 
equivalents, Ramamatya omits them from his system (RS.2.33-44). He 
recognizes the remaining seven vikrta svaras for which he introduces 
a special nomenclature as follows: 
srutis vikrta svaras vikrta svaras(a$toi RS.2.49-57)

1 kaisikini satsruti dha

2 kakalini (kakalini)

10 sadharana ga satsruti ri

11 antara ga (antara ga)

13 cyuta ma cyutamadhyama ga

16 cyuta pa cyutapancama ma

In addition, RS uses the names pancasruti ri for suddha ga 
and pancasruti dha for suddha ni. Summarized, Ramamatya’s scale
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system is based on the following 14 svaras 

sruti svara

1 kaisikini/sat/sruti dha

2 kakali ni

3 cyuta sa/cyutasadja ni

4 suddhasa

I  suddha ri

9 suddha ga/pancasruti ri

10 sadharana ga/satsruti ri

II antara ga

12 cyuta ma/cyutamadhyama ga

13 suddha ma

16 cyuta pa/cyutapancama ma

17 suddha pa

20 suddha dha

22 suddha ni/pancasruti dha

One question arises immediately from this ordering of svaras: 
in what way and where the theoretically unequal distances between the 
svaras treated in actual practice? Furthermore, it will be useful to 
look in more detail at the respective functions of antara ga/kakati ni 
and cyutamadhyamaga/cyutasadja ni. The next paragraphs shall deal 
with the question as to how Ramamatya’s concept of the scale may 
have provided the basis for the division of the octave into twelve almost 
equal parts which became relevant at the end of the 18th century when 
the system of the 72 melakartas was generally recognized. In this 
system, the basic unit for measuring the tone distances is no more the 
22 srutis, but the 12 svarasthanas (Kuckertz 1970:92 and footnote 
41).



The svara scale consists of seven notes two of which are fixed 
(sa and pa), three have two varieties (ga, ma and ni) and two have 
three varieties (ri and dha), which makea a total of 16 svaras According 
to the Samgita-sampradaya-pradarsini (hereafter SSP) of Subbarama 
Diksitar, a special nomenclature was used for these 16 svaras, 
Venkatamakhin (Caturdandiprakasika, henceforth CDP; quoted in 
Sastri 1937:Xm) introduced tone syllables for each svara.
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sruti SSP CDP

4 sadja sa

7 suddha-rsabha ra

9 pancasruti-rsabha ri

10 satsruti-rsabha ru

9 suddha-gandhara ga

10 sadharana-gandhara gi

11 antara-gandhara gu

13 suddha-madhyama ma

16 prati-madhyama mi

17 pancama pa

20 suddha-dhaivata dha

22 pancasruti-dhaivata dhi

1 satsruti-dhaivata dhu

22 suddha-nisada na

1 kaisiki-nisada ni

2 kakali-nisada nu

This scale is almost identical with the one used in current South



Indian music practice (cf.Sastri 1937XVII-II and Kuckertz 1970:93); 
the only difference regards pancasruti-rsabha andpancasuti-dhaivata 
which occur as catuhsruti-rsabha  and catushruti-dhaivata  
respectively.

According to Kuckertz (1970:93, table), sadharana-gandhara 
and antara-gandhara of SSP have changed their order to antara- 
gandhara and sadharana-gandhara respectively in modern 
performance practice. This, however, seems to be rather a printing 
mistake, for the comparison with Sastri (1937:XVII-ni) shows clearly 
sadharana-gandhara first, followed by antara-gandhara.

According to Widdess (1979:125), the nomenclature of 
Venkatamakhin (CDP; see above, table) is attributed to Govinda 
Diksitar (seventeenth century A.D), a statement which is open to 
question for Widdess does not indicate the source. Though the svara 
scale divided the octave into twelve parts, there is, at least in theory, 
no reason to assume that these divisions were equal ones. Comparison 
with Ramamatya’s suddha-vikrta svaras leads to the conclusion that 
the svaras of CDP must have been associated with the srutis as shown 
above in the table, i.e. instead of equal semitones we find distances of 
3 2 1 1 2 3 1 3 2 1  12 srutis (starting with sadja). The ambiguous 
term ‘semitones’ used by Widdess (1979:125, table IH) is therefore 
misleading, though not necessarily wrong. However, it seems unlikely 
that such an inconvenient scale, consisting of unequal ‘semitones’, 
would have been of practical use. At this point, the discrepancy between 
theory and actual music practice becomes obvious; and the key to the 
problem is found in Svaramelakalanidhi.

RS.3.18-44 deals with ‘the characteristics of the various kinds 
of rudra vina, in particular, with the type of vina called suddha mela 
vina2. The four upper wires of the suddha mela vina, which produce 
the svaras, are called anumandra sadja, anumandra pancama, 
mandra sadja and mandra madhyama respectively (RS .3.21-23). 
On these four wires, six frets are placed. The following table shows 
the svaras produced by the six frets on the four upper (also called 
svara, i.e. ‘speaking’) wires:
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wire fret svara

(1 )anumandra sa 1 sttddha ri

2 suddha ga

3 sudharana ga

4 cyutamadhyama ga

5 suddha ma

6 cyutapancama ma

{2)anumandra pa 1 suddha dha

According to RS.3.11-17, three types of vina are distinguished, 
namely, suddha mela vina. madhya mela vina and acyutarajendra 
mela vina which differ from each other in the svaras produced by the 
wires.

R suddh "ni"

3 kaisiki "ni"

4 cyutasadja "ni"

5 suddha "sa"

6 suddha "ri"

(3)mandrasa as above (anumandra sa)

(A)mandrama 1 cyutapancama ma

2 suddha pa

3 suddha dha

4 suddha ni

5 kaisiki ni

6 cyutasadja ni
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Now, considering these svaras in terms of srutis, the resulting picture 
would appear as follows:

wire srutis

(1) and (3) (4) 7 91012 13 16

(2) (17)20 221 34  7

4 (13)161720221 3

i.e., the distances between the svaras make

(1) and(3) 3 2 1 2 1 3

(2) 3 2 1 2 1 3

(4) 3 13 2 12 srutis

If, however, all of the above-mentioned svaras are produced by 
the same six frets on the four wires as described by Ramamatya, a 
problem arises with regard to the fourth(/wawdra ma) wire. The distances 
between the svaras said to be produced on this wire are different from 
those of the other three wires. To equate them, the mandra ma wire 
would have to produce r/i///sno.(13), 16,18,19,21,22 and 3 respectively.

The only solution to this problem is to suggest that the distances 
between the svaras were not measured in srutis (and were therefore 
unequal), but that, in actual music practice, there were equal distances 
between the svaras. Assuming that the basic distance was that of a 
semitone (1), we arrive at the following solution:

(1) and (3) 1 1 1 1+ 1 -1

(2) 1 1 1 1+ 1 - 1

(4) 1 1 1 1 1 1 +

One problem remains yet to be solved: the treatment of antara
ga kakali ni and cyutamadhyama ga/cyutasadja ni Ramamatya 
provides the solution (in RS.3.64-72):



While all the hitherto-discussed svaras have been fourteen 
in number, the theory of twelve svaras will now be explained, 
without any confusion. First, the question as to why a 
couple of frets was not fixed to produce kakali ni and aniara 
ga, the resulting sound is a disagreeable beat; and hence the 
absence of the two frets to produce those two svaras. How 
then can they be otherwise produced? The learned musicians 
are of opinion that kakali ni can be produced, in a way, 
even by the cyutamadhyama ga fret In fact, all the ragas, 
in which kakali ni and antara ga play any part, may likewise 
be sung. Some practical musicians consider cyutamadhyama 
ga and cyutasadja ni as the representatives respectively of 
antara ga and kakali ni, on account of the very small 
difference in sound between them. Thus, as Samgadeva 
expressed himself agreeably that kakali ni and antara ga 
are of occasional use. This is the view of the practical 
musicians regarding the characteristics of suddha mela vina.

To summarize: no practical difference was made between 
antara ga/kakali ni and cyutamadhyama ga/cyutasadja ni. We may 
assume, therefore, that in practice the respective European equivalents 
E/B and E+/B+ were identical. In this case, the distances between the 
svaras produced by the frets of the vina can be considered as equal 
semitones,moreover as the fretting of the vina confirms that they were 
indeed equal. The discrepancy between theory and practice, of course, 
remains, but Ramamatya certainly could not disprove the entire theory 
laid down by Sangadeva. By applying it to the musical practice, 
however, Ramamatya provided the basis for South Indian music theory 
during the following centuries and thus for the modem scale system 
of Carnatic music.

Based on the foregoing observations regarding the structure 
of the scale, the next paragraphs shall concentrate on the mela system 
itself as well as on the way in which the ragas are classified. 
Ramamatya’s system comprises twenty me las. Of these, the first 15 
melas omit antara ga and kakali ni, whereas the remaining five melas 
include both these svaras. The melas do not follow any systematic
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order, Ramamatya listed those melas which were commonly used in 
contemporary music practice. It was only about one century later that 
Venkatamakhin (CJDP) provided the basis for the system of 72 
melakartas (liter ally ‘group-makers’). By the end of the 18th century, 
this system was fully developed and generally recognized (Kuckertz 
1970:92). The system of the 72 melakartas is based on the division 
of the octave into 12 equal parts (svarasthana\. The tonic (sa) and 
the fifth (pa) are fixed, the remaining five notes have either two or 
three varieties. The system is sub-divided into two groups of 36 melas 
each, the first group (melas 1 to 36) uses suddha-madhyama(F), and 
the second group (melas 37 to 72) uses prati-madhyama(F#). These 
groups are further sub-divided into 12 cakras(literally ‘circles’) or 
groups of 6 melas each. The modem nomenclature is based on a 
treatise attributed to Govindacarya, the Sam graha- 
c«d!or/waw(presumably late 18th century).

Between Ramamatya’s mela system and the system of the 72 
melakartas which is still in use today, there is a historical difference 
of about two-and-a-half centuries. As mentioned earlier, Ramamatya 
did not systematize his melas However, all scales have their 
equivalents in the modern melakarta system-provided that 
cyutamadhyama ga and cyutasadja ni(E+ and B ) can be equated 
with E and B, i. e. antara ga and kakali ni respectively. This assumption 
is confirmed in RS.4.63-70: cyutamadhyama ga and cyutasadja ni 
are deemed to represent antara ga and kakali ni respectively; thus, 
only 15 melas remain, and melas 16-20 are implied in the first 15 
melas. The complete mela system runs as follows:

Ramamatya modem equivalent

(1) Mukhari (1) Kanakangi

(2) Malavagaula (15) Mayamalavagaula

According to Ramachandran (193 8:3-4), a division of the octave 
into 12 almost equal parts has existed in the old Tamil music described 
in the Cilappatikaram and its commentaries. As the same division exists 
also in contemporary Carnatic music and in the melakarta system,
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Kuckertz (1970:92, footnote 41) suggests that the melakarta system is 
a theoretical construction of specifically South Indian origin. Additional 
evidence for this suggestion is provided by the fact that Ramamatya, in 
his chapter on the fretting of the v/na (RS. 3.18-44), was the first to lay 
down in a theoretical treatise the equality of the distances between the 
notes of the scale.

THE MELA CONCEPT OF RAMAMATYA ;

(3) Sriraga

(4) Saranganata

(5) Hindola

(6) Suddharamakriya

(7) Desaksi

(8) Kannadagaula

(9) Suddhanati

(10) Ahari

(11) Nadaramakriya

(12) Suddhavarali

(13) Ritigaula

(14) Vasantabhairavi

(15) Kedaragaula 

'(16) Hejujji

(17) Samavarali

(18) Revagupti

(19) Samanta

(20) Kambhoji

(22) Kharaharapriya 

(29) Dhirasankarabharana 

(27) Sarasangi 

(51) Kamavardhani

(35) Sulini

(34) Vagadhisvari

(36) Calanata 

(21)Kiravani 

(9) Dhenuka 

(39) Jhalavarali 

(4) Vanaspati

(14) Vakulabharana 

(4)Saranganata

(15) Mayamalavagaula

(3) Ganamurti

(7) Senapati

(36) Calanata

(29) Dhirasankarabharana

According to RS.4.63-70, mela 16 (Hejujji) is implied in mela 14 
(Vasantabhairavi), mela 17 (Samavarali) in mela 9 (Suddhavarali), mela



18 (Revagupti) in Bauli mela, mela 19 (Samanta) in mela 8 
(Kannadagaula), and mela 20 (Kambhoji)in mela 4 (Saranganata), if 
cyutamadhyama ga and cyutasadja ni represent antara ga and kakali 
ni respectively. It can be seen at first glance that, apart from Kambhoji 
which is indeed implied in Saranganata, none of me las 16-19 is 
represented by the melas to which Ramamatya ascribes them. We do 
not know, however, whether it is Ramamatya to be blamed for this 
inaccuracy, or whether this occurs as a result of modifications which 
the manuscript underwent in the hands of copyists. Comparison of 
melas 16-20 with melas 1-15 shows that Hejjujji is implied in Malavagaula 
and Samanta in Suddhanati. Melas 17 and 18 (Samavarali and Revagupti 
respectively) do not have equivalents among melas 1-15, for Samavarali 
is not identical with Suddhavarali, and Bauli is not a mela. The only 
equivalents to Samavarali and Revagupti, therefore, are the modem 
melas Ganamurti (3) and Senapati (7) respectively.

Another discrepancy not to be overlooked is the fact that 
Ramamatya’s melas 4 (Saranganata) and 15 (Kedaragaula) are 
identical; thus reducing the number of 20 different melas to 19. Here, 
again, it is open to question whether this is a ‘mistake’ of Ramamatya 
or the copyists. Venkatamakhin, who criticized Ramamatya at various 
points using even rough language, did not miss his chance to blame 
Ramamatya for giving the same characteristics to both the Saranganata 
and Kedaragaula melas. It should be kept in mind, however, that, 
apart from the svaras, the equivalent ragas Saranganata and 
Kedaragaula differ both in the proper time of singing and in their 
main notes gra/ia(initial note), a/w«j(dominating note, also called 
vadiri) and nyasa{final note).

The question of proper time and main notes leads straight to 
the final aspect to be considered in some detail: Ramamatya’s raga 
system derived from the 20 melas. Ramamatya defines 64 Janya 
(derived) ragas on the basis of his mela system. The main aspects of 
his classification are (1) the conception of a raga as an ascending 
‘parent’ scale), (2) indication of graha, amsa and nyasa as the 
distinctive features of a raga, (3) association of the ragas with particular 
times of the day and (4) division of the ragas into superior, middling and 
inferior.
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As for the conception of the raga as an ascending and 

descending scale, Ramamatya was indeed die first to indicate such a 
concept which did not gain the theoretical expression in treatises of 
the pre-Muslim period (Widdess 1981:159). The raga scale is 
described in RS in both ascent (<arohana) and descent (<arohana), 
and it is of three types: heptatonic (sampuma, i.e. ‘complete’), 
hexatonic {sadava) or pentatonic {audava). A concept not mentioned 
by Ramamatya, however, is the distinction between krama (regular) 
and va£ra(crooked) scales which characterizes the modem South 
Indian janya ragas derived from the melakarta system.

RS.5.17 defines clearly the main features of ragas”All the 
desi ragas are those of sadjagrama and have each its graha, amsa, 
nyasa, mandra, and so forth. Further, they fall into three divisions - 
audava, sadava, and sampuma Ramamatya continues (RS.5.18- 
20), that be it noted that this passage attempts for the first time a definition 
of the term desi raga as a raga of sadjagrama with graha, amsa 
etc. The information given by this explanation is, however, limited, for 
Ramamatya does not clearly distinguish desi ragas from other ragas 
(e.g. marga ragas). Furthermore, he does not make reference to the 
madhyamagrama ragas (which is not surprising, since the 
madhyamagrama was no more in use at the time of RS);there is no 
doubt, however, that the madhyamagrama ragas were also desi ragas.

“whether these desi ragas are used, as such, in all the (three 
.kinds of ragas or not, I shall now in conformity with the theory and 
practice of music, state a few of the characteristics of the twenty 
superior ragas which are free from any mixture, of the fifteen middling 
ones, as well as of the inferior ones”. According to RS. 5.6-9 and 15- 
16, middling’, ragas are “of little use or, if at all, used to sing 
fragmentary portions of songs’, whereas 'inferior’ ragas are “mixed 
ragas which intervene between the superior and the middling ones”, 
and they are “plentiful but calculated only to dazzle...the masses. 
They are further unsuitable for compositions like thaya, alapa and 
prabandha ”. The concept of superior, middling and inferior ragas is 
not more in use in the present-day South Indian raga system, hence 
this idea is probably peculiar to Ramamatya. The second concept which



apparently did not survive in South India is the idea of ragas being 
associated with particular times of the day, which is still popular in 
contemporary North Indian music practice. It is interesting to note, 
however, that such a conception has existed at least in 16th century 
South Indian music theory. Ramamatya’s primary relevance for the 
evolution of the South Indian raga system, however, is doubtlessly to 
be seen in his usage of a number of'parent scales’ (melas) to derive 
the ragas on a theoretical basis, and in his definition of the raga as an 
ascending and descending scale.

In conclusion, it will be convenient to summarize the factors 
indicating the historical significance of Ramamatya’s 
Svaramelakalanidhi for the development of which South Indian music 
took between the late 16th century and present time. The first 
.paimportant point is that Ramamatya makes the contemporary music 
practice the main principle of his treatise, though it is based 
theoretically on SSR. RS is the first specifically South Indian treatise 
on music, because it is based on actual music practice and no more 
exclusively on the theory which had been exploited by North and 
South Indian scholars. Secondly, in the context of music practice, 
Ramamatya was the first to state clearly (though not literally) that the 
practical division of the octave was that of twelve almost equal 
semitones; thus providing the basis for the svarasthana scale which 
distinguishes the South Indian scale system theoretically from the 
North Indian one. Thirdly, the mela concept of Ramamatya can be 
seen as the origin of the system of the 72 melakartas, for it represents 
the first attempt to classify and systematize ragas. Finally, 
Ramamatya’s concept of the raga as an ascending and descending 
scale has gained significance even beyond South Indian music theory; 
it is the basic characteristic of raga scales in both present-day South 
and North Indian music. It is, therefore, certainly not an exaggeration 
to consider the Svaramelakalanidhi as one of the key treatises on 
Indian music in general and on Carnatic music in particular; and thus 
it is of equal significance to the Samgitaratmakara of Samgadeva.
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M ORE LIGHT ON SWATITIRUNAL 

K.Chidambara Vadhyar

Sri Padmanabha Dasa Vanchi Pala, Sri Rama Varma, Swathi 
Thirunal, Kulasekhara Perumal, Maharajah, who ruled Travancore 
from April 1829 to December 1846 was bom on the 16th April 1813. 
There being no Prince at the time of his birth, the people called him 
Garbhasriman (Sceptred even in the womb).

Under the care of his father, a distinguished Sanskrit scholar, 
and of the then British Resident, this Prince was given an education 
worthy of his royal position. Even at the early age of thirteen, he was 
a master of the Sanskrit language, besides possessing a fair knowledge 
of English, Persian, Telugu, Mahratti, Canarese and Hindustani.

Notwithstanding the very onerou? duties that he had to 
discharge as ruler when he attained majority in 1829, he applied 
himself strenuously to improve his learning and knowledge of the 
fine arts. He soon acquired a high proficiency in music-both theoretical 
and practical.

His love of music was so great that, to the galaxy of musical 
luminaries already in his court, he attracted other brilliant musicians 
from outside.

Tanjore Rangiengar Bhagavatar, an expert singer of Hindustani 
music, Tanjore Chintamoni, a good player on Sarangi, Cholapuram 
Raghunatha Rao, a finefingered player on Veena and a good many 
others were added to the circle of His Highness’s Court-musicians. 
The first named songster was given a pay of Rs.35 per mensem and 
the second, Rs.21. One Kannayya Bhagavathar, a direct pupil of His 
Highnesse’s contemporary, the great Thyagayya of Tanjore, lived many 
years in Travancore. Thyagayya was 70 years old in 1829 when our 
Maharajah was installed on the gadi and had thus already established 
his reputation as a great musician and composer; and his pupils had



MORE LIGHT ON SWATI TIRUNAL

spread his songs through out the South. Tyagayya’s compositions 
exercised much influence in shaping the system of Carnatic music, 
as it then prevailed in Trivandrum Court, though “it will be wrong to 
say that the pupils of Tyagayya founded any school of musicians in 
Travancore.”

One Ananta Padmanabha Goswamy, generally known as 
Meruswamy, who was a famous musician in the service of the Rajas 
Sarbhojee and Sivajee of Tanjore and one well versed in Hindustani 
system of music, was another musical celebrity added to his court in 
the beginning of 1836; in February of that year a monthly salary of 
110 Rupees per mensem was sanctioned for him; and five others, 
who, helped him with accompaniments in his musical performances, 
were granted a pay of Rs. 171/2 each. There were also two Hindustani 
musicians of note-Suliman Sahib and Halawati; the former of whom, 
an accomplished player in Sarvat, was entertained in July 1834 on a 
monthly pay of Rs.35, and the latter, a vocalist, entered the court 
service in September 1840 on a pay of Rs. 171/2.

A member of the Kilimanur royal family well known as the 
Vidvan Koil Thampuran, who was a great scholar and poet and Iravi 
Varman Thampi, a consummate Sanskrit scholar, an able composer 
and author, were two of the brightest gems that adorned the 
Maharajah’s Court, among the sons of the soil.

In short, the very atmosphere in which His Highness lived 
was one of poetry and music. In such an atmosphere it was inevitable 
that he should become a notable Sanskrit poet and musical composer. 
His musical compositions which, for their beauty, sweetness, light 
and depth of feeling, can never be forgotten, comprise all kinds of 
songs, viz.Keerthanams, Vamams, Padams and Tillanas as well as 
Dhruvapads, Tappas, and Khyals. Many ragas are illustrated in them 
and very aptly applied. “In point of language they include Sanskrit, 
Manipravalam (Malayalam-Sanskrit) Hindi and Telugu. One great 
peculiarity of his compositions is the copious use of Svaraksharas in 
them. The Maharajah has most adroitly introduced the seven letters- 
Sa, Ri, Ga, Ma, Pa, Dha, Ni-in several of his compositions at the very
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places where the svaras symbolised by them, stand, at the same time, 
without vitiating at all the meaning.”

N
The peculiar charm of his compositions lies in that he has not 

only clothed his thoughts in the aptest words and expressions and 
with uniform strength and harmony of numbers but also adapted them 
to the aptest ragas or modes. He has thus secured a place among the 
composers of renown. In all his compositions, his sentiments are lofty 
and his mastery of the Sanskrit language is admirable. There occur 
many passages of rare beauty and vigour. “His longer piece are,” 
says Mr.T.Lakshmana Pillai, the talented music composer of 
Trivandrum “highly complex and would put to the test the vocal powers 
of even an advanced musician.”

Keertanams or hymns are songs sung in praise of God. “If 
you praise God and do not sing, you utter no hymn. If you sing and 
praise not God, you utter no hymn.” This is exactly what is meant by 
a Keertanam. Keertanams are, therefore, wholly devotional or Sacred 
Songs. The Maharajah’s Keertanams are mostly in praise of his family 
deity, Sri Padmanabha, whose servants the Maharajahs of Travancore 
acknowledge themselves to be. In most of his songs, if not all, the 
word Padmanabha or one of its synonyms occurs as a distinguishing 
mark o f the Keertanams the most important are (a) 
Navarathrikeertanams and (b) Navaratnamala Hie former as the name 
imports, are nine hymns to be sung, one on each of the nine days of 
in the Srimad Bhagavatam. Two other group are (c) the 
Ghanaragakeertanams one in each of the 8 Ghanaragas, and d) the 
Madhyamakalakeertanams numbering 35. Every one of these 35 
hymns has deservedly won wide popularity in other districts and 
contains Swaraksharas. They are all thrilling songs.

Among the Keertanams, two form epitomes of the Ramayanam 
and one of the Bhagavatam; one consists, unlike the ordinaiy 
Keerthanams, of ten feet; each foot is in a different raga and describes 
one of the ten Avataras; hence this is known as a Ragamala or garland 
of tunes. The most popular Ragamala, is in eight different ragas. It is 
a love-song and it expresses exactly the feelings and emotions that a 
love-sick lady would feel in each of the eight divisions of the night;
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the first raga of this song is in Sankarabharanam, the raga usually 
sung at night-fall, and the last is in Bhupala, the raga sung at the hour 
before dawn.

Hence composition of Tappas evidences a high degree of 
proficiency in music.

Prabandhams. Meru Goswamy of Tanjore, above referred to, 
had such a sweet voice that he was given the surname of Kokilakantha 
(the Cuckoo-voiced). He was held in such high esteem that a likeness 
.paof his in canvas was ordered to be hung in the Maharajah’s dining- 
hall.

He it was that introduced into his court the kind of devotional 
music performance, now popularly known as Hankatha Kalakshepam 
all over India, but originally confined to the Maharashtra country.

His Highness’s contribution to this class of musical 
compositions used in Harikatha performances consists of two works 
(narratives) in Sanskrit-Kuchelopakhyanam (the story of Kuchela) 
and Ajamilopakhyanam (the story of Ajamila). The former contains 
28 verses and 12 songs; and the latter, 23 verses and 9 songs. They 
were composed on the lines of certain well-known Marathi works. 
Some of the ragas herein used are purely Hindustani; there are also in 
them a few Abhangas, Dindees and Chhands verses peculiar to 
Marathi literature.

Soon after Kuchelopakhyanam was composed, the great 
Meruswamy performed Harikatha in the royal presence using this 
composition; it was in February 1838. The Maharajah was so well 
pleased with his performance that he presented him with a pair of 
gold bangles, a gold necklace and a pair of shawls besides a sum of 
Rs.500.

There is another narrative written by him, which, like these 
two, is a complete work in itself. Utsavaprabandham, as the name 
signifies, is a work in Manipravalam giving an account of the ten 
days’ festival celebrated twice annually in Sri Padmanabhaswamy’s 
temple. An entry makes mention of presents given to Parameswara



Bhagavathar and others who sang this Prabandham before His Highness.

Vamams are longer compositions than Keerthanams. The word 
“Vamam” means a letter. It is probably because the swara letters are 
most evident in these compositions, they are known by this name. 
They are not necessarily devotional. Of the 21 Vamams composed 
by the Maharajah, six are devotional and the rest are amorous. Vamams 
are divided into two classes, Tana Vamams and Chauka Vamams; in 
the former, the language portion is very limited, consisting of the 
Pallavi only, their main feature being the elaboration of a particular 
raga, while in the latter, the language covers the whole piece. Out of 
the 21 Vamams, 19 are of the latter class. Each of these Vamams 
consists of a Pallavi and Anupallavi, followed by a very long portion 
couched in language suited to the elaboration o f the particular raga. 
This is followed by another portion generally known as Charanam. 
This portion consists again of small pallavi and 5 feet, each suceeding 
foot being longer than the previous one and at the end of each foot this 
second pallavi is repeated. The song closes with the complement of 
this pallavi. In each of the ninteen Vamams composed by the Maharajah, 
about 50 per cent of the letters used in the language form also the 
svaraksharams. None but an expert scholar-in literature as well as in 
music-can accoomplish this feat, and the maharajah stands urivalled in 
this kind of composition. Of these 19 songs one is in Telugu, one is in 
Manipavalam and all the other 17 are in Sanskrit.

Padmas, closely allied to music is dancing. The art of dancing 
practised in Hindu temples of the Pandya and Chola kingdoms by the 
devadasee thereofhad attain such high renown that His Higness's innate 
love of music caused him to attempt to improvement of dancing also in 
his own temples. Here too, he requestioned the help of experts from 
tanjore. One Vadivelu of violin fame and his brother were brought in 
june 1830; both of them were pupils of Dikshivar of Tanjore, another 
well known musician and contemporary of the Maharajah. They were 
not only able dance masters but also excellent musicians and composers 
of Tillana songs and Vamams. The pay given to vadivelu was also as 
high as Rs. 100. They had the good fortune to receive large money 
presents very often.
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A brief comparison of the compositions of Tyagyya and those 
of the Maharajah will be intresting. Of the Keertahanams of the former, 
over 90 per cent are in Telugu language; while out of the 312 songs of 
the latter, more than two-thirds are in Sanskrit. This circumstance 
makes the interest of the Maharajah's compos tions more than provincial 
and they are popular all over India.

As regards the ragams used by the two composers, certain 
important ragas have been illustrated by both. But while the Maharajan 
has many songs in different ragas peculiar to Hinduatani Music, Tyagayya 
has not used them all. Even some of the important and well known 
ragas, such as, gopikavasantam do not find a place in Tyagayya's works. 
On the other hand, Tyagayya had used about 90 ragas which are not 
commonly sung and which do not find a place in tha Maharajah's 
compositions.

When Tyagayya died in 1847 he was 80 years old. It was during 
this long life that he composed about 650 songs. The Maharajah lived 
only 34 years and during that brief time he composed over 312 songs 
besides writing several important works in Sanskrit. While Tyagayya 
composed only Keerthanams, the Maharajah's compositions, as has 
been mentioned already, comprise all kinds of songs-Keerthanams, 
Padams, vamams and Trillans. Again, the Maharajah and Tyagayya, 
have each his own familay-deity, the former chiefly worshipping Sri 
Padmanbha and the latter, Sri Rama.
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MUSIC AND DANCE IN KALIDASA 

K.VJRamachandran
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MUSIC

When the Hindus colonised countries like Java, Siam and 
Cambodia, they carried many of their art traditions and customs 
overseas; and these afford invaluable sidelight into the social history 
of our remote past, which I have utilised here and there, getting my 
data from freinds like Dr. J.Kunst.

In his description of Narada’s descent, Maghahas the following
verse:

When thus Magha described Narada’s harp, theMahati, breaking 
into the soprano music of the Gandhara Grama at the touch of breeze, 
he did not indulge in poetic exaggeration, but described with cold 
precision, the Aeolian harp-an instrument in common use in ancient 
India, China and Greece. In this harp, wires of varying thicknesses 
were stretched over bridges at varying tensions, within a box frame 
oblong or triangular according to their thickness and tension, generated 
a variety of high fluty tones of a mysterious timbre and beauty known 
as ‘harmonics’, which modified themselves in a variety of shades, 
according to the force of the draught, producing an ethereal and elusive 
melody. Kalidasa refers to the Aeolian harp in his description of Narada; 
there the gust of wind that awoke the trembling strings of the harp, 
detached also the celestial flowers on its scroll, at sight of 'which Indumati 
closed her eyes in eternal sleep, even as she lay on the lap of Aja. 
Ancient musical theory grouped Ragas into three Gramas according to 
their pitch level.the Ragas of the Shadja Grama had the range of the 
deep bass and baritone; those of the Madhyama Grama that of the 
heroic tenor; and those of the Gandhara Grama that of the lyric soprano. 
This high pitched Ga Grama was probably assigned on the stage to the 
Gods and heavenly beings, the Kinnaras and Gandharvas, and characters
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like Narada and Urvasi-a circumstance that would explain the association 
of the Grama with heaven, in later musical literature. The Aeolian harp 
was perhaps tuned to the Ga Grama even as the drums and flutes were, 
by human hands, but played upon by the invisible hands of Wind when 
installed in a breezy niche of the place or temple.

Then there was the Aeolian flute referred to thus by Kalidasa: 

tf-. i

“As though desirous of accompanying the soprano music of the 
Kinnaras, Himalaya blowing from a cave mouth filled the holes of the 
dry bamboo”. According to the commentator this meant that either the 
bamboo provided the characteristic Amsa Svara or phrase (Tana) or 
that the bamboo accompanied the singing of the Kinnaras; I prefer the 
latter interpretation, which suggests a fitful kind of accompaniment, 
now anticipating, now following-a felicitous touch as the playing was 
depentent on wayward gusts of wind. Nor should we lose sight of the 
subtle suggestion as to how much more beautiful the harmonics of the 
Kinnaras’ high-pitched vocal singing were.

js t f  jtkt: w p 4r^»fcwpf wfcRnfVi: 11

“Dilipa heard the sylvan deities intone his fame from within the 
bowers at a high pitch, to the warbling accompaniment of the Aeolian 
flutes, (when he entered the forest).”

“As the Kinnari women sing Hara’s victory melodiously, the 
Aeolian bamboos resonate delicious music; and if friend Cloud, you 
resound in the caves like a Muraja, then Siva’s concert would be 
complete”.



In all these verses the Kichaka-dry bamboo-is said to play the 
role of the flute with this difference, that while the flute was played by 
the human breath, the bamboo was played by the breeze. Instead of 
taking the passages to mean that the wind whistled through the bamboo, 
even as it rustled through the leaves, I prefer to take the bamboo as the 
Aeolian flute-a wind instrument, fashioned by human hands, but played 
upon by the breeze. According to Dr.Kunst, it consisted of a length of 
bamboo usually placed high on a tree, having holes bored between its 
various knots. The wind playing through the holes, produced a very 
melodious sound that could be heard from a great distance. Dr.Kunst 
adds that this was illustrated in the 9th century sculptures of Barabadur 
adorning the Kalpaka trees; and alluded to in the 11th century poem 
‘Aijuna Vivaha’ where it accompanies the blandishments of the celestial 
damsels when Aijuna is in meditation. The Aeolian flute has survived in 
Java to this day and is known as Sundari. It may be recalled that the 
magic harp Ghoshavati tempts a Gandharva to Udayana’s service (in 
the guise of an elephant) and when Udayana loses the harp to a bamboo, 
the Aeolian harp and bamboo make a symphony of string and wind in 
high air, leading eventually to the discovery of the harp. What could be 
more appropriate than the elusive beauty of the ‘harmonics’ fashioned 
into a gossamer mantle for fairy spirits floating down the air in graceful 
undulations, in the first act of Vikramorvasiya? Not only has Kalidasa 
given us fairies, but also a fairy music in which to clothe and present 
them on the stage, made up of misty tone-colours that melt and dissolve 
in the air. Kalidasa has, therefore, made music itself more musical in 
introducing heavenly beings. Tones of such extraordinary delicacy, 
shaded by more delicate over-tones are yet to be met with in the bamboo 
chime accompanying the Balinese shadow play, retaining at least in 
part the magic of the Aeolian tones.

Then came the Tympani-the drums that articulated a whole series 
of sounds-the pianissimo patter of raindrops on water, the melodious 
bubbling as water enters a narrow pot, the lapping sound of wavelets 
and the deep rumble of clouds. The name Pushkaram meant, air, water, 
cloud as well as a drum; and the early drums, were all pot drums. The 
term Maijana frequently used by Kalidasa, referred to the tuning of the 
drums according to the Grama^Jhe Mayuri which to the peacocks
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sounded even as the rumble of clouds, had according to one commentator 
the right surface as Sa, the left as)Ga and the top as Ma, with Ma as the 
chief note, which in the love context of Malavika’s dance, was most 
appropriate there. From the definition it is inferable that the drums had 
three surfaces. The Panchamukha, which I equate with the 
Bhandavadya which Bharata prescribes for the Angaharas of Siva, 
had its five surfaces tuned to die five notes of the RagaNata, so that on 
his drum as on theJDhakka, there was an interplay of two impulses-the 
melodic represented by the notes and the rythmic by the syllables 
modelled on air-water-cloud effects. The sound of drums had as unique 
a fascination for Kalidasa as that of clouds and they seem to him to be 
interchangeable.

Kalidasa describes another kind of water-music in canto 16 of 
Raghuvamsa. The Goddess of Ayodhya laments:

“When formerly struck by the palms of sportive women, the 
pleasure ponds emitted deep resonant drum tones, now emit a 
melancholy sound when struck by wild buffaloes.”

And when Kusa re-establishes Ayodhya as his capital and re
initiates the water sports:

’tpth't ^rfVFrjfsrrero n
•  ^  ■ -* i  ’ I  "V
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“The enchanting sound fills the ears; the sound of women singing 
and die water-mridanga accompanying, which the peacocks on die banks 
hail with their outspread plumage”.

Here is an extract from Dr.Kunst: “Chiblon is the rythmic 
beating with die hand in different ways, either with the crooked or



flat of hand on and in the water, producing in this way a surprisingly 
good ensemble effect. The Chiblon has also given its name to a certain 
way of drum playing; thus the Chiblon afterwards became the name 
of one of the drum forms themselves.”

The name Pushkara denoted the aquatic birds also; and to them 
were assigned the role of the Ghana vadya-the interpunctuating bells 
and jingles of the girdle and anklet. Travellers were said to mistake the 
sounds of the infatuated swans for the jingling golden girdle of their 
beloved; and in the cold season, it was said, die swan’s music resided in 
the anklets of women. And in the pretty fable of the Rishi Mandakami, 
Kalidasa following Valmiki combines all these various musical sounds- 
Aeolian flute, harp, wavelets, birds-in a convincing symphony in the 
pleasure pond named Panchapsaras, where continual strains of 
instrumental music and drum notes blended with the tinkling sound of 
ornaments, though there was no human agency at the place. And in a 
dramatic moment in the Sakuntala, Kalidasa makes die cuckoo the 
mouthpiece of the sylvan Jeities, when Kanva seeks their permission 
for the heroine’s departure. Kalidasa is partial to this feathered warbler, 
through whose blithe notes Spring mocks woman’s sweet words and 
whose measured notes at the season’s beginning resemble the Mugdha’s 
shy words. The background of nature in Kalidasa would provide material 
for a separate thesis.Then there were the songs that awakened the 
sleepers:
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In the forest Dasaratha was awakened by the drum-like flapping 
of the elephant’s ears and the warbling of the t  irds. The Kalinga prince 
was awakened every morning by the deep baritone of the sea. But the 
Kinnaras awaken Siva on his nuptial morning by a Raga called Kaisika 
The ragas named Kaisikas were among the most beautiful and were 
specially set apart for the Ramayana, die musical exponents being known 
as Kaisikacharyas. The raga Mangalakaisika was possibly one of the



ancient Kaisikas. But I am disposed to think that the Kaisikathat awoke 
Siva early in the morning was of the type of Bauli. At the birth of 
Skanda, the celestial dancers interpret certain songs, which the lutes 
followed in the beautiful Mandra register, may I suggest that the Ragas 
in question were of the Shadja Grama group with predominant Mandra 
Sanchara like Kuranji and Navaroz? Nor does Kalidasa forget the 
folksongs of the field-women, watching the Sali, com under shadow of 
sugarcanes recounting the deeds of Raghu from his youth; nor the 
continuous fanfare of the instruments and drums during coronations; 
nor the victorious conch privileged to share Aja’s lips with Indumati.

In early sculpture the bow-shaped harp and the lute shaped like 
the Sarode are the most common. The lute on lap is a favourite idea of 
Kalidasa: thus Indumati lay like a stringless lute on Aja’s lap; Agnivama’s 
lap was never empty-it had either a lute or a sweetheart; and his lute 
player though hurt in the thigh, continued to play as though unhurt. The 
term ‘Ankyalingyordhvaka’ in the verse referred to above has been 
taken by the lexicons to refer to three kinds of drums; but may I hazard 
the view that it was a lute of the Sarode type installed on the thigh and 
held upwards and the playing hand held as though embracing it and its 
scroll reaching up to the shoulder region? The Yaksha’s wife was so 
overwrought, that she was hardly able to tune the Murchana and when 
she did, found it hopelessly out of tune; this was also perhaps a kind of 
Sarode in which the substrings constituted the Murchana and had to be 
tuned afresh to suit the raga. Songs with Kakali are said to awaken 
Cupid and lovers even if asleep; the Kakali of Kambhoji does it even 
now. Prof.Ranade reads a pun in the raga name Sarang in the Nati’s 
song; if it was a Sarang, it could well have been Gauda Sarang. If 
Kalidasa meant a similar pun, he must have been familiar with Lalit 
which concludes the second canto of Ritusamhara. Among the raga 
names of the songs of Vikramorvasiya mentioned by the commentator, 
Gunakari is our Suddha Saveri employing Suddha Dha and Suddha Ri 
as in the gita of Purandara; and Patamanjari is a raga resembling our 
Ritigaula.

Then there was a convention that divided ragas into masculine 
and feminine groups. Thus Madhyamavati was forceful, energetic;
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Sri dainty, feminine and graceful; Kedaragaula manly; Surati feminine; 
Kedara masculine; Kuranji feminine, etc. The Hindustani ragas also 
divide themselves into these basic types-masculine and feminine. For 
raudra, veera and adbhuta rasas, the manly ragas were considered 
appropriate; and for sringara, hasya and karuna rasas, the feminine 
ragas. For the entrance songs and exit songs of the male and female 
characters also these ragas would be found appropriate. Then there 
were ragas relating to the morning, midday, evening and night; and 
also those appropriate for the various seasons, spring, summer, etc. 
With all this rich material we could inform the drama with a new musical 
life in terms of the character, hour, season and rasa; and recapture the 
languid dawn in a Bauli; make bright morning music with Bilahari; project 
a starry night in the solemn nocturne of Malkaus; serenade a golden 
evening with Gaulipantu; and recapture fun and frolic with 
Hindolavasanta; and vernal splendour and the nuances of sringara with 
Vasanta. In the Sanskrit drama we have a type of play that lends itself 
to musical treatment; and in our music, whether Hindustani or Carnatic, 
we have an art that could give the verse anew expression, atmosphere 
and life or if so intended, to merely follow the inflections of the poetic 
text and translate it into a new medium. But for such a consummation- 
the marriage of poetry with music-the foremost impediment is our 
ignorance of that music brought about by concepts like the Melakarta 
and the superstitions-theoretical and practical-we labour under today. 
We should visualise and understand our Ragas as living entities with 
anatomies and souls of their own before we restore them to the drama. 
Till such a time, we have to put up with the anaemic and impoverished 
thing that passes for music and leave Kalidasa alone.

If on voices the ragas became impassioned with human emo
tion, on instruments they developed anew impersonal ethos that varied 
with the timbre and idiom of each instrument and voiced unearthly 
sorrows. If voice music was lyric poetry, vadya a music was a kind of 
dramatic poetry that was set apart for the great divisions of the play-the 
Sandhis-in an art practice as old as Bharata by which a few select 
ragas adumbrated the mood of a whole act through poignant 
instrumentation, that stirred the listener to the depths of his being. It 
was some of these that the Pallava king Mahendravarma tried to
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perpetuate in the Swara notation of Kudumiyamalai. If a mutilated 
inscription could be relied upon, he probably staged Vikramorvasiya 
and was so impressed by the Sandhi instrumentation of Rudracharya 
that he had them etched on stone. To attempt to identify some of those 
ragas would be beyond the scope of this talk; but without doing so, may 
I point out, how expressive the departure of Sakuntala would be if Suddha 
Saveri (Gunakari) was played by instruments, giving vent to a cosmic 
pathos through swaras, even as the Greek chorus attempted to do 
through words. Tranquillity, solemnity, majesty, tenderness, joy, beauty 
and every mood of nature could be recaptured on instruments and made 
to background die interplay of human emotions. How appropriate would 
Vasanta be for the prelude and Mangalakaisika for the beatific reunion 
of Sakuntala, on instruments? But all these are mere dreams of beauty 
and difficult of realisation under present day conditions.

DANCE

If there is an unconscious obtrusion of the sensuous and 
voluptuous in Kalidasa’s delineations of women, it is the result of a 
spiritual-aesthetic intention, that had to express itself through the medium 
of the body, even as sense ht s to seek expression in sound. An ardent 
woman-worshipper, Kalidasa, never tires of posing women singly or in 
groups and in all their beauty and grace and in the exquisite attitudes 
and movements of Dance, not as creatures of the earth, but as the 
manifestations of a divine power. While Kalidasa’s heroes are all human 
beings-Pururavas, Agnimitra, Dushyanta-his heroines are mostly 
celestial beings-Urvasi, Sakuntala, Indumati. The human heroes long 
for superhuman partners and having obtained them, invariably lose them 
as though they were too good for them and do not regain them till after 
. long travail or not at all. Though Malavika was a human princess, her 

beauty and gifts were, Kalidasa suggests, superhuman. If Lasya 
emanated from the limbs of Parvati, new poetic graces came into play, 
when Malavika repeated a prosaic dance lesson for her teacher, who 
felt abashed that his gifted pupil had reversed the role of the teacher 
and the taught. What an idyll the poet fashions round Maiavika’s shapely 
foot, from the point of view of the decorator and the decoration and the 
silent watcher, the king, at a touch of which the Asoka tree that had
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resisted the blandishments of Spring, thrilled into flowers. The queen 
with her auspicious decorations accompanied by die Parivrajika, appears 
to the king as though she were the three Vedas incarnate accompanied 
by Atmavidya. Sankuntala’s beauty was neither of the earth nor of the 
humankind:

TO  *T TOWW T O  I

* stott# nfcfir nggrawq n
“How could any woman give birth to such a superb form? The 

tremulous beam of the lightning does not arise from the earth’s surface”. 
Again, when Sakuntala is afraid that the king may not reciprocate her 
love, the king exclaims,

niter nr srrtfiRTT n fan* 
fanr pro TO<ftfareit t

“He who seeks may or may not find Sree; but could Sree seeking, 
fail to find?” The words Prarthana, Prarthayita, Aradhayita etc., 
deliberately employed by the poet are ensouled with an ecstacy and 
adoration that break into the spiritual overtones of an erotic mysticism, 
culminating in die penitent ritual of prostration. Inferring from his name, 
one may deduce that though his devotion was shared by Siva and Vishnu, 
Kalidasa’s intimate personal devotion was claimed by Sakti, die principle 
and embodiment of all beauty and mercy, reflected in his women 
characters, more seraphic than human and who therefore represented 
a higher and more refined type than man. Neither the courtly elegances 
of a sophisticated society nor the literary convention that exalted 
separation in love, would explain this personal creed of the poet. And 
the marriage finds fulfilment in the heroic and semi-divine children on 
whom Kalidasa loves to pause, little Bharata pouting at the lioneskiittle 
Ayus bending the victorious bow, the six-year-old Sudarsana dangling 
his little foot from a throne much too large for him, the boy Vasumitra 
smashing the Huns and the little girls of Alaka at the usual sand-games,
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to <jain whose hands the very gods lay in ambush; (
* ) something of the divinity of the child Krishna and

Skanda cling to these children and bits of heaven do seem to lie about 
them.

125.

Urvasi and Malavika were dancers and Sakuntala bom of a 
dancer. In Vikramorvasiya, the poet portrays the origin of dance in 
heaven under the guidance of the sage Bharata and the descent of the 
art to the earth through Urvasi. Though we do not see the dances of 
Urvasi, we are allowed to see distorted reflections of them in the 
fourth act when the king addresses swan and stream, reproducing in 
his pathetic hallucination, the postures and movements of Urvasi’s 
dance, the Nandyavarta, Ardhamattalli etc., which could all be 
reconstructed. But it is in Malavikagnimitra that dance provides the 
motif for bringing together the hero and heroine under the pretext of a 
contest between two rival teachers, when Malavika delivers a covert 
love message, singing and interpreting through dance, a little 
masterpiece of a song and in a costume that more revealed than hid 
the shapeliness of her beauty and the lovely attitude of dance called 
Ayata,, one hand on hip and the other relaxed creeperwise and chest 
raised gracefully.

Ŝ vrf fsrircifrfwt fs* farm
f'FTfir ftnrfqr orT*T«ps i 
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“Your lover is difficult to obtain; so, oh heart! give up all hopes 

of him. Lo! my left eye throbs for some reason! This lover was seen by 
you long ago, But how to see him again? Lord! consider me a helpless 
dependant, drawn towards you by love”.

The poignant longing of a woman separated from her lover, 
clothes itself in the first foot of the song in a variety of shades of 
despondency; and then brightens into moods of pleased surprise and 
joy-tinted hope in the second foot; and is followed by pensive 
recollection and doubt; and ends with the despair of the pathetic appeal. 
Malavika exteriorises this inner agitation by a traced in pain and a variety



of glances tender and pathetic, pupils languid, lids weary and drooping, 
punctuated by sighs and tears, followed by slow play of eyebrows and 
the flicker of a smile and opening eyes of wonder and sweet breath 
encouraged by the throbbing eye, passing on to the distant eyes of reverie 
and vacant ones of perplexity, ending in the unmitigated despair of the 
final appeal, gliding from one exquisite posture to another, feet stepping 
gently, wrists curling and uncurling like flowers as she gestures, all which 
complex ensemble of movements was called Abhinaya. When Malavika 
has finished and sets about departing, she is stopped by the clown; and 
as she stops in the attitude of dance, Ayata, eyes downcast, toe playing 
on ground, in semi or three-fourth profile, she presents an exquisite half 
vision of herself, which the king finds irresistibly beautiful, even as the 
digit of the moon is more captivating than the full moon.

Another subtle suggestion is that the king who is as intensely 
agitated as Malavika, covers it up in the presence of the queen, who 
half suspects his infatuation, by pretending to be a disinterested 
connoisseur of the sculpturesque in dance, as though the direct love 
message did not touch him. To relieve the immobility of the statuesque 
posture of Malavika, the clown cracks a joke at which Malavika’s 
lips part in a fleeting smile, for the exclusive delight of the king. In 
her comment on the dance, the Parivrajika hit off all great art when she 
said that Malavika replaced her own personality with that of Sarmishta 
as though she was possessed by her and was therefore able to infect 
the audience with her feelings. She also employs two technical terms, 
Sakha and Soochi. Sakha was a school of dance that employed certain 
stylised whole arm movements, as in the traditions of Indonesia. The 
Soochi was the expressive foreshadowing of unuttered thoughts by an 
expert dancer, through mere posture and expression, a suggestive 
fragment that hinted at the whole, a single mango blossom lurking in a 
comer of the landscape holding the promise of a whole season. The 
Parivrajika’s statement,is just the definition of Soochi. If the same 
technique is employed in recollecting or narrating events that had 
happened previously in an allusive manner or the whole episode portrayed 
through Abhinaya, it was called Ankura. Kalidasa is fond of word-play 
on these dance terms-Soochi, Ankura and Sakha-which we meet again 
in Sakuntalam, when Sakuntala pauses to beckon Anasuya- and bends
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down with a lovely turn and Soochi hands darting down as though to 
extract the thorn from a Soochi foot and stretches herself with a toss of 
arms as though to disentangle her garment from imaginary branches- 
the whole movement is a delicious bit of Soochi abhinaya eloquent of 
the state of her feelings to her lover, the king, through the whole arm 
movements of Sakha. This very Soochi becomes Ankura when the 
King recapitulates it:

-ff'fr fp<?rr <r?rftr «rerr i
fwrfsrffTSRsrr ^

s m  jtrr'TPT n
Kalidasa was thus not only a great poet, but also a great master 

of Dance and his plays are a floreation of the triple arts of Music, 
Dance and Poetry in dramatic form.

In understanding his mastery of the dance medium, we are 
fortunate in having the notes of Raghavabhatta-a scholar well versed in 
the intricacies of dance; the notes though all too few, are exceedingly 
valuable for staging the great play. According to Raghavabhatta 
‘Prayoga’ meant the fourfold abhinaya known as Angika, Vachika, 
Aharya and Sattvika, the interaction of which was Natya through which 
the poem was made visible. Of these the abhinaya of speech and 
delivery-Vachika-involving the rise and fall of voice, high-pitched and 
tremulous or deep and low with appropriate inflections to suit the 
characters and a variety of rhythmic pauses, has survived in Bali and 
Java to a great extent, though forgotten here. How tellingly the toss of 
the curtain seconds Anasuya’s impetuous words in Act IV that the king 
had let Sakuntla down shamefully (Pravisya apatikshepena). But for 
data about the curtain, parasol, costume, masks and makeup, we have 
to resort to the oversea traditions mostly. Sattvika abhinaya referred to 
certain emotional tensions manifested through change of hue, change 
of tone, impediment in speech,-tears, horripilation, etc., utilised for j  
portraying frustrated love either actually or through angikabhinaya F^r 
the present we shall visualise certain actions of the play through the 
resources of Angikabhinaya, under the guidance of Raghavabhatta.



It is worth remembering that dance constitutes a spiritual world 
of its own, governed by laws of its own in contrast to the world of 
actuality; and is therefore able to retrieve idealistic plays like Kalidasa’s 
from theatricality on the one hand and stage realism on the other. The 
illusion that dance creates is dependent on the aesthetic factors-rhythm 
arid an elaborate dance language and the imaginative response of the 
audience who could follow both; and not because the representation 
was based on and resembled the actual. In the restricted floorspace of 
the stage, the dancer had to establish ajpalace or court or forest or fire 
sanctuary; and this he did by a convention called Kakshyavibhaga 
suggested in the first instance by the words or verse, supplemented 
by appropriate actions and glances and deviations on the ground 
through dance. For example the progress of Dushyanta’s pursuit of the 
deer are suggested by the charioteer’s verse ‘Krishnasare’ and the 
King’s ‘Grivabhangabhiramam’ accompanied by their eyeing the deer 
a great way off; then the car movement is impeded by the uneven 
ground suggested again by the Suta’s word Ayushman, Udghatini 
Bhumiriti etc.,’ indicated by tightening of reins and slowing of 
movement through dance, when the deer escapes again, followed by 
the glances of the hunters, then follow quicker movements suggested 
again by the verse’Mukteshu rasmishu’ of the Suta and ‘Yadaloke 
Sukshmam’ of the king, in a mad pursuit till finally is produced the 
illusion of arriving at a point within shot of the prey, when the king 
aims an arrow in the Alidha posture and appropriate arm movement. 
The deer would be represented not by an actual deer but by a dancer 
wearing a deer mask, furtively peering and frisking and gambolling 
in fright, in terms of the Harinapluta movement. A pair of Katakamuka 
hands crossed at wrist, relaxed or taut would indicate speed or slow 
motion of chariot; and if horse and chariot were not among the stage 
properties, they could well be portrayed by appropriate dance 
movements. A reference to the scene would reveal the minute data for 
abhinaya provided by the poet for the transition from the chase to the 
precincts of the Asrama-the last indicated by verse “Nivarah 
Sukagarbhakotara’-all of which deserve the most careful study. The 
Oordhvajanu movement would suggest a hill or flight of stairs; by gazing 
into the air, could be suggested a Vimana or celestial being according to
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context. For these conventions also, the oversea traditions have plenty 
to teach us.

Contexts in Sakuntalam for which Raghavabhatta has given 
Natya directions.

Act I.(i) Vrikshasechanam roopaya/z-portrays watering of 
plants: Do the Nalinipadmakosa hands, take them to the shoulder region, 
do the avadhuta head, bending body gracefully a little, bring down the 
hands and release. That is, do a pair of Sukatunda hands, keep them 
crossed at wrist, fingers and palms facing down; lower them, body 
bending to suit and by a turn of the wrists, make them into a pair of 
upfacing Padmakosa hands; take them across breast to shoulder region, 
lowering head to side, and flexing body, bring the hands to knee region 
when releasing.

(ii) Bhramarabadham roopayati-portrays annoyance by bee: 
by the vidhuta head and tremulous lips and quickly moving Pataka 
facing outward. That is, the head is turned quickly across in fright, 
lips quivering, and the Pataka gesture facing outward moving quickly 
hither and thither proctecting the face and impeding the bee.

(iii) Sringaralajjam  roopayati-portrays bashful love 
confusion:by the Paravritta head and Lajjita glance i.e., face averted 
and turned back, eyelids lowered and pupils looking down and, I would 
add, an eyebrow raised. (This access of modesty occurs when Anasuya 
exclaims ‘So we do have a protector’).

Act III. (i) The King’s love distraction.by Lolita head, Dola 
hands and Soonya glance i.e., by an agitated restless movement of 
head aimlessly shifting position, eyes vacantly staring, shoulders drooping, 
arms relaxed and dangling, the fingers of Pataka relaxed and loose. 
Another suggestion is the chin resting on back-hand of a pair of 
interlocked Karkataka hands, for the melancholy reverie.

(ii) The king attempts to raise the face of Sakuntala which she 
evades. The king’s action in portrayed by means of the Tripalaku 
gesture upfacing, brought under the chin, especially the forefinger 
and its neighbour, and Sakuntala’s by averting head and face and 
folding lower lip in mouth.
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Act IV. Decoration of Sakuntala: The ringfinger of Tripataka 
is employed to portray tears when kept near eye, to mark tilaka on 
forehead; and Sandamsa and Bhramara hands for decorating with 
garland and ear ornaments; and Katakamukha and Hamsasya for lac 
painting.

ACT IV. (i) A little doe clings to Sakuntala’s garment, impeding 
her movement. This was to be portrayed by the Oomodvritta movement: 
the foot with heel raised is planted behind the other foot, the body turning 
with flexion; this is only a semi-turn. When Sakuntala turns back to see, 
it is in terms of the Apakranta movement in which the feet cross each 
other as she pirouettes in a full turn and lifts foot and releases herself 
from position.

(ii) Arala and Hamsasya hands for plucking and gathering 
flowers.

Act VII, Sanumati ascends by the Bahyabhramari and descends 
by the Gangavatarana. The first is a gyrating movement; there are 
three views as to how the second could be rendered:one was the curling 
of the leg behind like a scropion’s sting and Tripataka hands held down, 
breast protruding and head lowered; the other was the Vishnukranta 
Karana and Tripataka held over the uplifted foot to denote Ganga 
flowing; the third was the acrobatic Karana Gangavatarana in the 
Chidambaram sculpture.

It is possible that in depicting aerial movements, devices of 
magical illusion were restored to, also invisible pedestals, or steps, dim 
lighting etc.

But the most consummate application of Kalidasa’s knowledge 
of dance is in Act I in portraying the blossoming of love in Sakuntala 
attended by the interplay of all her natural and spontaneous graces- 
Bhava Hava etc.,-which dance had converted into its own special 
resource in Sattvabhinaya; and excess of these graces constituted 
Abhinaya empty. Needless to state that all modem attempts at 
Abhinaya belong to the latter kind. It was with this Sattvabhinaya 
that Agnivama was able to contest with and score over the dance-
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masters. Centuries of rough and indiscriminate usage has emptied these 
beautiful term s of their rich and varied content and made them hackneyed 
and stale; and they are to-day thought of either as a vague amorous or 
amatory gesture or an indefinite label for an indefinite inventory and 
schedule of woman’s charms. In reality they were the ripples and eddies 
awakened by the love emotion in the depths of a girl’s consciousness, 
revealing themselves through ripples and eddies of eyebrows and eyes, 
and subtle changes <̂ f facial expression and movement, in a natural and 
spontaneous manner. As Kalidasa said elsewhere ‘Strinamadyam 
pranayavachanam vibhramo hi priyeshu’, these were the primary 
expressions of a woman’s soul. It was these that were thematically 
worked into a Lasya sequence to form a panorama of graces; it was 
these that Bharata seized as the supreme resources \otAbhinaya and 
like a master jeweller fashioned the peerless crown for the dance art 
called Sattvabhinaya inlaying it as though with the glowing fire of the 
ruby, the shifting lustre of the diamond, the pearl’s mellow sheen and 
the sapphire’s somb.e mystrey. But not all the gems which Ujjain 
dispossessed the sea of, could match one of these natural graces of 
women.

Let us remember that Sakuntala was a woman of extraordinary 
beauty; and therefore every little action of hers from a frown or knitted 
brow to a finger lifter in warning and contrary shake of head, would 
be pervaded by her beauty. Sakuntala is presented to us first as an 
innocent mmden-Mugdha-on the verge of youth, giving herself up to 
vague romantic yearnings and delicious reveries, as she gazes at the 
Vanajyotsna clinging to the Sahakara, every fibre of her body tingling at 
the magic of touch of Spring-it is the picture of a wistful, preoccupied, 
girlish beauty we see first. From this she is rudely disturbed by the 
pursuing bee and the emotion of fear throws her beauty into an entirely 
new focus, lips quivering, eyelids lowered, face averted and hands hastily 
impeding, picturising the grace Chakitam which forms the theme of the 
verse Chalapangam ’. This is the second vision of her beauty. Then 
when the king intervenes, she is speechless with bashfulness and if 
should could talk at all, it could only have been some sweet incoherence; 
this is a composite picture in which up to a point her childlike artlessness 
is presented under an urge of modesty, suddenly giving way to an adult



bashfiilnes- H/zrita-which remodels her posture and expression into one 
of sculturesque immobility; but this very reticence adumbrates her inner 
love, whose arrival is quite near. Then as the king and the girls seat 
themselves and Sakuntala asks herself’How is it that at the sight of this 
person, I feel an emotion scarcely consistent with a grove devoted to 
piety?’, we have the bodily manifestation of Bhava-just afeint suggestion 
of the intangible emotional disturbance, not clear, just arisen, like the 
sky brightening as the moon is about to rise; indicated by a puzzled 
facial expression of pleasure, with just a touch of a fleeting doubt. Under 
the influence of this newborn emotion-5/wva-her beauty appears to us 
in quite a new irradiation and setting. Then when Anasuya is curious as 
to who the stranger was and Sakuntala tells herself ‘This Anasuya 
speaks your very thoughts, Oh Mind! be not uneasy’, there is a slight 
revelation of the love emotion like the silver rim of the emerging moon 
and indicated by slow graceful modulations of eyebrows and furtive 
glances and turns of head and neck and mild horripillation; this Hava 
presents Sakuntala’s beauty in a yet newer facet. And when Anasuya 
says ‘We have indeed found a protector’ the love emotion of Sakuntala 
is fully manifested by quicker rippling movements of the eyelashes and 
a variety of love glances and play of head and neck, it is the grace Hela 
which contradicts her child nature and finds consummation in the 
Sringaralajja , bashful confusion of love, to portray which 
Raghavabhatta gave us a few tips. As these natural graces are called 
into play on the lineaments of Sakuntala aglow with love, she develops 
a new sheen (kanti) and lustre (dipti) and her natural movements develop 
new poetic graces, all without any conscious effort on her part and 
marvellously transfused by proximity to lover, articulating the soul’s most 
intimate message, through the body’s most exquisite language, for the 
lover’s sole delight. And when she pretends to be angry and knits her 
brow and lifts a warning finger at Anasuya and would fain go away, yet 
tarries, it is an exquisite endearment in the guise of a slight, comprehended 
by the grace Bibvoka under the twin urges of Vibhrama and beauty- 
consciousness and revealing new facets of Vilasa as she steps and 
turns and moves. When she directs her ears to what Dushyanta says, 
in intense absorption and surrender, it was still another grace, 
Mottayiiam; it was a continuation of this mood that earned her a dreamy
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ecstacy and Durvasa’s curse. And the affected, agitated repulsion of a 
caress at the end of Act HI was yet another delicate grace. Kuttamitam 
(sweet reluctance) with an added touch of flurry. All these lead to the 
consummate pretence of removing the thorn followed by a meaningful 
turn and sidelong glance, referred to as Soochi earlier. And in the king’s 
retrospect of Sakuntala, (Ankura), he recalls her soft glances, leisurely 
movements, feigned angers, delicious evasions, fine reticences and 
fugitive smiles and like a miser at his hoard, lingers lovingly over every 
vision of her that his memory conjures up, with the interplay of all her 
airs and graces and unconscious glows and sheens and nuances of 
facial expression, the mere recollection of which throws him into an 
ecstatic absorption.

The supreme merit of Kalidasa is that he has caught and fixed 
for ever, these fleeting and intangible graces as evanescent as a ripple, 
and fugitive as twinlight tints as a great love-budded and blossomed 
on the lineaments of Sakuntala; and has made us watch their interply 
in flurry and shyness and agitation as her love unfolds and blossoms, 
against a background of peerless feminine beauty. In Sakuntalam 
Kalidasa has immortalised the feminine graces; and if he had not 
been the master of dance that he was, he could not have spoken in the 
intimate accents of the soul’s own language.

From these we pass on to the emotional prostration of Sakuntala 
relieved by the timely arrival of the king. In passing I would refer to 
an extra passage quoted by the Sahitya Darpana as an example of 
love banter Sringarahasya (or Narma) not found in other texts of the 
play:

*r r rs tn t srfa

?f?r sqsrfaa} (fr?rffnsrerO i (s&rofa)
When the king likened himself to a bee and attempted to raise 

the face of Sakuntala, we saw that she repelled it. This would make us 
think that she was seriously angry and would have avoided the king if 
she could. But the passage quoted above is one of delicious playfulness.



Sankutala wants to know what the disappointed bee did; and the bee 
i. e. Sakuntala’s face. It was at this point presumably that Anasuya and 
Priyamvada gave timely warning to the lovers about the approach of 
Gautami.

We may now glance back to the Nati’s song about the youth- 
intoxicated maidens with Sirisha blossoms on their ears, at the beginning 
of the play. Kalidasa was probably alluding to the Lasya sequence. I 
had mentioned, in which the feminine grace Hava had been thematically 
worked in, in addition to the Sirisha flowers on ears. Installed at the 
beginning of the play, it was perhaps meant to indicate the importance 
of the beauty factors-Women, Music, Dance and the atmosphere of 
love, the so-called Kaisiki Vritti pervading this great play.

In discussing the dance-lore of Kalidasa, may be mentioned verse 
38 of Megha Sandesa in which he refers to the tired temple-dancers 
of Mahakala’s shrine gracefully waving chamaras whose gemset handles 
scintillated and whose girdles jingled as they stepped in dance. In these 
ritual temple-dances the various Upacharas had been worked in. Similar 
dances were being rehearsed in most of our temples within living 
memory. These were also known as Desi dances and had motives like 
the sword, lamp, garland, vina, fan, parasol, etc. Indonesia yet remembers 
whole groups of these.

Before concluding may I refer to the doctrine of reminiscence 
which Kalidasa is never tired of proclaiming, especially in the verse 
‘ramyani’ even as Wordsworth said:

Oft over my brain does that strong fancy roll

Which makes the present (while the flash doth last)

Seem a mere semblance of some unknown past......

We lived ere yet this robe of flesh we wore.

Out of his spiritual intuition Kalidasa has flashed a beam from 
the realms of the sub-conscious to illumine those of the super-real. A 
poet of the senses that he is said to be, he has so intensified and 
refined the sensibilities of the senses, that we could now perceive and
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comprehend the ultimate through these finite media; and like his 
Pururavas and Dushyanta enter heaven with this very body, unlike 
Yayati and Trisanku who tumbled down for want of such a guide. 
For has he not pierced the veil with his flashes of music and poetry and 
dance, bringing within reach of mortal eyes and ears and minds, a beauty 
that is immortal?And when he sees the lovely form of Krishna in a 
dusky cloud bejewelled with rainbow and Vishnu’s spanning foot in an 
obliquejstreak of it and his illimitable form in the vast expanse of the 
ocean, he speaks not a local language but an universal one, at least to 
those familiar with the symbols of his faith.
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THE 72 MELA-RAGA-MALIKA 
OF

MAHA VAIDYANATHA SIVAN 

Sulochana Pattabhiraman

The name ofVaidyanalhalyer, popularly known as Maha Vaidya- 
natha Sivan, is one to be conjured within the sphere of Carnatic music. 
His music, it is said, was celestial like in quality and has occupied a 
permanent niche in the realms of immortality He was bom in the year 
1844 AD to Doraiswami Iyer, a reputed musician in the village of 
Vaiyacheri in Thanjavur District. His mother belonged to the musical 
lineage of the famous composers and vidvans, Anai and Ayya, who 
were brothers. He lived in Thiruvaiyar and was an ardent devotee of 
Lord siva He used to perform frequently bhajanas in the Pranatartihara 
Temple at Tiruvaiyar. Maha Vaidyanatha Iyer and his brother 
Ramaswami Iyer received their musical training from their father. They 
were highly talented and Dorsaiswami Iyer, anxious to give them sound 
training in music,placed them under the tutelage of Manambuchavadi 
Venkatasubbier, a musician of great renown, who was the disciple and 
cousin of the Bard of Tiruvaiyar, Sri Tyagaraja. Vaidyanatha Iyer, who 
was blessed with a divine voice that had a range of three octaves, was 
identified as a singular child prodigy, when at the tender, age of seven he 
could sing Ragalapanas and pallavi. He was well versed in treatises on 
Indian Music such as the Sangraha Chudamani of Govinda and the 
SangitaRatnakara of SamgaDeva. His association with great stalwarts 
helped him to widen his horizons and carve a special slot for himself. 
He was a very handsome man with an impeccable character and 
immense respect for elders and scholars. He was among the first to 
appreciate merit in others. Being deeply religious and living in Tiruvaiyar, 
he visited the Pranatartihara temple every evening to perform pooja to 
his beloved deity Lord Siva and his consort, Dharamasamvardhani. He 
was an engaging conversationalist, who had the gift of punning and 
playing with words. When he was a mere child of ten years, he sang 
before a distinguished audience in the royal palace at Pudukottai. His 
performance at the Meenakshi Sundareswarar Temple evoked much 
appreciation and he was the recipient of many honours. Rulers of
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Ramanathapuram, Ettaiyapuram, Mysore and the head of the 
Kallidaikuruchi Mutt (a branch of the Thiruvaduthurai Mutt) recognising 
his prodigious talent and musical skills, honoured him and rewarded him 
with their affection and gifts. When he sang brilliantly the 16th Melakarta 
Chakravakam, till then an unknown raga, in an august assembly of 
distinguished musicians, SubramaniaDesikar, the head of the Mutt,deeply 
moved by his genius, conferred the title of “Maha” on him. Since then 
he was known as Maha Vaidyanatha Iyer or Maha Vaidyanatha Sivan.

On one occasion Sakharam Saheb,son-in-law of Maharaja Shivaji 
of Tanjore, requested Iyer to set to music the 72 Melakartha ragamalika 
in Marathi, known as the Bahattara ragamalika composed by Lavani 
Venkata Rao, a court poet. The brilliance of the music set by Iyer dazzled 
famous palace musicians like Adimurti Iyer and won much acclaim. 
The composition in Marathi was in the form of a “Narastuti” and Iyer 
felt he should Compose an identical composition in Sanskrit in praise of 
his Pranatartihara and Dharmasamvardhani This offering of Iyer’s to 
the Supreme Being was an outpouring from the depths of his soul. Thus 
the unmatched 72 Mela Ragamalika came into existence to capture the 
hearts of the lay and the cognoscenti. It is an incomparable masterpiece 
in the history of Carnatic Music. Students who master this 
melaragamalika will get thoroughly familiar with the four additional solfa 
notes added Venkatamakhi to the already existing twelve. The added 
s war as are suddhagandharam, shatshruti rishabham, suddhanishadam 
and shatsruti dhavatam. This is the only composition in camatic music 
which has all the sixteen swaras incorporated in its structure.

Iyer was a great Sanskrit scholar and this composition is replete 
with melodic excellence, prosodical beauty and exquisite lyrical merit. 
In this composition the vivadi dosha has been skillfully avoided by skipping 
the swaras. A few years ago. T.S.Parthasarathy, Secretary of the Music 
Academy, had a full-fledged Tamil commentary written by Varahur 
Guruswami Sastrigal and this was included in the Academy’s publication 
of the ragamalika with notation, as also the original Marathi version by 
Lavani Venkata Rao.



The 72 Melakarta scheme is the solid foundation on which South 
Indian music firmly rests today. It may be argued that it is an artificial 
dry process that has been formed by mere permutation and combination. 
But it cannot be gainsaid that every musical note has its own charm, 
exact number of vibrations and ratios. This system is extremely 
comprehensive and methodical, including in its fold all the modes used 
in ancient as well as modem systems of music in different parts of the 
world. It is a complete and exhaustive scheme evolved by simple and 
natural combinations. That the mere substitution of the prati madhyamam 
in the place of the suddha madhyamam to create another set of 
melakartsas is melodically effective, has been justified to a large degree 
in the superb composition of Maha Vaidyanathalyer. The reason why 
the Madhyamam was chosen in preference to the notes r,g,d or ni is 
because the Madhyamam is the fulcrum amongst the saptaswaras. It is 
the central pivotal note with two tetrachords. one lower that is s,r,g and 
another higher with p,d, and ni. It is in a position to influence and change 
the swarupa of the raga when the suddha Madhyamam, becomes the 
pratimadhyamam. Again, in a sruti instrument when the notes shadjam 
and panchama are sounded, the panchama gets overshadowed by the 
shadja. When the Madhyama sruti is tuned, however, it is the suddha 
madhyamam that plays an assertive role. It becomes the tonic note and 
the shadja becomes the fourth note of panchama below it. Venkatamakhi 
formulated this scheme, but he himself admitted that only 19 of these 72 
nulakartas were popular in his time. He called these 19 as the 
“prakprasidha” melakartas or already existing melakartas. The remaining 
53 were classified under “Kalpyamana” meaning melas that were in 
the process of being conceived and “Kalpayishyamana” - those to be 
created in the future. Master composers like Tyagaraja, Dikshitar and 
Maha Vaidyanatha Sivan and others have ’visualised the beauty of these 
melekartas and have composed songs in these ragas with stunning 
brilliance that they have passed into realm of practical possibilities and 
are very much alive in the contemporary scenario of Carnatic music. 
As far as Melakartas are concerned, it is Govinda, the author of the 
Sangraha Chudamani, who holds a pride of place. In his scheme, the 22 
srutis are all intelligently distributed over the sapta swaras. His melas 
are all sampuma-sampuma and they superseded the earlier confusing
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asampuma melapaddhati. Manambuchavadi Venkata Subbier was in 
possession of the Sangraha Chudamani mentioned as Sangita Sastra 
Samkshepa in the original manuscript. It was later copied by Maha 
Vaidyanatha Iyer and Patnam Subramania Iyer for their own use.

The scheme of the 72 Melas opened the floodgates for numerous 
janya ragas, not thought of till that time. The vivadi melas are 40 in 
number and they include the ragas in the 1st Chakra Indu, 6th Chakra 
Rutu, 7th Chakra Rishi and the 12th Chakra Aditya totalling 24 ragas. 
Ther other 14 are the Pa and Sa melas, that is the first and sixth melas 
of the remaining 8 Chakras. The present Sampuma melas are the logical 
successors of the ancient murchanas of Tamil Music. Mela means an 
arrangement of notes in a particular sequence in the increasing order of 
the pitch. Before the modem vinas came into existence, the earlier 
vinas were of the Eka rage mela vina type. They did not have fixed 
frets but movable frets. The modem vina designed by Govinda Dikshita 
with fixed frets is called Sarasvati Vina and is ideal for a student to get 
handsome working knowledge of the 72 Melakartas. After Govinda 
Dikshita’s time no one altered the fretting principles of this vina A mela 
is a scale sounded on the svara sthanas without any palpable oscillation. 
The Mela’s identity is revealed even when only the arohanan is played.

To sum up briefly.

1) All the melakarthas have the sapta swaras and the octave 
sa in both the arohana and avarohana. The shadja and panchama are 
constant all the Melas.

2) Melas lto 36 sport the suddha madhyama and the melas 37 
to 72 take prati madhyama The purva part of the format takes the 
suddha madhyama and the uttara part the prati madhyama

3) Melas 1 to 18 and their corresponding prati madhyama melas 
37 to 54 have the suddha rasha'oha.

4) Melas 19 to 30 and their prati Madhyama counterparts take 
chatursruti rishabha.

5) Melas 31 to 36 and the prati madhyama melas 67 to 72 use 
the shatshruti rishabha
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6) Melas 1 to 6 and the prati madhyama melas 3 7 to 42 take the 
suddhagandhara.

7) The suddha madhyama melas having the sadharana gandhara 
are 7 to 12 and 19 to 24 and the prati madhyama melas 43 to 48 and 55
to 60.

8) The antnra gandhara suddha madhyama melas are 13 to 18 
and 25 to 36 while in the uttara section they are melas 49 to 54 and 67 
to 72.

9) With; i each chakra, whether in the first or second group, the 
1 st,2nd and 3rd melekartas have the suddhadhaivata, the 4th and the 
5th have the chatursruti dhai vata and the 6th have die shatsruti dhaivata.

10) In the suddha madhyama and prati madhyama groups, the 
first melakarta takes the suddha nishada and the 3rd, 5th and 6th Kakali
nishada.

Thus the rishabha, gandhara, variations and the dhai vata nishada 
ones are symmetrical. While the rishabha gandhara varriations belong 
to the different chakras, the nishada variations belong to each individual 
melakartha.

The music of South India owes a debt of gratitude to the re
markable work of Govinda who bought to use the scheme in which all 
the melas are sampuma. To incorporate all the Melakartas in a single 
composition is, in effect, more than Herculean and Carnatic Music is 
grateful to Maha Vaidyanatha Sivan’s unqualified creative genius.
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INDIAN CLASSICAL DANCE 

T.S. Parthasarathy

The Hindu mind has a tendency to trace every art and science 
to a divine origin. The divine source is claimed not only to express the 
spiritual aspirations of man such as poetry, philosophy and music but 
also to pragmatical matters as dance. Hence even the Natya Sastra is 
attributed to a divine origin and is stated to have been authored by 
Brahma himself. He distilled the essence from the four vedas and 
compounded them into the graceful an of dancing which he named 
as ‘Natya veda’.

Early vedic rites were performed amidst pleasant aesthetic 
surroundings and dancing constituted an integral part of the ceremony. 
It is no wonder that in later centuries dance became a part of worship 
in temples and in course of time the concept of Nataraja, the god of 
dance, took shape, culminating in a huge temple coming into existence 
at Chidambaram. Acknowledged as one of the grandest of sculptures 
in the world, the Nataraja idol not only represents the Cosmic Dance 
of Siva but portrays the five esteric aspects of the God viz. Creation, 
preservation, destruction, illusion and salvation.

In the course of time, dancing became as important part of 
temple worship and dedicated dancers called Devadasis were 
employed in temples to perform ritual dances during important 
festivals. The largest number of such dancers had been employed by 
Raja Raja Chola at the Big Temple at Thanjavur and the names of all 
the 400 women are found in inscriptions of the eleventh century. 
Dancing came to be recognized as the fifteenth of the sixteen upacharas 
or forms of worship to God.

Before every festival the temple flag will be hoisted and dances 
known as Navasandhi Kavuttuvam will be performed around the flag 
staff to propitiate the deities of the different directions. Devadasis 
also had other duties to perform like carrying the kumbha arati or a 
pot with a light on top.
10



Dancing was always considered as a spiritual offering before 
God and it was a common practice for saints like Mira Bai of Rajasthan 
to sing and dance before idols in temples. Many of the mudras of Bharata 
Natyam have a resemblance to postures in Yoga and the mudras used 
in Siva temples during worship. It is this spiritual significance that 
distinguishes Indian classical dance from dancing in other countries which 
is done for pleasure or for entertainment.

Before every dance recital in India an invocatory item is 
performed to propitiate the concerend deity and obeisance is offered 
even to the ground on which the dancer stamps her feet. The Indian 
dancer performs with utter humility with due respect to the various 
themes from mythology she depicts on the stage.

BHARATA NATYAM

The solo dance tradition of south India, known as Bharata 
Natyam all over the world, is perhaps the oldest among contemporary 
dance forms of India. Its antiquity rests not merely on the name 
‘Bharata’ but on overwhelming literary, sculptural and historical 
evidence. It can be traced back to the Natya Sastra (second century 
A.D.) which describes a dance in which a solo actor presents, through 
the four types of mime, a particular dominant state.

In south India, the Tolkappiyam (first century B.C.), a 
compendium of the life of the early Tamils, describes the modes of 
dancing of the period and the courtesans who practised the art.

The treasurehouse of source material for Bharata Natyam is, 
however, the Silappadhikaram (second century A.D.), a long narrative 
in Tamil verse, in which a dancing courtesan is the main heroine. The 
author, therefore, gives first hand details of the dance of Madhavi, the 
heroine. Her dance was, obviously, the precursor of the present day 
Bharata Natyam.

Origin

The origin of Bharata Natyam may be traced to legends in 
Tamil literature of the pre-Christian era Mythology plays an important 
part in such legends and the dancing girls of Tamilnadu traced their
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descent from the heavenly nymph Urvasi. Dancing was an institution 
indulged in by all classes people. Early Tamil writings describe separately 
ritual dancing and war dances. Ritual dancing was associated with the 
worship of different deities of the Hindu pantheon. The style of dancing 
differed in the different regions like the pastoral,hilly areas and coastal 
belts

Growth

The first golden age of Bhaarata Natyam commenced from 
the 10th century when the Chola rulers of Thanjavur gave the art 
unbounded support. They maintained a large number of dancers in 
temples who performed ritual dances during festivals and secular 
dances in royal courts. The rulers also had dance movements sculpted 
on the walls of temples for the benefit of posterity.

After an interregnum due to an invasion,the art had its 
renaissance from the 15th century. Thanjavur was ruled first by the 
Nayak dynasty and later by Maratha rulers who also patronized 
Bharata Natyam liberally. New ideas flowed in to make the art a 
highly sophisticated one.

The art underwent a sea change after the advent of four 
brothers known as the ‘Tanjore Quartette’ who are believed to have 
shaped the present repertoire. They also composed a large number of 
dance compositions which are current even today.

Bharata Natyam reached its pinnacle of glory and popularity 
in the second half of the present century. The present times may be 
called the periclean age of the art which represents India’s timeless 
wisdom and civilization.

KUCHIPUDI

About 500 years ago a new dance form was created and kept 
alive for generations by the Brahmin families of Kuchipudi. Originally it 
was known as the BhagavataMala Nataka as the dance-dramas in this 
style were based on mythological and religious themes. But later it 
acquired a secular character.



The earliest historical reference to the Kuchipudi performers is 
found in a record dated 1502 during the reign of Vira Narasimha Raya 
of the Vijayanagar empire. The rulers of Vijayanagar were great patrons 
of this art. Many of the literary works written for the Kuchipudi 
performances are addressed to them and in particular to Krishna Deva 
Raya.

Till recently women were forbidden to take part in the dance 
dramas but now that the ban has been lifted, they are playing a pivotal 
role in its revival.

Kuchipudi dancers are known as Bhagavatulus since they pres
ent themes from the Bhagavata Purana. They are rightly known for 
their authentic presentation of traditional dances. Siddhendra Yogi is 
considered to be the founder of the Kuchipudi dance dramas. He is 
stated to be a disciple of Narayana Tirtha and even now the Balagopala 
Tarangam of the latter is a popular item in Kuchipudi.

Origin

According to one version, Siddhendra Yogi came into contact 
with the followers of Narahari Tirtha of the Madhva sampradaya and 
bacame a sannyasin. He composed the dance drame ‘Parijatapaharana’ 
and came to Kuchelapuram (Kuchipudi) where he trained Brahmin 
boys to enact the play through dance. The story has its basis in the 
Bhagavatam. It revolves round the Parijata tree in Indra’s garden a 
flower from which is offered to Rukmini by Krishna. Narada starts a 
quarrel between Satyabhama and Krishna about the tree but it ends 
amicably. Obviously such dramas were being enacted in the interior 
villages of Andhra Pradesh even before it was codified as the 
Kuchipudi style.

For want of patronage Kuchipudi suffered a set back some 
time ago but it was revived by the missionary zoal of a number of 
dancers of this style. Vedantam Lakshminaarayana Sastri, Vedantam 
Satyanarayana Sarma and others breathed a new life into the art while 
keeping its true spirit intact. A number of women dancers like Yamini 
Krishnamurti also gave the lead for the promotion of Kuchipudi in a big 
way.
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But the largest single contribution tothe art was made by Vempati 
Chinna Stayam who placed the art on die dance map of not only India 
but of the world Finding that the old repertoire was limited and repetitive, 
he boldly introducednew items and had new plays written by a competent 
poet. He also made changes in the costumes of dancers, stage decor 
and lighting to bring Kuchipudi on a par with modem dances.

With these changes, the art continues to grow and has already 
been identified as a classical dance form based on the Abhinaya Darpana 
ofNandikesvara.

ODISSI

If  Bharata Natyam can claim to be the oldest among the 
contemporary classical dance forms of India on the overwhelming 
literary, sculptural and historical evidence available, Odissi may well 
claim equal antiquity on the basis of archaelogical testimony. The 
Natya Sastra speaks of four regional varieties and in this context it 
particularly mentions the eastern southern style known as the Odra 
Magadhi which can be identified as the earliest precursor of the present 
Odissi.

Odissi is fortunate in having a number of treatises containing 
information about the technique of Odissi, often illustrated with 
sketches showing the body positions and movements. Sangita Muktavali, 
Natya Manorama, Sangita Narayana and Abhinaya Chandrika are 
.among them.

The Jagannath temple in Puri was the focal point of all cultural 
activity in Orissa and in the 12th century, Chodaganga Deva founded 
the Ganga dynasty which patronized the arts in a big way. Ruler 
Prataparudra encouraged the dancers to enact the love songs of 
Krishna. Female dancers called Maharis were dedicated to Lord 
Jagannath. There was also the system of training boys to dance and 
they were also called Gotipuas. The Gita Govinda of Jayadeva, the 
renowned Oriya Sanskrit poet, continues to be backbone of Odissi and 
later poets like Banamali Das and Upendra Bhanja wrote excellent 
songs for the dance.



Origin
The colossal and magnificent temple at Konarak has a stagger

ing variety of dance sculpture which are three-dimensional. The 
Parasuraemswar temple (8th century) has a number of sculptures in 
the Tandava style. By the time of the Konarak temple, the style of 
Odissi appears to have become set and a very distinctive method of 
body manipulation is apparent. The characteristic poses of Odissi are 
clear and the sculptors appear to be familiar with the Natya Sastra.

Growth

Despite this past glory, it was only in the early fifties that Odissi 
received serious notice outside Orissa for the first time. The credit 
goes to Indrani Rehman, a renowned Bharata Natyam dancer, for 
bringing Odissi to the national and international dance scene. When 
the art was languising in its native soil, she took the initiative to study 
it and create an awareness of it in India and abroad. Priyambada 
Mohanty was another dancer whose recitals helped Odissi to gain 
recognition of a classical dance art. Since then, a galaxy of Gurus and 
nearly 40 dancers, many of them non-Oriyas, and some of them from 
abroad, extended the horizons of Odissi, enriched its repertoire and 
placed it on the dance map of the world.

On the performing side the art has grown lavishly with new 
subjects being choreographed and enacted. The guru-sishya lineage 
sustains the living tradition and new patterns are added imperceptivly 
with the passage of time.
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KATHAKALI

Although many early forms of dance like koottu, tullal and 
attam went into the making of the present Kathakali, its emergence 
as an independent, and highly formalistic dance drama form took 
place only in the 17th century. Two rulers of kerala are credited with 
having evolved it in its current form. The first of these rulers was the 
Zamorin of Calicut, a devotee of Krishna, who wrote plays known as 
Krishnattam which were really recreations of the lyrics of the Gita 
Govinda of Jayadeva The episodes were serialized and were presented 
on eight consecutive nights.
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The second was the Raja of Kottaarakara whose request to the 
Zamorin to send his troupe to Travancore was turned down by the 
latter. The disappointed Raja wrote the Ramanattam, a series of eight 
plays about Rama. These are considered to be the precursor of 
contemporary Kathakali. The Krishnattam made profuse use of 
Sanskrit while the Ramanattam favoured Malayalam. The efforts of 
the Raja were supplemented by other writers, especially Irayimman 
Tampi, who wrote plays for kathakali. But the most important writer 
was Maharaja Swati Tirunal. The tradition continued and many famous 
Malayalam writers have been writing plays for the newly evolved art 
form.

Origin

Kerala is a mosaic of varied cultures and a storehouse of myriad 
forms of theatrical art. Kerala was deeply influenced by the Gita 
Govinda and other Vaishnavite works. The first of the sophisticataed 
stylised and scholastic danace dramas of the region was the Chakkiyar 
koottu performed by a particular community. The Kudiyattam is dance 
drama closest to the ancient traditions of the Sanskrit stage. The attams 
of South India, such as the Tiraiyattam and Kali attain, also contributed 
to be shaping of Kathakali. The Chakkiyar koottu is mentioned in early 
Tamil works especially the Silappadhikaram.

Many innovations took place and most of these were later 
absorbed into the kathakali.

Growth

Kathakali had its heyday when some aristocratic families of 
Kerala patronized it by organizing troupes of their own. But it lost its 
glamour with the influx of Western civilization. It was in the 1940s 
that poet Vallathol and Mukunda Raja made efforts to revive die glorious 
art by founding the Kerala Kalamandalam and employing the best 
available exponents of the dance to teach students. Kalamandalam 
Krishnan Nayar, trained by this institution, became a legend in his own 
time and his appearances ran into thousands.



Not many changes have been made in the present day Kathakali 
because the old tradition insists thatjthe body should be subjugated to 
the spirit and the human should be transformed into the divine. In 
Kathakali, all that is Kerala is portrayed but search is on to keep the 
art in touch with the profundity of human existence.

MOHINIATTAM 

History

Although there are several theories about the origin and 
evolution of Mohini Attam, there is no doubt that a distinct kind of 
dance with this name existed atleast from the beginning of the 18tn 
century. The dance is mentioned in a work called ‘Vyavaharamala’ 
written in 1709. Mohini Attam is stated to have evolved from the 
Dasi Attam of Tamil Nadu whicfi is perhaps older than what is now 
known as Bharata Natyam. But Mohini Attam is found only in Kerala.

From literaiy evidence it is clear that Swati Tirunal (1813- 
1847) in collaboration with his illustrious courtiers Irayimman Tampi 
and Kilimanoor Koil Tampuran, evolved the Mohini Attam from the 
Dasi Attam of their time. They also composed many pieces for the new 
forms of dance like svarajatis, vamams and scores of padams. But 
there is no literature worth the name to describe even the rudiments of 
the art.
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Interest in Mohini Attam was revived in this century thanks to 
the efforts of poet Vallathol and Mukunda raja and today artistes are 
able to present a reasonably consistent recital although for a short 
time.

Origin

Kerala had several types of kootu-s and there are references 
in inscriptions dating from 932 A.D. to Nangayars, women who 
performed dance. In a Malayalam commentary on the Vyavaharamala 
(1709 A.D) there is a reference as to how the remuneration paid to 
exponents of Mohini attam and other arts was to be divided among the 
artistes. Later, the poet Kunchan Nambiar referred to Mohini Attam by
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name in his Ottam Thullal called ‘Ghoshayatra’ It is presumed that the 
art must have been in existence from much earlier times to deserve 
mention in these two sources. This is supported by the fact that ruler 
Balaramavarma (1724-1798) in his ‘Balarama Bharatam’ refers to 
‘Mohini Attain’.

Growth
After the founding of Kerala Kala Mandalam by poet Vallalhol 

in this century, the repertoire of Mohini Attam has been expanded. 
The present repertoire includes chollukettus, svarajatis, varanams 
and padams in Malayalam and sometimes in Telugu. An attraactive 
type of costume has been evolved with a suitable coiffure and typical 
ornaments of Kerala. Mohini Attam has been made seductive and 
full of rasam has come to and stay as one of the classical dance forms 
oflndia

KATHAK

History

Kathak is the most popular form of classical dance in North 
India. Strangely enough, the term ‘Kathaka’ occurs in the Adi Parva 
of the Mahabhaarata to mean a narrator or story-teller but it also 
meant a chief actor. Originally nurtured in the holy precincts of Hindu 
temples, Kathak journeyed through the courts of the Moghuls and the 
Nawabs and acquired an exlusive character. Two main schools of the 
art (gharanas), the Jaipur and the Lucknow, flowered in course of 
time and later assumed multifaceted forms. A third gharana of Banaras 
came to be known as the Janaki Prasad gharana.

Since the rise of the Moghul empire and the establishment of a 
state religion which did not believe in dance as a form of worship, 
there was a shift in the emphasis. Ganesha Vandana had to give way 
to Salami. The Lucknow gharana developed during the reigns of Asaf- 
ud-Daula (1775-1796) and Wajid Ali Shah (1847-1856), Nawabs of 
Oudh. No other Nawab achieved sqgh a legendary fame as Wajid Ali 
who was not only a connoisseur but also a musician and a dancer in 
his own right. The flowering of this gharana is ascribed to two dancers,



Kalka Prasad and Bindadin. Their descendants, Acchan Mahaaraj, 
Lacchu Maharaj and Shambhu Maharaj, continued the tradition and 
blazed a trail.

The Jaipur gharana was free from Moslem influence and devel
oped on its own lines. Raja Mansingh and his borther Madho Singh 
of Amber were patrons of music and dance. The stalwarts of the 
Jaipur gharana were Naarayan prasad, Jailal, Hanuman Prasad, 
Sunderlal and their descendants.
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Origin

Judging from some paintings, the beginnings of this style may 
be traced back to the dance illustrated in Jain paintings and manuscripts. 
In Rajasthani pointings from the 16th to the 18th centuries this style is 
depicted in several ways. Usually Krishna is shown dancing surrounded 
by Gopis in a variety of poses. It is noteworthy that the costumes worn 
by the dancers and the musical instruments depicted in these paintings 
approximate to those used in modem Kathak.

Growth

After a period of neglect during the Raj, attempts were made 
to revive the dance drama form in Kathak by pioneers like Madame 
Menaka half a century ago. Later the shii Ram Bharatiya Kala Kandra 
and Kathak Centre of Delhi infused new life into the art and Biiju 
Maharaj alone choreographed nearly 20 dance dramas for the two 
institutions. Many changes were no doubt made to suit modem 
conditions but the basic idiom of Kathak was not sacrificed.

MANIPURI

HISTORY

Manipur, a jewel of natural beauty, lies amidst foe hills of foe 
north-eastern borders of India There is no coherent history of foe 
early inhabitants of Manipur but there is adequate evidence to prove
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that a rich culture flourished there even in the pre-Aryan days. The 
Manipuri dance is the manifestation of a deeply ritualistic tradition. The 
people call themselves Meiteis and had their own dances called lai 
Haroba and Kambha Thoibi.

During the 18th century, a ruler of Manipur named Garib Nivas 
formally embraced vaishnavism under the influence ofgoswami S anti das 
Adhikkri of the Chaitanya sect of Bengal. During the time of ruler 
Bhagya Chandra (18th century) Vaishnavism became the state religion. 
Along with the new religion came Radha-Krishna worship and the singing 
of Kirtans and the cholams of Vaishnavite faith. There was confluence 
of the old forms and themes and the new varieties of Raasa dance and 
bhangis. The new style came to be called the Meitei Jagoi.

Ruler Bhagya Chandra wrote a Sanskrit treatise for Manipuri 
called ‘Govinda Sangita Lila Vilasah’ in which departures from the 
Natya Sastra like the division of Tandava into chalanam and gunthanam 
and Lasya into simitanga and sphuritanga are described. Padavali 
songs in Brajabuli,old Bengali, Sanskrit and Braja Bhasha were sung 
and the poets were Chandidas, Vidyapati, Jnandas and others.. Songs in 
the Manipuri language are slowly replacing these songs now.

Origin

In the Manipuri tradition, although obeisance is first made to 
Adi Bharata, the dance traces its origin to Chitraaratha, the king of the 
Gandharvas, Garga Muni and Narada. Most of the classifications follow 
the ‘Nartana Vaartika’ of Chitraratha while some other sections follow 
the ‘Rasa Prakasa’ of Garga Muni, stated to be the Acharya of Lord 
Krishna. Dance was given by Vishnu to Brahma in the presence of 
Lakshmi. Brahma created the Natya Veda and taught it to Gandharva 
Raja, Chitraratha, Bharata and Garga.

Chitraratha taught the art to Aijuna who, in his feminine role as 
Bruhannala, taught it to Uttaraa, daughter of the king of Virata and later 
to the girls of Dvaraka. Bharata taught it to his hundred sons and Lord 
Siva seeing it in the courts of Gods, got inspired and danced with vigour. 
Tfendu and Uma were subsequently taught the Tandave and Lasya styles 
respectively.
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Growth

Manipur is a land-locked state not connected by rail and is 
situated on the eastern-m ost part o f India bordering on 
Myanmar(Burma). As a result, the Manipuri dance is not so well- 
known as it richly deserves to be. All credit to the Jhaveri sisters of 
Mumbai for popularizing Manipuri in the other regions of India.

Thanks to the Sangeet Natak Akademi, New Delhi, and local 
bodies in Intphal, the art has grown considerably and has adopted 
modem techniques to make the style more attracative in urban areas.

As early as in 1926 poet Rabindranath Tagore was so fascinated 
by Manipuri dance that he introduced it as a course at Shantiniketan. 
He even composed a dance drama with Lasya movements based on 
Manipuri.

Later, centres for Manipuri dance were established at Ahmeda- 
bad, Calcutta and Shillong. In the last few years, the Manipur Statae 
Kala Akademi has been organising annual solo dance festivals and 
this has created an awareness of the possibility of solo dances in the 
Manipuri style. The wonderful legacy of Manipur till continue to be 
enriched by such experiments.
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GHANAM KRISHNA IYER 
Subhashini Parthasarathy

Professor Sambamoorthy, in his “Dictionary of South Indian 
Music and Musicians” defines Ghanam as a branch of Manodharma 
Sangita. In the Ghanam style of singing, a raga is expounded in the 
manner of tanam but the tempo of singing is very fast. One of the 
important features of the Ghana margam is that the ‘humkara’ syllables 
are produced in all their majesty from the ‘muladhara’ and both in the 
arohana and avarohana, there will be several sangatis. AH this will be 
done with the body remaining upright without any twists and turns. It 
is generally believed that the Ghana margam bears a striking similarity 
to “UllaUa pattu” in Tamil music.

Ghanam Krishna Iyer was a contemporary of saint Tyagaraja 
and for his music he used Tamil as a medium. His music contained 
every thing that was considered important and exclusive in South 
Indian Music and it was regarded as the high water mark of musical 
proficiency. Krishna Iyer was the grand uncle of Dr. U V.Swaminatha 
Iyer, the great savant of Sangham Tamil. But for the in-depth 
documentation by Swaminatha Iyer of Ghanam Krishna Iyer’s life 
and compositions, we would have known little about life and 
compositions of this great composer.

Krishna Iyer was bom in Tirukundram in Udayarpalayam 
Taluk of the then Tiruchirapalli District. He was the fifth son of 
Ramaswamy Iyer, who was also a composer of Kirtanas in Tamil.. He 
had his early training in music under his father and later under Ariyalur 
Champakamannar. During the reign of Serfoji Maharaja, a great patron 
of frhe arts, Ghanam Krishna Iyer and two of his brothers moved over 
to Thanjavur. While he was the court musician of Thanjavur, he also 
had training under Pachimiriam Adiyappa who was also the guru of 
Syama Sastri and Pallavi Gopalayyar. Even while he was having his 
training under Adiyappa, he came in contact with Bobbili Kesavayya, 
an Andhra musician, who was an expert in the Ghanam style. To 
master the style, it, is believed, that one needed the strength 
of an elephant and the voice of a lion. Undoubtedly Krishna Iyer



possessed a strong body as well as a strong voice which made him a 
powerful singer. Just like his master Bobbili Kesavayya, Krishna Iyer 
studied the lakshya and lakshana aspects of Ghana margam and he not 
only equalled his guru in singing ghanam but in some aspects surpassed 
him
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At his maiden performence of the Ghana margam style of singing, 
Krishna Iyer elaborated on ‘Punnagavarali’ and in the pallavi of that 
song he expressed his gratitude for the help rendered by his master and 
all the others who helped him. The Sangatis and Kalpana Svaras rendered 
by him brought out the intricacies of sangita lakshana leaving the king, 
his master Kesavayya and others Vidwans spellbound. They were simply 
amazed at his performance and the king bestowed on him the title 
‘Ghanam’. Krishna Iyer was also a very good performer being a talented 
composer and played the dual role to perfection.

It is on record that Krishna Iyer composed 78 songs which 
include Kirtanas, Padams, Chindvi and Kalitturai. But however the 
texts of only 57 songs are available. His very first Kirtana was in praise 
of Soundararaja Perumal, the presiding deity of his birth place and his 
last number was Tillai Appa’ in Pantuvarali which is on Tillai Nataraja 
It is said that afier having had darshan of Lord Nataraja in his dream, 
Krishna Iyer woke up in a trance and composed Tillai Appa

On an invitation from Ramabhadra Moopanar - Iyer went to 
Kapistalam where he had initially practised Ghana margam Ramabhadra 
Moopanar was a great admirer of Krishna Iyer and he assisted him 
during the practice session by ensurihgthat none disturbed him. 
Ramabhadra Moopanar presented Krishna Iyer with a golden chain 
and a pair of diamond ear-rings. Krishna Iyer did not forget this 
generous benefactor who had stood by him. He composed several 
padams on Ramadhadre Moopanar, the famous among them being 
‘ Anname’ in Todi and “Made avar seida vanchanai” in Bhairavi. The 
Bhairavi padam has been composed on ‘Ellakki Ramapattira’ as the 
son of great Muttaiya. When Krishna Iyer was residing at Kapistalam, 
Raja Amarasimha was holding a court at Tiruvidaimarudur which was 
13 miles away from Kapistalam Tiruvidaimarudur was the seat ofTamil
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devotional music and Raja Amarasimha invited Krishna Iyer to his court. 
This particular meeting which is said to have occurred between 1798. 
and 1803 has two versions.

1. That Amarasimha had known Krishna Iyer before and 
therefore krishna Iyer immediately responded to the invitation.

2. The other is that after being denied entiy into the royal 
court, Krishna Iyer gatecrashed and waited for Amarasimha to retire 
to bed While Amarasimha was asleep, Krishna Iyer, even without a 
tambura for support, sang the famous Tamil padam ‘Nithirayil 
Soppanathil’ in Pantuvarali.

Amarasimha treated Krishna Iyer with great respectThe latter 
flid not want to forego his daily darshna of the presiding deity 
Mahalingamurti. He decided to camp at Tinuvidaimarudur. It must 
be said to die credit of Amarasimha that because of his patronage the 
Ghana margam came to thrive in Tamil Nadu. Pratapa Simha, who 
succeeded his father Amarasimha, proved to be the illustrious son of 
an illustrious father. He was a scholar in Sanskrit, Marathi and music. 
He continued to support Krishna Iyer and the popular Todi padam ‘Ella 
Arumaigalum’ was sung in praise of Pratapa Simha. Krishna Iyer also 
learnt Hindustani music fromRamadas, who was a Hindustani Musician 
in the court of Amarasimha It is said that Ramadas was attracted by 
the style of singing of Krishna Iyer and had learnt a few kirtanas from 
him in return. Krishna Iyer was an out and out court musician and as a 
consequence therefore, we find that his padams are cast in nara stuti 
i.e. in praise of mortals, mainly his benefactors, apart from padams and 
kirtanas on deities.

The major events in the life of Krishna Iyer took place in and 
around Kumbakonam. The three families who were his well wishers 
lived in Kapistalam, Tiruvidaimarudur and Udayarapalayam. Slowly 
Kumbakonam emerged as a center for performing arts and Krishna 
Iyer used to visit Kumbakonam and compose songs on the deities in the 
several temples in Kumbakonam. He also used to enjoy discussing music 
with fellow musicians.
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Accepting the invitation of Kachiranga Durai, Zamindar of 
Udayarapalayam, Krishna Iyer left for Udayarapalayam in spite of 
heavy opposition from his friends and colleagues. He accepted the 
invitation of Kachiranga Durai who was himself a composer of padams 
in Telugu and there is a belief that Kachiranga Durai is none other than 
Yuvaranga described by Subbarama Dikshitar as the ruler of 
Udayarapalayam during the time of Tulajall. Almost till his last days, 
Krishna Iyer spent his time in Udayarpalayam. The attachment between 
him and Kachiranga was so remarkable that the latter did not spend 
even a day without meeting Iyer.lt should be said in favour of Krishna 
Iyer that he was generous and was kind to fellow musicians and at his 
behest musicians from other places were invited to Udayarpalayam. 
Though they were surprised at Krishna Iyer’s insistence to stay at 
Udayarpalayam in preference to other great courts of South India 
.Krishna Iyer alone knew and understood the true affection and gener
osity of Kachiranga. U.V. Swaminatha Iyer mentions that ‘Pachi 
iland’padam in Todi and a chindu in Sahana ‘ Kachirangarajanadi’were 
sung in praise of Kachiranga. Krishna Iyer had also sung in praise of 
KachikalayanaRanga, son of Kachiranga. Iyer had such an influence 
with his patrons, that if in a composition he pointed out that a certain 
temple was in need of renovation, immediate action used to be taken.

Krishna Iyer moved from one place to another on horse back 
and he has composed songs on the deities at Kumbakonam, 
Udayarpalayam, Snmushnam, Chidambaram, Madurai, Swamimalai, 
Tiruppunturuti, Mannargudi and others. He has composed 
‘Rangamayamana’in Kambhoji and ‘Sorgavasal EkadasiyiF on Lord 
Ranganatha of Srirangam. The Bhairavi piece ‘Munne vandu 
nindru’was sung in praise of Saranatha Perumal of Tirucherai. 
Though4 Jagajjanani Sukapani’was composed by Krishna Iyer in 
Bhairavi, the same was popularised by Dandapani Desikar who had 
adopted it for his film in the raga Ratipatipriya. Krishna Iyer has sung 
11 pieces in Atana, nine in Bhairavi and nine in Todi. Apart from one 
Triputa and six Rupakam, the other songs are in Adi; Ragas like 
Pantuvarali, Khamas, Sahana, Sankarabharanam, Ananda Bhairavi, 
Begada, Bhairavi, Brindavanasaranga, Dhanyasi, Darbar, Huseni,
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Kalyani, Kamboji, Mukhri, Pharaz, Surati, Saurashtram, Desya Todi 
and Vasanta were handled by Krishna Iyer in his compositions. Being 
inspired by ‘Epapamu’ in Athana sung by the disciples ofTyagaraja, 
Krishna Iyer immediately composed ‘Summa Summa’ with a similar 
dhatu. Similarly, ‘Engal Janakiyai’ in Kamboji is modelled after 
Tyagaraja’s "Majanaki". When he visited Tiruvottriyur at Madras he 
com posed the Athanapadam “TiruvottriyurTyagarajan".
T.K.Chidambaranatha Mudaliar, die great Tamil Scholar, edited and 
published about 40 Tamil padams some decades ago. .In die above 
padam/Tiruvottriyur Tyagarajan’ TKC has changed a few words as he 
felt that the original words were not decent enough to be sung in public.

The mudra used by Krishna Iyer are Muthuvelar, Vadivelar, 
Kumarar, Pazhanisar, Murugesar and Kandar, the reasons being that 
his Isthadevata was Lord SubrahmanyaTheBhairavipadam "Velavare" 
is well-known. Tie padams of Krishnalyer are couthed in sweet Tamil 
p ressin g  lofty sentiments with suggestive phrases.

To some extent, Krishna Iyer has covered a wide spec
trum Of musical discipline, some of his padams dealing with nayaka 
nayaki bhavaland some being religious and social in their tone and 
purport. C.R. Srinivasa Iyengar has spoken highly of Krishna Iyer ’s 
padams and has placed them on a high pedestal equal to the 
compositions ofKshetrajna.

****************

ti
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RAGAM, TANAM, PALLAVI 158

M. Vedavalli

The terms Ragam, Tanam, Pallavi are familiar to every one in 
the music field. The unique feature of this item which has necessitated 
our ancestors to include it as one of the compulsory items and the tradition 
of which is continued even now by some of the musicians is the main 
reason for its popularity.

About 100 years ago pallavi exposition or the exposition of 
Ragam, Tanam, Pallavi was considered an important item in a concert 
(It is only in this item hat all the aspects of manodharma sangita are 
covered). Therefore a Major portion of the concert was taken up only 
for pallavi exposition by musicians.

But nowpallavi exposition is losing its significance. It has become 
casual taking about 10 to 15 minutes or sometimes it is even dispensed 
with.

The reasons for this are many:

1. The concerts held now are mostl> of short duration, and, 
therfore, sufficient time is not available for pallavi exposition.

2. Secondly, a change in the taste of the audience especially of 
younger generation to listen to newer compositions of lighter nature.

3. Thirdly, lack of knowledge among the young students in the 
intrinsic merits of the exposition of Ragam, Tanam and Pallavi.

Now it is our responsibility to revive the art which we have 
inherited and to preserve it for posterity.

Though the origin of all aspects of Manodharma sangita may be 
traced to the ancient period, it is during the modem period in the history 
of music that the exposition of pallavi was systematised.
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Pachimiram Adiyappiah belonging to the latter half of 18th 
century, who was the guru of Syama Sastri is said to have perfected 
RTP and during the subsequent period, many musicians specialised in 
the various spheres Viz. Todi Sitaramayya, Sankarabharanma Narasayya, 
Ghanam Krishnayyar, Ghanam Sinayya, Pallavi Gopalayyar, Pallavi 
Doreswamy Iyer and so on.

Definition of Ragalapana

Ragalapana or Raga vistara is singing the various phrases 
admissible in the raga, extempore bringing out the varied facets of 
die raga. It has no tala. Herein the phrases in all the speeds like vilamba, 
madhya and druta with all their intermediary degrees of speed may 
be sung.

The length and depth of the alapana depends upon the knowl
edge and creative ability of the performer. As there is no restriction 
regarding the duration of the svaras, a musician has vast scope to 
sing elaborately.

Syllables to be used in Ragalapana

Panchamarabu, a Tamil work written by Arivanar, belonging to 
not later than 12th century, is the earliest work to refer to the word 
Alatti and the syllables to be used therein. It says that Alatti or Alapana 
should be started with the sound “m” using the consonants “t” and 
“n” which occur in Tenna and Tena. It may be sung with short vowels 
as a i uye  as we sing for tana or long vowels a i u e  etc., as we sing for 
alapana

Coming to the modem period, Subbarama Dikshitar in his 
Sangita Sampradaya Pradarsini says that in alapana the syllables 
Tanam, Tanamta should be used. According to Prof.P.Sambamoorthy 
the syllables Tadarinam tom may be used and musicial phrases like ra 
ra ra, la la la, ya nya etc., should be avoided.

It is said that Mahavaidyanatha Iyer the reputed musician of the 
latter half of 19th century, used to begin his alapana with the name of 
the lord “Sankara”. In the ragalapana mostly the syllables “Anamta” 
were used by him. The “m” kara when sung by him resembled the nada
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emanating from conch. Thus the vowel used by him in alapana is “a”, 
the consonant were “t”, “n” and “m”. The vowel “a” is the most resonant 
and deepest of all the other vowels.

In the book “Isai ulagil Mahavaidyanatha Sivam” written by 
Pallavi Subbayya Bhagavatar, the disciple of Maha Vaidayanatha Iyer, 
it is said that die syllables ya ra la and o should not be used.

Procedure

Many of the works starting with Sangita Sudha have described 
different stages in the exposition of Ragalapana viz. Akahiptika, four 
stages of Ragavardhani and sthayi.

Akariptika is the introductory section wherein the raga is 
manifested. The first time stages of Ragalapana emphasises the 
mandra, madhya and tara sthayis and murchana prastharas extending 
over all the time octaves were to be sung.

Sthayi is of two types. 1. Arohana sthayi 2. Avarohana sthayi.

In the Arohana sthayi, the sthayi swaras are to be in arohana 
krama and in tha avarohana sthayi, the sthayi swaras should be in 
avarohana krama.

The total duration of the different stages of Raga alapana 
mentioned by Prof. P. Sambamoorthy is about 45 mts.

Akshiptika 5 minutes

Ragavardhani stage I 10 minutes

Ragavardhani stage II 10 minutes

Ragavardhani stage ID 7 minutes

Ragavardhani stage IV 5 minutes

Sthayi 8 minutes

He has said that sometimes the two Ragavardhanis are 
combined and sung as one.
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But now alapana is sung only in two stages. The first stage 
covers mandra sthayi and madhya sthayi with occasional flights in tara 
sthayi and the second stage emphasises tarasthayi and then madhyama 
kala phrases covering all the three sthayis are sung. The alapana is 
rendered within 10 minutes.

K. V. Srinivasa Iyenger in his “Ganabhaskaram” has said that 
the alapana of a raga should gradually proceed upwards. Only then 
ranjakatva will increase gradually. He says that some of the musicians 
start the alapana on the tara shadja, proceed on to tara panchama and 
suddenly come down to madhya shadja like a rock rolling down from 
a mountain.

Tana or Madhyama Kala

In tana also phrases of various combinations are used. But 
herein there isjlaya The most important characteristic feature of Tana 
is medium tempo. Therefore phrases used may be hrasva or dirgha 
with two or three matras at the most. Of course in the begining of 
each phase dirgha swara with four matras such as p,„pmp,-ddp,- 
pmp,etc. are used. This is followed by pharases of different patterns 
like Tisra, chaturasra, khanda, misra and sankima and combinations 
of 3+5, or 5+3,4+4,3+3 and so on. Sometimes phrases in druta kala 
are also sung along with madhyama kala phrases.

Syllables used in Tana

“Sangita Kanumudi” says that word “ananta” which signifies 
the name of Iswara should be used repeatedly.

N. Chennakesavaiah in his book “Ragalapana Paddhati tana 
mattu Pallavi” says that, in the word tana “takara” represents sankara, 
“akara” represents Brahma, “nakara” represents Vishnu. The 
trimurthys merge as a bijamantra and by reciting the mantra one can 
obtain the blessings of Devatas and attain Purusharthas.

Subbarama Dikshitar says that madhyama kala is singing 
“tanamta” tananna and tanamma step by step in madhyama kala and 
when nyasa is made vilamba kala should be used. According to Prof P. 
Sambamoorthy the syllables to be used are “Ananta” tanamna” and
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“tananna”. Therefore even in tana exposition the syllables “t”, “n”, “m” 
were used. Now most of die musicians use the word ananta tanamta 
and tomta

PALLAVI

Regarding the etymology of the word “Pallavi” there are many
views.

Most of the scholars are of the view that the syllables pa, 11a, vi 
stand for pada, laya and vinyasa In the word pallavi the second syllables 
“11a” is a conjunct consonant. But it is referred to as equivalent to “laya” 
in which the syllable “la” is a single consonant. Similarly the interpretation 
given by Sri N. Chennakasavayya is padagarbha laya and vinyasa. Even 
here the second syllable “la” is used; originally the pallavi of a kriti 
formed the theme for pallavi exposition. Hence the name pallavi came 
to be used. Even this does not hold good. Many of the themes taken up 
for pallavi exposition were not taken from the pallavi of a kriti.

Tachchur Singaracharlu has given the sahitya of 153 pallavis 
which are commonly sung. But many of them are not the pallavi of 
kritis. The meaning given by N.Chennakesavayya is that the word might 
have been derived from die word “pallava” which means tender shoot. 
The pallavi exposition begins as a tender shoot of a plant with simple 
melody and blossoms forth with a magnificent tree endowed with 
melodic richness and complex rhythmic articulations. This definition 
is very apt.

Whatever may be the interpretation given by various scholars, 
pada, padagarbha, laya and vinyasa are all important in pallavi exposition.

Padagarbha

Padagarbha which is called as “arudi” in Tamil is the point 
which divides the pallavi into two parts. At this point the sahitya of the 
theme of a pallavi coincides with the beat of the tala. The portion which 
comes before the padagarbha is prathamanga and that which comes 
after the padagarbha is dvitiyanga. The fact that prathamanga and 
dvitiyanga are almost equal applies only to some of the tala like Triputa,
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Rupaka, Mathya, Jhampa, etc., of tisra and chpturasra jati. In pallavis in 
Misra and Sankimajati prathamanga is longer. In pallavis in dhruva tala 
with three laghus and one druta and ata tala with two laghus and two 
drutas, arudi does not occur at the mid-point.

In some pallavis set in the above talas there are two arudis.

But in pallavis is Simhanandana tala and other rare talas like 
lakshmisha tala we do not find Arudi at all.

With the emergence of the concept of padagarbha as an import
ant anga, pallavis without arudi have become obsolete.

Stages in Pallvi exposition

1. Enunciation 2. Niraval 3. Trikala 4. Tisra nadai 5. Kalpana 
svara 6. Ragamalika kalpana svara

The theme of the pallavi has to be rendered indicating clearly 
the eduppu, distribution of syllables and padagarbha.

Niraval

In Niraval, variation should be started after pada garbha. The 
sahitya syllables should be sung in their original places as that of the 
theme. In the begining variation should be made for the last quarter 
of the avarta. It should be gradually increased and at the end of each 
phase the theme has to be repeated.

Niraval is done in three stages.

1. The tempo is which the pallavi is set with phrases in 
madhyama kala and druta kala

2. Somakala

3. Madhyama Kala

Trikala

At present only trikala is done for pallavi. Just as we sing for 
vama the eduppu is kept constant and three kalas are sung. In this
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method of singing, the padagarbha will not fall on the total of akshara 
kala. Tisra nadai singing the pallavi in tisra nadai.

Another paddhati which was followed by our ancients was 
anuloma and pratiloma

Anuloma is increasing the speed of music to second and third 
kala keeping the speed of the tala constant. Pratiloma is increasing 
the speed of the tala to second and third kala keeping the speed of 
music constant.

In singing anuloma and pratiloma, the padagarbha has to be 
given importance. Therefore the eduppu of the pallavi has to be 
reduced to half and one-fourth in the second and third degrees of 
speed.

This method has been illustrated in the book “Ragalapana 
paddhati tana mattu pallavi” of Sri Chennakesavayya and South Indian 
music book IV of Prof.P.Sambamoorthy. Now this paddhati has 
become out of vogue.

Some musicians sing tha pallavi in one kalai and next in lower 
degree of speed and still lower degree of speed and call is as anuloma. 
But this may be called as viloma.

Kalpana Svara

Kalpanasvara is done for 1/4,1/2,1, l 1/2 etc avartas, First is 
vilambakala and next in madhyama kala.

This is followed by kalpana svara in tisra nadai, kuraippu, 
sarvataghu pattern, makuta svara and raga malika kalpanasvara.

But when the time allotted for the pallavi is less, many of the 
above stages are omitted.

Thus pallavi exposition which took a major portion of the concert 
has now become a minor item.
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Traditional Musical Instruments of Kerala 

R B.Nayar

Every region or State of India has its own musical instruments, 
their evolution largely dependent on the culture of the people, their religious 
commitments and their social milieu. An attempt has been made in this 
article to indentify the traditional musical instruments of Kerala and to 
describe them.

The origin of musical instruments in India and elsewhere in 
the world can be traced to the origin of music itself or even of language. 
Music, in its earliest form, that is tribal or folk music, had its own 
instrumental accompaniment. Bharata’s Natya Sastra, our earliest 
known treatise on Music and Dance refers generally to various kinds 
of musical instruments of his time, some two thousand years ago, 
dividing them broadly into various types defining their characteristics 
and methods of use. It is obvious that Bharata was referring to the 
instruments that in many centuries before his time had already 
acquired a functional identity. The Natya Sastra lays down that all 
musical instruments should belong to one or the other of the following 
four types; Tatam (String), Avanaddham (percussion), Ghanam (heavy 
i.e., metal) and Sushiram (wind). He goes on to explain:

“Tatam tantikritam, jneyam

Avanaddham tu pushkaram

Ghanam taaleshu vijneya

Sushiram vamsa uchyate”

(Tatam is a stringed instrument; Avanaddham is an instrument 
with ends closed-by leather; Ghanam is of (heavy) metal for marking 
taala and Sushiram is based on wind escaping through a hole)

What we call musical instruments may not have had a 
‘musical’origin. For example, the Conch (Sankha) which is part of a



musical ensemble in Kerala, Karnataka and Orissa was, also a martial 
and heraldic instrument and was used for puja in Hindu temples. 
Drums of various kinds which play an important part in all music were 
also used in martial roles, for heraldic purposes and for vocal 
proclamations.

As the use of instrumental music developed, various classifi
cations o f instruments have been r< ttempted by scholars and 
musicologists in India and abroad, but none of these shows any 
fundamental difference from Bharata’s system of classification. 
Western scholars of the 19ih century divided musical instruments 
into four broad categories, namely, Idiophones (bells, rods etc.) 
membranophones (drums) chordophones (strings) and aerophones 
(wind instruments). There is little difference in this system from the 
two-millenma-old system of Bharata. The classification of instruments 
as seen in the Sangam works in Tamil of the 2nd to 6th centuries AD 
is also the same, under different names, with one interesting exception 
that one more class of instruments has been added, namely the human 
voice!

Musical Instruments of Kerala

We have no idea of the musical instruments used in Kerala at 
the begining of the Christian era but these must have had a close 
relationship with those used in the Tamil areas of that time as we 
could well imagine that the geographic and linguistic boundaries 
between the two areas were thin and vaguely marked. Many centuries 
later, when Malayalam had developed into an independent language, 
we have Unnuneeli Sandesam, a poem of some 250 stanzas composed 
after the fashion of Kalidasa's Meghadutam, and which describes an 
orchestra of musical instruments being played at Syananduram 
(Thiruvananthapuram), the capital of the ruler Adityavarma 
Sangramadhira

“Shaundee,Venu, Sthani, Sabarika, Pankitham, Raavanankai 
Sarangam, Nanthuni, Niramaezhum thanni, Veena, Pinakam”
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Some of these instruments are readily identifiable, while we have 
no descriptive information on others:

Shaundee - Something like the present day, bi-facial percus 
sion instrument chenda, but slightly tapered at one end.

Venu - A flute, a wind instrument; Venu is still the Sanskrit 
name for such an instrument.

Sthani - A hemispherical percussion instrument

Sabarika - Obsolete, also known as Chavuri.

Pankitham - Obsolete, also known as Itumuti.

Ravanankai - Obsolete, also known as Veeranam.

Sarangam - A stringed instrument, apparently similar to the 
Sarangi.

Nanthuni - A stringed instrument, still used as an accompani
ment to folk music.

Niramezhum thanni - A version, of the Jalatarangam of the 
present day

Veena - Obviously, a stringed instrument, a version of the 
present day Veena.

It is seen from the foregoing list that even as early as the 14th 
Century, Kerala had an impressive variety of musical instrument, quite 
probably many more than the poet included in his Vaadya Vrinda. It 
is hardly likely that one comes across in literature a catalogue of such 
instruments, providing us with a ready and authentic source of such 
information. As chance would have it, we are lucky to have another 
list from the works of Kunchan Nambiar, a famed Malayalam poet 
of the 18th Century. Nambiar, in his Thullal Katha Syamantakam, 
describes a grand procession and the instruments used in musical 
accompaniment:
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Tappu, Maddalam, Idakka, Utukku, Thithiveena, Mukhaveena, 
Murasu, Chengala, Thimila, Mridangam, Chenda, Katunthuti, 
Kantajaalam, Dindimum, Maddu, Jhallaijharam.

There are seventeen instruments here, almost all of them being 
different from the 14th Century list. Some more instruments neither 
included in the 14th Century or 18th Century Thullal Katha but found 
spread over the other works of Kunchan Nambiar are given below;

Ambili valayam (crescent shaped), Aanakam, Idi-thalam, Ka
tunthuti, Kaalam (Kahalam), Kitupiti, Kurunkuzhal, Kritthi, Ghatti 
vaadyam, Chembara, Jharjara Vaadyam.

There is, thus a total of 40 known instruments.

Instruments in current use

We may now examine the musical instruments which are 
known to have been used in Kerala for many hundreds of years and 
are still in use today. These will be grouped under Avanaddha Vadya 
(Percussion Group), Sushira Vadya (Wind instruments), Tantri Vadya 
(Stringed Instruments) and Ghana Vadya (Metal Instrument). Prime 
importance is attached to percussion instruments in Kerala

Percussion instruments such as the Drum or its various ver
sions seem to have caught the fancy of our earliest musicians all over 
the country. The generic name Avanaddha applies to closed 
instruments, more often a hollow cylinder with its ends closed usually 
by leather. Such instruments have played an all important role in Kerala 
Music. The typical percussion instruments of Kerala are the Chenda, 
Edakka and the Maddalam. Of these, the Chenda is, perhaps, the 
most important, being an essential and most vital element of the 
Kathakali orchestra. Besides, the instrument is used daily in temples 
as part of ritual worship, and, of course, for all religious festivals. 
The role of the Chenda ais part of a large group of instruments will be 
mentioned later in this article.
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Chenda

No musical instrument could have existed in complete isola
tion in any one region of the country, as a similar version of the same 
instrument is likely to have been used in neighbouring areas. An example 
is the Chenda of Southern Karnataka, quite similar to the Chende being 
used as a major accompaniment in the Yakshagana dance.

To have a look at the constructional details of the Chenda: It is 
built around a cylindrical piece of hollow jackwood, 75 cm long and 25 
cm in diameter. Leather is stretched across circular rings of tough 
bamboo at either side, these rings being held taught by leather strips. 
Both ends of the Chenda are playable, but only one end, which carrie. 
several layers of refined leather is usually played on. This end is known 
as the Itamthala or the left face which produces a sharp and high- 
pitched tone. The right end is referred to as Valam - Thala.

In playing the instrument, the drummer suspends it from his 
neck or from around a shoulder more or less vertically, with the 
Itamthala at the top. The drumming is done either by a pair of slender, 
curved sticks or with the palm of one hand and with the stick held in 
the other hand. Functionally, there are two types of Chenda - the Uruttu 
Chenda used for playing skilful variations and the Veekku Chenda 
for beating the basic rhythm.

Initial training for the Chenda is done not by using the Chenda 
itself but on a stone surface or hard wooden block using thick 
drumsticks about 1.5 inches in dia. The student must learn to play 
the instruments both with his bare hands and with sticks. A reasonable 
degree of mastery of the instrument comes only by long and arduous 
practice. It is a far cry from the ability to play for ‘temple melam-s’ to 
being able to perform on the Kathakali stage where the Chenda player 
is well-informed on the play being enacted, and fully in tune with the 
lyrics of the play, the actor’s angikabhinaya, the music and, indeed, 
the actor’s manodharma which often comes into play during phases 
in the play known as Cholliaattam. In fact, only the best Chenda players 
can aspire to become players on the Kathakali stage.



Edakka

In the past, the instrument was not strictly confined to Kerala as 
could be seen from centuries - old sculptures, particularly in Karnataka 
However, it is in Kerala that the instrument is still widely used and 
developed to a high degree of sensitivity. The Edakka is a light weight 
percussion instrument about 18 inches long and about 12 inches in 
diameter at either end. While heavier instruments such as the Chenda 
and the Maddalam have layers of animal skin including the tough outer 
layers, Edakka uses a thin layer which is stretched a circular metal ring 
placed against the drum mouth on either side. The mouth itself has two 
thin mid-ribsof coconut palm across it and they add a pleasing buzz to 
the sound of the Edakka It must be noted that the heads are held tight 
against the wooden shell only by cotton laces connecting them. The 
parchments are not permanently fixed to the wood. This construction 
enables the drummer to slide the body of the instrument against the 
membranes to some extent. The cotton threads connecting the drum 
faces are wound over by another lacing at the middle narrow part of 
the body. This is also connected to the shoulderstrap from which the 
instrument hangs.

The player now employs a well practised manipulation of the 
drum while beating it with a stick held in one hand, and inserting the 
other hand under the threads. Here, he squeezes the centrally wound 
lacing, moves the body of the Edakka ever so slightly and applies 
small changing tensions on the soulder straps. All these are done so 
delicately, dexterously and quickly that one does not notice them. 
Neverthless, such a technique enables the drummer to create varieties 
of sound qualities while accompanying (his own) vocal music.

The r ather peculiar construction of the instrument enables it 
to emit a gentle sound and as explained above, the player is able to 
produce a soft cadence somewhat like the Gumki employed by 
Mridangam players to produce a gamaka effect. Besides, the singer 
and the percussionist being one, the artiste is able to produce an 
integrated effect of voice and percussive sound. It is for this reason 
the Edakkka is preferred for the singing of Jayadeva’s Ashtapadi and 
other devotional songs in the essentially quiet atmosphere obtaining
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in the inner precincts (srikovil) of Kerala temples. The Edakka is thus 
quite unlike other percussion instruments used in South Indian temples 
such as the Chenda and Thavil which can, indeed, pierce the still-ness 
of the quite outdoors.

Umila

This instrument is somewhat like the Edakka but longer. It has 
also its two faces constructed on circular wooden rings with leather 
stretched on them. The ’either faces on the left and right are held taut 
by strings with a circulai band held around the waist of the instrument. 
The Timila player has the nstrument slung over one shoulder so that it 
occupies a vertical positioi It is played with both hands of the player on 
one of the faces.

Maddalam, Mridangam

Perhaps, next in importance to the Chenda and Idakka amongst 
musical instruments of Kerala, are the Maddalam and the Mridangam. 
Both are bi-facial percus ion instruments and belong to the large family 
of the two-headed drum of India such a ' the Dholak, the Khol of 
Bengal and the Pakhawaj. once considered the “King of drums” in 
North Indian Music and now more or less replaced by the Tabla.

References to the Maddalam occur in Tamil texts of the early 
centuries of the Christian era where the instruments of Yazh, a stringed 
instrument, the Kuzhal, a wind instrument and the Maddalam 
(percussion) are mentioned. In Hindu mythology we find Nandi 
playing the Maddalam accompanying Lord Siva’s dance!

The Maddalam as used in Kerala is of two ki ds: Thoppi 
Maddalam and Suddha Maddalam or Veera Maddalam. Loth are bi
facial drums, somewhat larger than the Mridangam. Tie Toppi 
Maddalam is the earliest type, originally used for Krishnat am devo
tional drama-s and for Kathakali. Suddha Maddalam is the later version 
with a refined and clearer tone. Unlike the Mridangam, a thick strap 
attached to either end of the Maddalam is slung around the waist of 
the player so that it rests horizontally. The tone is quite different from 
that of the Mridangam in that it is much louder and of a higher pitch.



Tfte instrument played with both hands, is by convention used to 
introduce aKathakali drama The Maddalam, together with the Chengala 
(Metal gong) and Kaimani (a pair of bronze cymbals) is, according to 
custom, played for a short while before the play starts.

The Mridangam (now a well-known accompaniment in Kamahc 
music) has also been in use in Kerala for a long time. References to it 
in literature are at least 200 years old as seen already. The name 
Mridanga is itself as old Bharata’s Natya Sastra, which mentioned 
Maardangikas as players of percussion instruments. (Natyasastra, 
chapter 28-2). The instruments has a wooden shell about sixty 
centimeters long and has its left and right faces (referred to as the 
Toppi and and Valantalai) are constructed differently io produce 
distinctive tonal effects.

Mizhavu

The instrument is a large copper pot with a piece of leather 
stretched tightly across its mouth. Mizhavu is played with both hands. 
Being the only instrument used with Koodiyattam and Chakyar Koothu 
recitals, the origin of the instrument should date back at least to the 
early centuries of the Christian era when these forms of entertainment 
came into vogue.

Kitupiti

We have this name mentioned by the 18th Century poet, 
Kunchan Nambiar. It is a single-face percussion instrument with the 
percussion end constructed somewhat like the Maddalam. It is played 
with sticks and used mainly for processions within temple precints.

Ghana or Heavy (Metal) type of instrument
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Chengala

Metal plates of various shapes and sizes are commonly used as 
musical instruments, especially in tribal and folk music and for devotional 
singing-the use of the Chengala, a circular plate of bell metal as part of 
the Katakali orchestra being an exception. The metal disc is beaten 
with a stick held either in the same hand as the Chengala or held in the
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other hand. The jagte plate used by the Dasa mendicants of Karnataka 
or the Semakalam plate used in Tamil Nadu are examples of similar 
instruments used in neighbouring areas of the country.

The Chengala is used in Kerala both for temple rituals and as 
part of the Kathakali orchestra. In Kathakali, this instruments is wielded 
by the lead or maestro singer who fills in the roles of conductor and 
stage-manager. With the Chengala in hand, the maestro not only controls 
the taala in the perforamance but also guides other activities of the 
actors. The important place of the Chengala in a Kathakali play led to a 
convention that not only every instrument played on stage should be 
tuned to the sruti of the Chengala but also that the singer should sing to 
the same high sruti. As a result, he finds it tough going during a long 
Kathakali performance and the strain is likely to make him go off sruti 
sometimes, thus telling on the quality of his performance. For modem 
performances of Kathakali, the Chengala sruti is not insisted upon.

The Ilathalam or Elathaalam

This is another Ghana vaadya used in Kerala. Made of bronze, 
it consists of two similar metal plates of about six inch diameter. 
Strings passing through holes in the centre of each plate are held in 
either hand. The ‘clang’ of the instrument is a distinctive sound which 
goes to complement the percussion effects on the Kathakali stage. 
Here, it is held by the Number 2 singer who marks the taala and 
accompanies the Chengala of the Number 1 singer. Hathaalam is 
also referred to as the Kaimani. A smaller version of the Hathaalam is 
also in vogue and is known as the Kuzhithaalam.

It must be noted that Ghana Vaadya-s are essentially rhythm 
keepers whether used in Kathakali or elsewhere. The gamaka-s of 
melodic music cannot be produced by these instruments.

However, players who have spent many decades playing the 
instrument can produce special sound effects, An expert can play this 
instrument in three different ways. Clapping rim atgainst rim, rim against 
a surface and flat surfaces of each peice; In playing for the 
Panchavadyam orchestra, clapping the rim against the surface will give 
prolonged ‘melody’.
12



Wind Instrument

Wind instrument or Sushira Vaadyas have had, in this country 
strong socio-religious associations and functions. The traditional use of 
wind instrument in Kerala has been restricted to the Kombu (Horn), 
Kuzhal (Pipe), Shankha (Conch) Venu (Flute).

The Kombu

Animal hom is one of the earliest ‘trumpets’ we know of. Homs 
of oxen and buffaloes have been used from very ancient times and find 
references in the Mahabharata as Govishanika, which obviously is a 
cow’s hom. The Kombu used in Kerala is a G-rhopped trumpet made 
of brass or copper and is usually constricted of three peices or segments 
with the blowing end provided with a mouth-pieces. It is to be noted 
that the c-shaped instrument expands from a narrow section at the 
mouth-peice end to a much bigger diameter at the other end. In Kerala, 
the Kombu is used at religious processions and, more commonly as an 
instrument in the Panchavadya ensemble.

Kuzhal

The Kuzhal is tubular instrument, somewhat like the 
Nagaswaram but shorter. The musical quality of this instrument is 
not quite as good as the Nagaswaram and its use is confined to 
accompanying percussion instruments in a procession, and not in its 
own right as a ganavaadya.

The Shankha

The blowing of the Shankha has been indeed a traditional 
accompaniment to Hindu Worship. In Kerala, it is also used in the 
Panchavaadyam orchestra.

The Shankha has been used in this country ffdm ancient times 
for heraldic and religious purposes. Being particularly suitable for 
outdoor use, it is no wonder that our epics and later literature that 
deals with the lives and struggles of royal dynasties contains profuse 
references to it. The Shankha was sounded to announce a war being 
declared or for announcing victories and to celebrate happy occasions.
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The most common musical use of the instrument is for the 
Panchavaadyam orchestra.

The Venu

The Venu or the flute is again, a very ancient Indian instrument 
as evident from the numerous references to it in ancient Indian literature, 
including, of course, to the legendary use of the instrument by Lord 
Krishna. The word Venu comes from bamboo, the reed which is 
invariably used for the conventional flutes in India A similar etymology 
exists with Vamsi, Bansi and Bansuri which are all derived from Vamsa, 
that is bamboo. The word Pullan Kuzhal is Tamil and Pullankuzhal in 
Malayalam apparently means a tube made out of a reed.

The use of the Venu in South India must be many centuries old 
as evidenced by reference to Venu in the 14th century poem mentioned 
earlier in this article. Currently however the Venu or the flute is not 
seen outside the venue of Carnatic Music performances.

Tatam or Striged Instruments

Sarangam (Sarangi) Nanthuni and Veena are the stringed in
struments said to have been in use according to 14th century poem.

Nanthuni

Sarangi and Veena do not need any description as these are 
well-known all over India The ancient Nanthuni, a typically Kerala 
instrument, still used in folk music, is of simple construction based 
on a flat piece of wood approximately 4 feet long and three inches 
wide with two or three wires stretched across the length. The wires 
can be tightened or loosened by means of wooden screws fixed to one 
of the instrument. Nanthuni is played by means of a plectrum. It has 
been used traditionally as accompaniment to the singing of songs at 
temples dedicated to Bhagavati.

Villu or Villadi Vadyam

This is a stringed instrument whose use is restricted to outdoor 
performances in villages. Villu means bow and Adi is to strike. The
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instrument is a struck bow. The Villu is a long bow two to three metres 
long, with the bow-string of leather or made of hemp. For sound 
amplification, the bow is kept on an inverted earthem pot. Sets of small 
bells attached to the bow-string single as the string is struck. The 
instrument is used to accompany a musical story teller who is often the 
performer on the bow too. Stories presented are either mythological or 
those which involve social themes, the singer sits with the instrument in 
front and beats the rhythm on the bow-string with two heavy sticks. 
Together with the single of bells, die tala beats on the Villu can be quite 
exciting and indeed, hold the attention of village audiences.

Impressive percussion ensemles

Having enumerated and briefly discussed the various musical 
instruments of Kerala, it would be relevant to see how some of the 
major instruments are used in groups which have been mentioned in 
this article. Rhythmic variations played by these instruments within 
the confines of Tala, Jati and Gati are remarkable for their accuracy 
and co-ordinated effort. Percussion orchestras can broadly be divided 
into two kinds. The Chenda Melam, a group based on the Chenda; 
and the Panchavaadyam group based on a variety of instruments which 
excludes the Chenda.

Chenda Melam

This is played in temple premises for routine as well as 
ceremonial purposes. A typical Chenda group has a “lead” Chenda 
played by the lead player accompanied by four others with a 
complement of 3 Ilathalam (Metal Cymbals), 1 Kombu (Horn), and 
1 Kuzhal (Pipe). The deliberations of the Chenda Melam consist of 
playing Tala variations in different speeds. It is customary for the 
group to play the Taalas Panchari (Roopakam), Champa (Jhampa) in 
five speeds, whereas, the Chempada (Adi) and Atanta (Ata) are played 
in four speeds.

Taayampaka

This is a Chenda-based melam which plays elaborate laya- 
vinyasa on the instrument. The Taayampaka team consists of a lead



Chenda player and four others. Of the latter, two players play on the 
Idamthala or the left face and the other two on the differently constructed 
valam-tala or the right face. Two or three Dathaalam-s are also included 
in the group, to mark time. A typical Taayampaka Vinyasam would be 
in five stages, as follows lasting for ever one hour of continuous play.

The Adi Tala, which is the basic tala used for Taayampaka is 
first played with gradual increases in speed (Kaala) for about 30 minutes. 
Gati variations-Tisram, Khandam and Misram - are played within the 
main Tala for about 15 minutes. Then follows the high speed rendering 
of the earlier stages, lasting for lasting for about 25 minutes.

Panchavaadyam

A typical Panchavaadyam group consists of 7 Timila-s, 4 
Maddalam-s 9 Dathaalam-s, 7 Kombu-s, and 1 Edakka. These are 
the five main instruments, but one each of Shankha and Kuzhal is 
often included. A notable exception is the Chenda which forms the 
main instrument in Chendamelam. It is of interest to know that 
Panchavaadyam plays only one taala, the Triputa taala of 7 matras. 
The routing is somewhat as follows: The shankha is blown first 
heralding the begining of the Panchavaadyam. The Edakkas with their 
gentle tone follows playing a few Taala aavarta-s. The Timila-s now 
start playing an, after they play a few aavarta-s, the Maddalam-s join 
the group. The Elathaalam keeps rhythmic company throughout.

The orchestra now plays the Triputa taala in five gati-s, each 
gati-being played in speeds gradually increasing from variations to 
the theme being introduced as and when necessery.

The great percussion festival

The importance Kerala has attached to muscial instruments, 
especially of the percussion type, is manifested in the ceremonial 
playing of large orchestras in various part of the state, mainly in the 
connection with temple festivals. The dedication of the aristes to their 
art is usually matched with out-door audiences alike who are totally 
involved in the fhythmic cadences of the instruments.
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Particular mention must here be made of the great ceremonial 
percussion orchestra-s being traditionally played every year at the 
Pooram festival at Thrissur, in Central Kerala, the Chenda based 
orchestra, with its Kombu, Kuzhal and Ilathaalam is redoubtable one 
with 170 artists. The remarkable thing about these instrument groups is 
that they play intricate Taala and gati variations on their respective 
instruments for long periods of time without an actual conductor, a unique 
feature which might seem incredible to rasika-s who have not acatually 
witnessed the spectacle and to which there is hardly any parallel in 
world music.

At Thrissur, village groups compete in healthy rivalry to 
produce best orchestra effects. With two groups o f fifteen gaily 
caparisoned elephants lined in rows facing each other as traditional 
witnesses to the great religious cum social event, the feast of 
percussion sounds produces an emotionally charge atmosphere.
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NARAYANA TIRTHA 

B.Natarajan

Few compositions have had such an impact on the tradition of 
South Indian classical music and dance(Kuchipudi style even more 
than the Bharata Natyam tradition) as Narayana Tirtha’s Sri Krishna 
Leela Tarangini, acclaimed universally as the only work of comparable 
status among the several of genre of Jayadeva’s Gita Govindam. The 
Tarangini has been composed by Narayana Tirtha(1675-1745)in 
chaste Sanskrit and set to melodious music (including solkattus meant 
for dance, Narayana Tirtha being his own choreographer) is in the 
form o f yaksha gana(dmce drama) on Lord Krishna, the stealer of 
butter, hearts and clothes- based on the gripping story from his birth 
to his wedding with Rukmini- as related in the Dasamaskandham of 
Srimad Bhagavatam.The composition comprises 155 gitams(songs) 
in 39 ragas, short daruvus,348 slokas, gadyams, and vachanas(\mk 
passages in prose) and is divided into twelve Tarangams ‘waves’ 
making up the ‘River of the sport of Lord Krishna’(The word 
“Tarangam is to be used for the twelve cantos into which the entire 
work,Tarangini has been divided; but by sheer repetition and age
long practice, it has become common to use the word Tarangam’ to 
mean the individual gitarns. The common practice, on this score, needs 
correction).

The author’s mastery over music, philosophy and Sanskrit is 
equally brought into powerful play and invests Tarangini with its 
distinctive flavour. It relates, with rare felicity, the Bhagavannama 
Sankirtana tradition-repeated adoration of the Lord in Song and 
dance - of which the Tirtha is a distinguished exponent. While 
Jayadeva’s Gita Govindam is a smgara mahakavya, the ascetic in 
the Tirtha elevates the Bhagavatam theme to lofty philosophical heights 
(focussing at every stage the Advaita philosophy) and to the level of



Brahmananda as propounded in the Upanishads without the least 
suggestion of frank, undisguised eroticism.
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With Narayana Tirtha, the story element is much less important. 
All his gitams only portray the outpourings of the devotees to the 
Supreme Being in total surrender, a confession of their mistakes, 
their self-conceit and their ignorance (maya).The Lord makes it clear 
that He is the imperishable ,all-pervasive , Supreme Being. W hile 
the devotees’ pride is decimated, the Lord confers grace at once on 
the transgressor- Gopis, Radha, Brahma, Kaliya, Indra, to mention 
only a few of them. The Lord allows Himself to be tied by the bonds 
of His devotees - His mother Yasoda, too, in Gokulam.

Referring to “Bhagavannama Mahatmyam” in a moving 
G/ta/w,Narayana Tirtha points out that the utterance of three names 
Rama, Krishna, Govinda constitutes the most holy confluence of 
Prayag; it has no relation to direction, location or time; while the dip 
in the Prayag Sangam of the Ganga, the Yamuna and the Sarasvati 
cleanses only the body, the dip in Nama Sankirtana removes the 
impurities in the mind, uproots maya and samsara and leads to 
liberation.

In handling the Gopivastrapaharana episdode, Tirtha makes 
Krishna teach Advaita to the Gopis. The clothes they had given up 
are only maya or ahamkara, Krishna has no avarnam  (cover, 
protection)to give them and in fact’avaranam’ does not exist at all.

Since Radha is infatuated with the thought that she is the “most 
beloved” of Krishna, the Lord tames her pride. Radha recognises 
Krishna only as the Paramatman, and her later address to the Gopis 
is pure Advaita.
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Narayana Tirtha’s treatment of the Rasa krida theme brings 
out the message of merging in the non-dual sat-cit ananda Brahman. 
In the Gitam Advayam akhanditanT Krishna expounds to the Gopis 
the Vedanta truths embodied in the Chandogya Upanishad.

The Radha Kalyanam portrayed in the twelfth Tarangam is 
packed with Upanishadic thought. In describing the wedding,Tirtha 
brings out the pattern of marriage customs and rituals followed by 
Andhra Brahmana families. Rukmini’s patrika lekhana - in which 
she makes it clear to Krishna that ‘Gopala alone is my God’ and that 
she would marry no one else’ is couched in matchless phrases of 
elegance and beauty and wrapped up in rapturous Advaita.

By blending exquisite melody, Advaita, Bhakti and Moksha 
as the ultimate goal, Narayana Tirtha set up a pattern for many 
Vaggeyakaras who came on the scene after him, Tyagaraja himself 
being the most outstanding of them all. Along with Jayadeva’s Gita 
Govindam and Kshetrajna’s Padams, Narayan Tirtha’s Tarangini 
gitams have been an integral part of the Kuchipudi dance tradition, 
sanctified by time and unswerving adherence to tradition. No worder, 
Narayana Tirtha’s Tarangini acquired a well-merited niche in the 
Kuchipudi repertoire during the last three centuries. In Ongole 
(Addanki area), Vijayawada, Godavari district, Sri Krishna Leela 
Tarangini and Narayana Tirtha command the utmost reverence. The 
descendants of some of the sixty families of Addanki, who had learnt 
the Tarangam pieces from Narayana Tirtha’s own lips, claim to have 
preserved the pattern to this day; it appears to be a reasonable claim 
(though time might have brought some marginal changes) and the 
number of such families has dwindled now to a mere handful.

In the final phase of his life, Narayana Tirtha spent a few years 
at Varahur where he dedicated the full text of Sri Krishna Leela 
Tarangini at the shrine of Lord Venkatesa; the Lord gave him 
immediate relief from his colic.



Narayana Tirtha’s interaction with Melattur, the home of 
Bhagavata Mela, which he had visited in the final phase of his life, is 
unmistakably clear.
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The Period ofN aravanaTirtha

The appellation “Narayana Tirtha’ has been applied to quite a 
few sanyasins in the last four centuries. There has been considerable 
confusion in sifting the relevant literature. Narayana Tirtha, the author 
of Sri Krishna Tarangini, is the subject of this discussion.

An important question that has defied a satisfactory and definite 
answer throughout the twentieth century and perhaps even earlier is 
the precise period in which Saint Narayana Tirtha, the author of 
Sri Krishna Leela Tarangini lived.

In my recent researches embodied in two volumes published; in 
1988 and 1990 (under the auspices of Mudgala Trust, Madras-28) an 
earnest effort has been made to find an acceptable and reasonably 
accurate answer to these questions. A widely respected musicologist 
has described these two volumes as a land - mark publication of the 
century. "Strangely enough, there have been farjoo many areas of 
disagreements among scholars. For the best part of the 20th century 
nearly seventeen well-known scholars and musicologists had applied 
their minds to the question of the period of Narayana Tirtha — the 
year and place of his birth, his early life, his initiation veiy early in life 
to the sanyasa state, his itenerary in the North and South of India, the 
circumstances in which he came over to Tamil Nadu, the dedication 
of his work Sri Krishna Leela Tarangini the last phase of his life and 
the attainment of samadhi. But firm and acceptable conclusions eluded 
these scholars; for the material at their disposal was inadequate.

The Hindu concept of self-effacement was carried by many of 
our great savants to more than its logical conclusion— near total absence 
of reliable data on which to reconstruct the history of their lives! 
Narayana Tirtha belongs to this distinguished band of saint-philosOphers 
in respect of whom we have to build up reasonably accurate data from
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scattered sources and cross references which my recent studies in 
1987 and 1989 brought out. What makes this question of the period of 
Narayana Tirtha relevant to the history of Carnatic Music and our 
dance tradition is the profound homage to Narayana Tirtha which 
Tyagaraja makes in his Prahlada Bhakti Vijayam. Narayana Tirtha 
is the parameshti guru of Tyagaraja. The influence of Narayana Tirtha 
on Tyagaraja can be seen in many of the phrases (with the same ring 
as Narayana Tirtha’sjwhich Tyagaraja has used in his conversations. 
Many Advaita sanyasins have enriched the Namasiddhanta tradition 
in South India - between the 17th and 19th centuries — Bodhendra 
Sarasvati, Sadasiva Brahmendra, Narayana Tirtha,Upanishad Brahman 
and Tyagaraja himself— not to speak of the equally valuable contribution 
of grahastas like Sridhara Venkatesa Ayyaval and Sadguru Swamigal 
of Marudanallur. The Namasiddhanta tradition clearly structured by 
early 19th century by Sadguru Svamigal is now the bed-rock of the 
Bhajana tradition at Govindapuram, Marudanallur, Varahur, apart from 
other centres which continue to cherish this tradition. Narayana Tirtha 
therefore holds an honoured place in the evolution and preservation of 
tine Namasiddhanta doctrine in South India, apart from the rich musical 
and dance tradition which he has left behind.

Under the Nayak rule at Thanjavur from 1532 to 1675 AD, 
and particularly in the period of Achyutappa Nayak (1561-1614 AD) 
the latter had actively encouraged a substantial number of Telugu 
Brahmana families to migrate from Andhra Desa, particularly 
Kuchipudi, and settled them in Melattur and other colonies around 
Tanjavur. A presumption was made that Narayana Tirtha’s ancestors 
had settled in Melattur area and that Narayana Tirtha was bom and got 
married (in hispurva asrama) in Tanjavur district (Tamil Nadu) In his 
dictionaiy published in 1971, the late Professor P. Sambamurthy expressed 
the view that Narayana Tirtha was a smartha Telugu Brahmana who 
belonged to Tanjore district and hailed (in his purva asrama) from one 
of the Pandit families which came from the Andhra area and settled 
down in the Southern districts during the penod of Vijayanagar empire. 
He had linked even the apat-sanyasa episode in the Tirtha’s life to the
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Vennar river (in Thanjavur district). In the light of the data now thrown 
up by recent researches, Professor Sambamurthy’s theory cannot be 
sustained.
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Some of the Andhra scholars held the view that the period of 
Narayana Tirtha was 1580-1680 AD. It was also wrongly maintained 
by some of the Andhra scholars that Tirtha was bom at Kuchimanchi 
Agraharam in Kona Seema (East Godavari district) in Andhra. (The 
family tradition says that the saint could have stayed at Kuchimanchi 
round about 1700 AD on his way back from the North to South India, 
but he was not bom at Kuchimanchi). Some scholars assumed 
wrongly that Narayana Tirtha was the “spiritual guru” of Bodhendra 
Swamigal, 59th pontiff of Sri Kanchi Kamakoti Pitham(1638-1692 
AD) - yet another theory which cannot be maintained. I had the benefit 
of a valuable discussion with His Holiness, the Mahasvami of Kanchi 
(68th pontiff) on this theory; and he confirmed that there could be no 
question of Narayana Tirtha being the ‘spiritual gum of Bodhendra 
Sarasvati’. Bodhendra is a much older contemporary of Narayana 
Tirtha and they could not have met at all since Bodhendra attained 
samadhi at Govmdapuram in 1692 AD; and on his way back from 
Varanasi and Puri, Narayana Tirtha could have reached Tamil Nadu 
only after 1701 AD (as my remarks later in this article will show).

In view of the conflicting data from external sources which 
made it difficult to fix definitely the period of Narayana Tirtha, it was 
found safe and reasonable to lean on the family data made available 
by Acharya Si vasankara (Sastri) Swami ,a great poet, scholar and scion 
of the eighth generation of the Narayana Tirtha family, on the basis of 
the intimate knowledge of the life and work of Narayana Tirtha, handed 
down traditionally by successive generations of the family. Swami 
Sivasankara Sastri who stayed in Tirthasramu, Vetapalam and passed 
away around 1977 AD, has indicated that till seventy years ago, Sri 
K rishna Leela Tarangini was being staged in the Telugu country as a 
full-fledged Yakshagana, in which the essence of the Upanishads and
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the Advaita doctrine has been embodied. Named Govinda Sastri at 
birth, the young Telugu Brahmana was bom to Nilakanta Sastri and 
Parvati Amma at Kaza Village, in Guntur district of Andhra Pradesh — 
with the surname Tallavajjhala; he belonged to theBharadvaja Gotra 
and Krishna Yajus -sakha group and Apastamba Sutra. Trained by 
Vasudeva Sastri, Govinda acquired considerable proficiency in Purva 
Mimamsa too and soon became a Sangita Vidyanidhi and a shat- 
darsana paraga (Master of the six systems of Indian Philosophy). 
The original surname of Tallavajjhala group was Pisapativaru (not 
supported by any recorded evidence). Married very early in life to 
Utchamma, from a Telugu Brahmana family of Vedadri (on the Northern 
bank of Krishna) opposite to the village Ginjupalli (in the neighbourhood 
of Kaza, south of the Krishna river) confronted by a flash-flood while 
swimming across the Krishna, young Govinda took to apat-sanyasa, 
and when the floods abated and he swam across to Vedadri, he renounced 
the grihasthasrama and was formally initiated into the sanyasa asrama 
by Sivarama Tirtha at Kanchipuram. The family tree ( Vamsa-vrksha) 
of the eight generations of this Tallawjjhala family at Kaza right up to 
Sivasankara Sastri confirms the presumption that Narayana Tirtha’s 
period should be 1675-1745 AD. According to Sastri, the family tradition 
had prescribed Sri Krishna Leela Tarangini as a book to be mastered 
by everyone in the Tallavajjhala line and everyone should be able to 
recite at least three Tarangams.

The Tallavajjhala tradition confirms that Narayana Tirtha’s 
samadhi is at Tiruppunturutti (in Tanjore district of Tamil Nadu).It 
was being looked after by the saint’s family for many years;but because 
of the distance from Andhra desa, difficult communications and other 
factors, they could not continue the arrangement of looking after the 
saint’s samadhi at Tiruppunturutti. There is no reason to discredit this 
family tradition.

Narayana Kavi o f Varahur, the author of 
Sri Krishna Sikyotsava Prabandham who lived in the early part of 
the century( 1868-1935 AD) has borne unambiguous testimony in his
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book to the samadhi of Narayana Tirtha being at Tiruppunturutti (on 
the southern bank of the Kudamurutti river), near the huge mango 
tree where the saint spent the last phase of his life in deep meditation.

Sloka 93 says- Narayana Tirtha attained samadhi in the 
village dedicated to Sri Pushpa Vatisvarar.

Kavera Kanya pariputa parsve

Sri Pushpavatisvara vasadhanya

arame Sri Narayana Tirthanama

Yatih prapede hi Vikuntha lokam

This book published in 1941 carries a valuable introduction 
from His Holiness Sri Mahasvamigal of Kanchi (68th Pontiff) and in 
our discussions His -Holiness has confirmed that Narayana Tirtha 
attained Samadhi at Tiruppunturutti. The Varahur exponents of the 
Narayana Tirtha Cult would have been fully acquainted with the facts 
at the time Narayana Kavi wrote his Sri Krishna Sikyotsava 
Prabhandam. There can be no reason at this point of time to question 
the validity of this proposition on Tiruppunturutti being the site of 
Tirtha’s samadhi. The theory held out by some that the Saint would 
have found lasting peace in a samadhi at Varahur itself or had gone 
back from Varahur to Andhra cannot be sustained for want of 
evidence. So the Tiruppunturutti samadhi theory is upheld by the 
available evidence.

Horoscopic details recently obtained from Andhra Pradesh 
confirm that Narayana Tirtha was bom in 1675 AD. And according 
toKurukanti Sitarama Sastri’s TanjoreNaik Rulers, Narayana Tirtha 
attained samadhi in 1745 AD (Sukla Paksha the waxing moon 
fortnight-^shtarni in the Tamil month of Masi) on a Thursday. Every 
year Tiruppunturutti observes the aradhana on this day. This 
conclusion fits in very well with the rest of the evidence now available.
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Sivarama Tirtha, Narayana Tirtha’s guru had his base in 
Kanchipuram in 1675 -1700 AD. In the eighth Tarangam of 
Sri Krishna Leela Tarangini the name of the preceptor finds clear 
mention:

"Sivarama Tirtha padambuja bhramarena”

(I am the be hovering round and worshipping at the lotus feet 
of my preceptor, Sivarama Tirtha).He refers to his guru pointedly in 
his other works too: Vivarana Dipika and the Subodhini (Sankara
bhasya).

The evidence which I have been able to obtain in the last few
I

years points to the conclusion that after Sivarama Tirtha initiated Govinda 
Sastri into sanyasa (known as Narayana Tirtha in the sanyasa asrama), 
both of them moved up from Kanchi to Prayag and Kasi (Varanasi) - 
round about 1690 AD and Narayana Tirtha should have stayed on at 
Kasi till 1701 AD.

Now I have the clinching evidence which my recent researches 
have brought to light.

Narayana Tirtha wrote the commentary Nyaya Chandrika on 
Bhasaparichcheda of Viswanatha. From the Adyar Library it was 
found that a title Karikavali (also of Visvanatha) appears under the 
above work Nyaya Chandrika. In our introduction to the edition of 
the latter work, the Editor Dhundiraja of the Kasi Sanskrit series 
observes that ‘Chandrika’ was completed by Vikrama year 1758, 
corresponding to 1701 AD. It follows that this work was completed 
during Narayana Tirtha’s stay in varanasi; therefore Narayana Tirtha 
could have left Varanasi for the South only around 1701 AD. It is 
clear that when Narayana Tirtha entered Tamil Nadu after 1701 AD, 
he came into this region as a sanyasi ,all by himself, and not with others
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of his Tallavajjhala clan. Some stray branches o f the clan could have 
moved in later into Cheranmahadevi and Melattur.
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Since the Adhyasalakshana o f Ratnaprabha authored by 
G o v in d an an d a  is in te rp re te d  by N aray an a  T irth a  in his 
Subodhini,N arayana  T irth a  m ust be  o f  a la te r  d a te  than 
Ramanandacharya. Since Ramananda cites instances from Parimala. 
he must be o f a later age than the author o f Parimala, whose period is 
the 16th century AD. Ramananda is the author of Ratna Prabha 
published in 1588 AD and Ramananda’s period is the late 16th and 
early 17th century AD.

From Varanasi, Narayana Tirtha should have moved to the deep 
south o f India via Pun and Andhra desa, reaching the Kaveri delta area 
in Tamil Nadu sometime after 1701 AD. Narayana Tirtha should have 
spent (apart from the holy centers o f Andhra, including Addanki and 
S ingarayakonda and T irupati) the period  1701-1745 AD at 
Govindapuram, Tiruvisainallur, Melattur, Nadukaveri en mute to Varahur.

We have reliable testimony from a leading family o f  the twin- 
villages , Kandamangalam and Varahur, that Narayana Tirtha lived at 
Varahur round about 1720 AD. This information establishes conclusively 
the view I have expressed in my two volumes( 1988 and 1990)that the 
period o f Narayana Tirtha, the author o f Sri Krishna Leela Tarangini, 
is 1675- 1745 AD. It marks a major and definitive break-through in our 
endeavour to determine the “period o f Narayana Tirtha” the author o f 
Sri Krishna Leela Tarangini' .
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BOOK REVIEWS
Mystic Singers of India

Singer Samis oj lndia-A study and an Anthology: Rajinder 
Singh Verma: Sterling Paperbacks. L-J6, Green Park Extension, 
New Delhi-110016. Rs. 125.

India is essentiality a land of religious and spiritual realisation 
and in no other country is spirituality so marked a national character. 
Perfected men have appeared.in our midst from time to time and 
have presented to the common man, both by example and precept, 
the great ideal of liberation. We shall have no cause to complain of 
our present Kali Age when we remember that it has brought forth 
saint singers like Tulsidas, Kabir, Surdas, Tukaram, Namdev and 
Tyagaraja not to speak of the saints of the other religious creeds in 
India.

The book under notice is a unique anthology of the English 
translations of selected hymns of 43 foremost saints of India. The 
hymns of each saint are preceded by brief life sketches highlighting 
their spiritual attainments and the universal appeal of their songs. 
References to particular deities have been kept to the minimum to make 
the selection beneficial to the followers of different sects.

The saints selected are from different parts of India, from 
Kashmir to Tamil Nadu and from Gujarat to Assam. They include 
several women saints like Andal. Lai Ded, Mahadevi Akka and Mira 
Bai.

All credit to the author for having located the translations of 
so many songs in Tamil, Telugu, Kannada, Punjabi, Bengali, Marathi 
and other languages. Rajinder Singh is a professor of English noted 
for his flair for writing verse and has rewritten all the translations in 
excellent diction of uniform quality.

13



The first part of the book contains write-ups of the different 
faiths followed by the saint singers concerned. Bhakti is, naturally, the 
common thread that binds them together and the author has dealt with 
17 cults like Vaishnavism, Saivism, the Sakta cult, Sufism and the sikh 
religion. A wealth of information has been compressed into these pages.

Part II comprises pen-protraits of the Saints followed by 
anthologies of their lyrics. The author has taken enormous pains to 
collect the lives of all the 43 saints and has furnished a fine glossary 
and a bibliography.

As a north Indian writer, Singh appears to have had diffculties 
with some south Indian subjects. The Alwars of Tamil Nadu have not 
dealt with the Radha-Krishna love cult and there is no mention of 
Radha in their works. Instead, they have mentioned a character called 
Nappinnai who plays a similar role.

Saint Nammalwar did not compile the 4,000 divine 
compositions (Nalayiram). The compiler was Nathamuni (ninth 
century A.D.)

The greatest confusion in the book is however, regarding 
Jayadeva. Ruler Lakshmana sena, stated to have been a patron of the 
author of the Gita Govindam, was not the last Hindu king of Nepal 
but of Bengal with his captial at Gaur. Jayadeva did not wander a lot in 
search of truth but lived peacefully at Puri Jagannath.

The reference is obviously to another Jayadeva. Strangely 
enough, two poems attributed to a Jayadeva, one in Apabhramsa and 
the other in Sanskrit have been included in the Guru Granth Shaib by 
Guru Aijun, the fifth Guru. The hymns included in the present book 
are the verses from the Adi Granth. Verses from the Gita Govindam 
may be irrelevant in a compilation like this.

These minor flaws do not detract from the value of reading 
this precious anthology which will benefit not only to scholars in India 
but also Indologists the world over. The get up is elegant *

T. S. Parthasarathy
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Bharata Natya Dancers

BHARATA NATTIYA KALAI: (Tamil) Kalaimamani Saraswathy; 
Thirumagal Nilayam, 55, Venkatanarayana Road, Madras-600017. 
Rs. 125.

With the popularity o f Bharata Natyam increasing day by day 
and hundreds o f  school going girls learning the art, a necessity has 
arisen for simple manuals on the theory and practice o f Bharata 
Natyam Gorgeously produced luxury editions with attractive photographs 
are beyond the reach o f the average student It was therefore, thoughtful 
o f Kalaimamani Saraswathy to have designed the present book in simple 
Tamil with an abundance o f photographs, pen drawings and charts to 
explain the essentials o f South Indian dance to students and teachers. 
Saraswathy is a senior dancer, teacher and choreographer and knows 
exactly what a dence student will look for in a book like this. After a 
general introduction, the book commences with the four kinds of 
Abhinaya. Angika, Vachika, Aharya and Sativka. Agnika includes 
posture o f the head, eye movements, neck movements and Sthanas. 
These are illustrated by fine pen drawings.

The eight types o f Nayikas or heroines play an important role in 
Bharata Natyam and they have been explained in a tabular form with 
their descriptions and characteristics. Dealing with types of Nayakas 
or heroes, the author has drawn interesting parallels from epics and 
puranas.

The very aim o f Natya is to produce ‘rasa’ (roughly translated 
as sentiment’) and the author’s treatment o f the ten rasas, including 
Vatsalya is exhaustive. Upamana (comparison or analogy) is important 
in Abhinaya as objects have to be explained with the help o f similar 
entities and this section o f the book is very instructive.

The qualifications o f a teacher as well as a dancer are 
explained in great detail. Also the seven kinds of Tandava. Adavus are 
fundamental dance units in nritta and they have to be learnt from a .



teacher. However, the author has reproduced 96 colour photographs of 
Adavus demonstrated by dancer Priya Sundaresan.

Hastas or representative gesture with the hands are the very 
backbone of Bharata Nataya and they are two types-Asamyuta or 
single hand gestures and samyuta or double hand gestures. The author 
has explained 32 single hand gestures and 24 two hand gestures with 
actual photographs. More than 50 Hastas depict gods, goddesses, 
the navagrahas and the ten incranations of Vishnu.

The book is thus the most comprehensive guide to dancers 
published so far in Tamil and is a bargain for the price.

T.S. Parthasaraihy
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Nightingale of Mithila 

The Sweetest Love Songs of Vidyapati:

Rendered into English verse by Narayan Jha; Published by 
Narayan Prakashan, C/o Sri Krishnakant Jha, Head Post Office, 
Lai Bagh, Darbhanga 846004; Rs. 100.

A legendary fame and few hundred of evergreen sonnets in 
the Maithili dialect have made Vidyapati as memorable as Jayadeva 
and Lilasuka. The secret in part is the popularity of the theme - the 
transcendental love between Krishna and Radha - and its integral place 
in the Vaishnava philosophy of North India. But many poets in Sanskrit 
have yielded to the tempation of dealing with morbid interest in the 
slipeny blisses of Sringara. Unkind critics have not hesitated to call 
Vidyapati a sensuous poet but in reality he has avoided the pitfalls with 
superb ease and has filled the same sringara with divine escatsy. His 
Padavali forms a class apart from the usual variety of erotic poetiy.

Mahakavi Vidyapati Thakur (15th century) known as the 
‘Nightingale of Mithila’, was a native of Visapi in Bihar. Like Ottakuttar, 
who was court poet of three generations of Chola Kings, Vidyapati 
flourished during the reigns of four generations of Rajas of Tirhut. He 
received many favours from Raja Siva Singh and his queen Lachchima
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Devi in particular and immortalised them in his songs. Although the 
author o f more than a dozen works in Sanskrit and the Avahatta dialect, 
Vidyapati’s chief glory lies in his matchless sonnets in Maithili dealing 
allegorically with the relationship o f the soul with God in the form of 
Radha-Krishna love. This element exercised such a potent influnce on 
Sri Chaitanya and his followers that the Padavali became one of the 
bibles o f the sect. A close imitator o f the Gita Govindam. Vidyapati 
was known as ‘Abhinava jayadeva’. In the field o f music also his 
songs hav played an important role. A major portion of the Ragatarangini 
o f Lochana Kavi is devoted to a discussion o f their musical set-up.

Among the savants who were attracted by the poetiy o f Vidyapati 
and translated his songs into English were Sri Aurobindo and Ananda 
Coomaraswamy. Sri Aurobindo’s translation o f 41 songs was pub
lished by the Sri Aurobindo Ashram. Pondicherry, more than 40 years 
ago. Coomaraswamy’s translation was published first in 1994. The 
Indira Gandhi National Centre for Arts, brought out a deluxe edition 
with the original in Bengali and Devanagari scripts.

The present translation into English verse o f 31 songs of 
Vidyapati, with the Maithili original by Prof. Narayan Jha is welcome 
addition to literature on Vidyapati for the reason that the author’s 
mother tougue is Maithili and he has several volumes to his credit in 
that language. He is a professor of English and an ardent lover o f 
Vidyapati’s poetry. He has selected typical sonnets of poetry and has 
given his translation side by side with the original in Devanagari script, 
foot notes and a glossary. With his command over the nuances of 
both the languages Prof. Jha has kept intact the sw eetness ot 
Vidyapathi’s language while conforming to the rules o f  English 
prosody.

T.S. Parthasarathy

m
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Concepts of Indian Music

IND IAN MUSIC: B.C.Deva, Published by the Indian Council fo r  
Cultural Relations, New Delhi, and New Age International publish
ers Limited (Wiley Eastern limited). Rs.200.

The late Dr. B. Chaitanya Deva (1922-1981) was one of die 
most knowledgeable and versatile musicologists of recent times. Luck 
did not favour him and his efforts did not get the recognition they 
deserved.

Although South Indian by birth Deva was trained in Hindustani 
vocal music by giants like Vinayaka Rao Patwardhan, Keshav Bua 
Ingale and Amanali khan. He was the recipient of the first Doctorate in 
musicology offered by the Gandharva Maha Vidyalaya besides a Ph.D. 
from the Poona University for his work in the psycho acoustics of music 
and speech.

The present work was first published in 1974, and so great was 
the demand for copies that a second edition and three reprints had to be 
brought out in quick sucession. I.C.C.R. has done well in sponsoring 
the third reprint published in 1995.

In the opening chapter the author appropriately commences with 
a discussion of "Raga" which he decsribes as a ’incipent music idea*. 
i.e.,the outstanding features of Indian music is its raga system in which 
the ideal with both Hindustani and Kamatic concept of Ragas, the time 
theory and other salient features figure.

Svara,Murchana and Mela are dealt with in the next chapter. 
The Mela concept reached its culmination in the 72 Melakarta scheme 
of Venkatamakhi of Thanjavur. The author has given the western 
equivalents of Indian svaras and how, by permuntation and combina
tion, 484 scales and 34848 subsidiary melas can be obtained. 
Hindustani music, however, has not been able to accept this scheme.

After a brief chapter on the Talas of Indian Music, Deva takes 
up for a detailed examination musical forms like Prabandha, Knti,
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Dhrupad, Khayal and Thumri. Some well-known composers of these 
forms from Tansen to Tyagaraja have been referred to and their pen 
drawings reproduced

Later, the author deals with devotional music which forms the 
largest chunk in Indian Music Deva was a specialist on the musical 
instruments of India and has authored an equally popular book on the 
subject. The longest chapter in the present book is on musical 
instruments.

'In Retrospect' deals with modem Indian musicology with refer
ence to V.N.Bhatkhande, Paluskar, Chinnaswami Mudaliar and 
Subbarama Dikshitar. There is also a valuable glossaiy.

As the book was written in 1974 some of the facts mentioned 
there have been superseded by later research. The name of Anna- 
macharys s father was Narayana Sun and not Kummaranarayana, and 
Annamacharyas’s Sanskrit work was ‘ Sankirtana Lakshanam’ and not 
‘ Adhyatma Kirtana’. Syama Sastri was not a Telugu Vadama but a 
Tamil Brahmin.

These and a few other minor flaws do not detract from the 
value of an eminently readable and definitive work on Indian Music 
of both the styles. Elegantly printed, the book carries 80 drawings by 
Rangaswamy Sarangan.

T.S. Parthasarathy
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Survey of Indian Classical Music

EUPHONY- Indian Classical Music: L.Subramaniam and Fiji 
Subramaniam; Affiliated East-West Pvt. Ltd. 62-A, Ormes Road, 
Kilpauk, Madras 600 010. Distributors: Rupa & Co., 15, Bankim 
Chatterjee Street, Calcutta 700073. Rs. 295.

The earliest work in English dealing mostly with Carnatic 
music was The Music and Musical Instruments o f South India and 
the Deccan by Captain C.R.Day of the Oxfordshire Light Infantry 
published in 1891. The author uses only the staff notation in his book. 
This was two years before A.M.Chinnaswami Mudaliyar’s Oriental 
Music in European Notation was published in 1893.

Mudaliyar, who was a Master of Arts of the Madras University, 
spent all his savings for publishing his work. His erudition is amazing 
and it was his book that later made many western savants alive to the 
beauties of Indian Music. Although he was aware of the drawbacks 
of using the staff notation for writing Indian music, Mudaliyar was 
convinced that a notation could be evolved which would be accepted 
by all the nations of the world.

Sir E. Clements (I.C.S) was another author who, in 1920, 
published his The Ragas ofTanjore with a long introduction and 52 
Carnatic compositions in staff notation.

In 1993, Dr. Raja Ramanna published his Structure o f Music 
in Raga and Western System (Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan) which is a 
landmark publication and a bonanza for musicologists, both Indian and 
foreign. The author has used mostly the staff notation in this book.

L. Subramaniam, the author of the book under notice, belongs 
to a family of distingished violinists and is one among the 'Violin 
trio* of Madras, the other two being L. Vaidyanathan and L. Shankar. 
Now settled in the U.S., Subramaniam holds a Master’s degree in 
Western classical music and drawing the best from both the systems, 
he has secured a name for himself in the field of East-West orchestral
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fusion.

The present book has been written perhaps with an eye on the 
western reader as staff notation has been used in many places but it 
deals with Indian classical music as a whole with more accent on Carnatic 
music. Hindustani music has been dealt with in a separate chapter and 
the two styles compared in the next chapter

The subject has been developed in a systematic manner 
commencing with a brief history o f Indian music from ancient times. 
The somewhat inadequate notation system in India is dealt with and 
compared with the European staff notation.

Indian music is a melodic system and the raga concept is its 
most outstanding contribution to world music. The third chapter deals 
with the evolution o f raga from its earlier grama, jati and murcchana 
beginnings. The author feels that there is no other system in the world 
which compares with Venkatamakhi’s concept o f 72 parent scales and 
innumerable derivative ragas. In an unusually long chapter on the 
‘Rhythmic Concept' the author discusses the well-known and 
methodical tala system of Carnatic music and has furnished a chart 
showing the beats o f the 3 5 talas.

The chapter on ‘Musical Forms’ describes the different forms 
from Abhyasa Gana to the highly involved ragam, tanam andpal/avi. 
This is followed by a chapter of the musical instruments of Carnatic 
music.

The chapter on Hindustani music starts with the presumption 
that there was a common music thoughout the length and breadth of 
India till about the 12th century and the two distinct systems Hindustani 
and Carnatic are mentioned in the Sangita Sudhakaara o f Haripala 
(1309-1312). Unfortunately the sloka mentioning this bifurcation for the 
first time is not from Haripala’s work but from a pamphlet o f the same 
name written in this century by Kashinath Sastri Appa Tulasi o f 
Hyderabad. This confusion has been created by earlier writers as well.



Secondly, the statement that “Amir Khusru was the first Turk to 
infuse elements of his native music into the existing system in India” is 
not tenable. Although Khusru’s father was a Turk, his mother was an 
Indian orginally from Hindu stock. Khusru was bom in the Eta district 
of U.P. and Braja Bhasha was his mother-tongue. He later became a 
polyglot, savant and music composer. His knowledge of Persian as well 
as other Middle East tunes must have been only through Indian sources 
as he had no opportunity of visiting those countries at any time in his 
life.
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Later, the author traces the growth of Hindustani music with 
Special reference to Dhrupad, evolved during the reign of Raja 
Mansingh Tomar of Gwalior as well as other forms like Dhamar, 
Tappa, Thumri and Ghazal. The tala system of North Indian music 
and musical instruments used have also been dealt with lucidly.

The biographies of about 30 composers furnished in the next 
chapter represent a random selection. Largely copied from eralier 
writings, the accounts contain some glaring errors. Manali, where 
Dikshitar lived for some time, is near Madras and not 20 miles from 
Tiruvarur. Manikakavachakar was not one of the Tevaram composers 
(Sambandhar, Appaar and Sundaramurti ) and his work is called 
Tiruvachakam.

Earlier also there are discrepancies. Ramamatya was not the 
first to conceive the Mela system, but Vidyaranya. Similarly, Swati 
Tirunal was not the first composer of Tillanas but Virabhadrayya.

As the book is bound to be used widely by students and 
teachers in India and abroad, the publishers will do well to issue an 
errata. The book is elegantly printed and contains a useful glossary of 
terms.

A melancholy interest attaches to this publication as Viji 
Subramaniam, the co-author, passed away at a young age before the 
book was printed

T.S. Partkasaraihy
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Monarch of Telugu Padams

M U W A GOPALA PADAVAU- Amours ofthe Divine Cowherd with 
Jingling Bells; English translation and notes on aesthetics by 
Dr.B.Rajanikanta Rao; Rajani Publications, “Vibhavari" S.F. 1 iB 
Venus Apartments, Ttkkle Road, Vijayawada-520010. Rs. 250

Subbarama Dikshitar in his Sangita Sampradaya Pradarsini 
(1904) enumerates more than a dozen composers of Telugu padams 
including Govindasamayya, Ghanam Sinayya, Merattur Venkatarama 
Sastri, Sarangapani and others. But he is emphatic that for felicity of 
expression in the Kaisiki Riti, depiction of the Nayaka-Nayaki bhava 
and musical excellence, Kshetrajna has not been surpassed so far, 
nor can he ever be.

Kshetrajna is an unusual name for a person and this composer 
is the only one who bears that name. According to chapter 13 of the 
Bhagavad Gita, the term meant God Himself but strangely enough, it 
also means a libertine.

In Telugu he is invariably referred to as Kshetrayya or one 
who visited various kshetras. He was an inveterate pilgrim and has 
sung in praise of more than 20 shrines in Tamil Nadu and Andhra
regions.

The term padam was, from olden days, being used to denote 
any musical composition. Kalidasa and Jayadeva have used it in this 
sense and the compositions of the Dasa Kuta tradition are known as 
Dasara padagalu. There are numerous padams in Tamil like those of 
Muthu Tandavar and Ghanam Krishna Iyer.

But from the 17th century it became a distinct genre of musical 
form with a Nayaka-Nayika motif to be sung in slow tempo in rakti 
ragas that lend themselves to a depiction of ‘ sringara’. Kshetrajna was 
a wandering mistrel, visited several royal courts and received lavish 
patronage for composing padams by the hundred. He spent many 
years in the Tamil area and in the courts of Tirumala Nayak of Madurai
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and Vijayaraghava Nayak of Thanjavur (1633-1673). Out of the 4500 
padams mentioned in his padam Vedukato naduchukonna 
(Devagandhari), known as the Mentva padam, no less than 3000 
were composed in the courts of these two patrons. The controversy 
regarding Kshetrajna’s place of birth and later life is beyond the scope 
of this review which deals only with Rajanikanta Rao’s translation.

Dr. Balantrapu Rajanikanta Rao hails from a family of poets 
and is a scholar, playwright, musician composer and a well-known 
broadcaster.

Winner of the Sahitya Akademi award for his research work 
‘ Andhra Vaggeyakara Charitramu,’ Rajani’s monograph ‘Kshetrayya.’ 
published by the Sahitya Akademi in 1981, was a pioneering work on 
the subject.

This is the first time that 160 padams of Kshetrajna are published 
with the text in Telugu script, translation in Roman script and a full 
transliteration in English.

Rao has tackled a formidable and uneviable task because 
Kshetrajna was a scholar, poet and Alankarika who had thoroughly 
studied the Rasa Manjari of Bhanudatta Misra, the Amaru Satakam 
and allied literature and has presented a mind-boggling variety of 
Nayakas and Nayikas in the quaint Telugu idiom of the 17th century.

In many places the real meaning eludes the translator. All 
credit to Rajanikanta Rao for producing an eminently readable English 
translation which is as faithful to the original as possible. Prose being 
inadequate to bring out the import of many lyrics, Rao has attempted, 
with varying degrees of success, a kind of blank verse in English.

There have been several editions of Kshetrajna padams in the 
past, one of them marked for private circulation only because of the 
amatory nature of the lyrics, but publishers have been fighting shy of 
bringing out a translation. B. V. S. S Mani of the Swadharma Swaaraajya 
Sangha of Madras has earned the gratitude of the music world by 
sponsoring this publication which is a bonanza for lovers of Kshetrajna 
padams who do not know the Telugu script.
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Rajanikanta Rao has made a thorough job of the editing work 
by providing notes on aesthetics before the translation of each padam. 
He has gejierlly followed the material presented under the title 
Sringara Rasamcmjari at the end of the publication Kshetrayya 
Padamulu in Telugu edited by; Prof. Vissa Appa Rao and published 
by the Andhra Gana Kala Parishat in 1950.

The other features in this well-printed book include a long 
paper on Kshetraajna presented by the author at the Music Academy 
in 1981 and interesting forewords by Prof. M.V. Rama Sarma, 
Dr. B. Gopal Reddy and Mr. A.S. Raman.

TAMIL

ADI SANGITA RATNAVAU: K. V Srinivasa Iyengar; M. Adi & 
Company, Copies can be had from Kamatic Music Book Centre, 
14, Sripuram I Street, Royapettah, Madras-600 014. Rs. 90.

K.V. Srinivasa Iyengar is pernaps best known to musicians 
and music students as the author of Sangita Ratnavali which has 
been a popular text book for over 80 years. He also wrote the 
Gana Bhaskaramu, an important work on the theory of music and 
dance, which contains many compositions in notation. These are but 
two of his numerous works on music.

For an author who died in 1929, we know pitifully little about 
his life. He was the youngest brother of Tiger Varadachari and Vina 
Krishnamachari and was known as Appadurai. These brothers were 
bom at Kolattur in Sriperumbudur Taluk and each one was a genius in 
his own field Among them, Srinivasa Iyengar achieved everlasting fame 
by publishing several standard works on music in the Tamil script that 
form the asset of countless pupils, amateurs and professionals.

Srinivasa Iyengar played an active role in the estalishment of 
the Music Academy at Madras. On January 8, 1926, The Hindu 
carried a report of the setting up of an * Academy Council ’ and Iyengar 
was one of its leading membefs.
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Among his several works in Tamil and Telugu, the Tyagaraja 
Hridayam, containing the text, meaning, notation and valuable notes of 
abut 300 Kritis of the saint, stands supreme. He had undergone Veda 
adhyayana in his younger years and his knowledge of the Divya 
Prabandham and allied literature stood him in good stead while writing 
the notes.

The fifth edition of the book under notice, the Sangita 
Ratnavali,is a bonanza for music students and teachers as it contains 
a total of 125 compositions comprising Gitas, Svarajatis, Chitta Tanas, 
Vamams and Kritis. All the compositions are in notation and the 
Svarajatis, Vamams and Kritis have a full Tamil translation and notes 
on Raga lakshanas.This is perhaps the only book which contains 16 
Gitas and 33 Vamams.

Of the 66 Kritis printed, 50 are those of Tyagaaraja and the 
rest by Patnam Subrahmanya Iyer. These include popular songs as 
well as rare Kritis. The 23 page introduction contains useful notes on 
svaras, gamakas, ragas, the melakarta scheme and the tala system 
of Kamatic music. The appendix furnishes the arohana and avarohana 
of 151 ragas. The music world will welcome the reprinting of Adi & 
Co’s books by the Kamatic Music Book Centre.

T.S. Parthasarathy

Worship of Nadabrahman

SONIC THEOLOGY - Hindusim and sacred sound: Guy. Beck: 
Motilal Banarsidas publishers Private Ltd., 120, Royapettah High 
Road, Chennai-600 004. Rs. 195.

The origin of Indian music is traced to the Sama Veda and 
music itself is described as Gandharva Veda, one of the Upa Vedas. 
From time immemorial, God has been conceived as Nada Brahman 
(embodiment of nada) and the practice of music as Nada vidya or Nada 
upasana (worship of God through sound)
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In the very first verse of his Sangita Ratnakara Samgadeva 
(13th century) pays homage to Lord Sankara as Nada tahu or “one 
whose body is sound” An interesting description of how Nada is 
caused in the human body is furnished by Samgadeva “The Atma or 
soul, desiring to speak or sing, stirs the mind; the mind strikes the fire 
abiding in the body; the fire strikes the wind; die wind rising along 
the upward path, manifests sound in the navel, heart, throat, head and 
the mouth. Nada is thus produced by the combination of prana and 
anala” This description may appear somewhat fanciful but singers 
like Thyagaraja have given full expression to it in their songs.

Western scholars are often puzzled that unlike religious 
traditions that emphasise silence, the Hindu world is permeated by 
sound. Drums bells, gongs conches and pipes play a central role in 
Hindu worship not to speak of an array of vocalisations and 
incantations. In this study, the author gives a theoretical exposition of 
the major textual sources of Hindu sacred sound, the Vedas, 
Upanishads,Mimamsa and the Tantra treatises. The Vedic Vak or 
'spoken word’ led to the Sabda-Brahman of the Upanishads, and 
later to the Nada Brahman of Yoga and finally to Nada upasana in 
Indian classical music.

Guy L. Beck, spent nearly five years in India learning 
Hindustani music from Pandit Sailen Baneijee of Calcutta who was 
also a noted musicologist. It was this Guru who insisted that Nada 
Brahman was the zenith of Hindu religious and aesthetic experience 
and the highest stage of musical perfectioa Beck was finally encouraged 
to undertake a project in what he calls “sonic theology” as a doctoral 
thesis which forms the basis for the present book.

Though there are several works which deal with the concept 
of Nada Brahman, this book is the most exhaustive one. He naturally 
starts withthe Vedic sound as abasic source as the Rig Veda is believed 
to be impregnated with sacred speech or Vak The rishis are said to 
have visualised the mystic form of Vak which “is subtle, eternal or 
imperishable and incomprehensible by ordinary sense organs.”



The sacred syllable OM' (pranava) is believed to be the 
offspring o f Brahma, the creator, No holy text shall be chanted without 
Om. The Pranava Upanishad describes in great detail the etymology, 
pronunciation and the use o f Om.

During the time o f the Upanishads, the mythological notion 
o f Vak was transformed into an ontological reality in itself known as 
Sabda Brahman. In the section “Sabda Brahman in the Upanishads” 
the author has quoted extensively from the Upanishads notions to 
show that Upanishadic o f sound were the forerunners o f the many 
esoteric notions prevalent in the Yoga and Tantric schools.

The second chapter dealing with “Indian Philosophies of 
Languages” refers to the two principal schools, the M imamsa and 
the philosophy o f gram m ar (Bhartruhari) which made the most 
significant contributions to the philosophy o f languages. The interesting 
point in this long chapter is the fact that although Sankara took great 
pains to refute the Sphotavada doctrine, he was, nonetheless, 
influenced by it as gathered from Padmapada’s commentary on his 
m aster’s teachings.

The next chapter discusses Nada Yoga or sacred sound as 
Nada Brahman and the author has pointed out that although the Yoga 
tradition falls within the six orthodox systems o f Indian philosophy, it 
differs in several ways from the Vedic tradition. The esteem accorded 
to Nada or Nada Brahman in the Yoga tradition can be seen in the 
Yogasikha Upanishad which says: “There is no mantra higher than Nada: 
there is no God higher than one’s own Atman; there is no worship 
higher than investigation o f the Nada.”

Part II o f  the book deals with the treatment o f sound in the 
Tantras. Sakta-Tantra treats the sacred sound as the Goddess. The 
predominant form o f Sakta-Tantra in India is the Sri Vidya which is also 
the most sophisticated one regarding sacred sound. The author’s 
statement that the Saundarya Lahari is, perhaps, wrongly ascribed to 
Sankara is controversial. His quotation from BhaskaraRaya (from Tamil 
Nadu) that “Goddess Tripurasundari is Nada Rupa (in the form o f sound) 
is, however, quite relevant.
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Saivism treats the sacred sound as the energy of Siva while 
Vaishnavism treats it as die energy of Vishnu. The author has quoted 
extensively from the relevant Agamas. Commentators on the 
Bhagavata Purana, a later work, have also commented on the important 
role of the sacred sound in Hindu theology. Sri Vaishnavas attach 
great importance to die syllable “Om” as it forms part of the Ashtakshara 
mantra.

The book makes heavy reading which is inevitable because 
the concept of sound is an abstruse one and it has different connotations 
in every school. But it must be said to the author’s credit that he has 
studied the entire literature available on the subject.

T.S. Parthasarathy
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Art of Bharata Natyam

BHARATAKALAI (Kotpadu): (Tamil) Padma Subrahmanyam; 
Vanathi Pathippagam, 13, Deenadayalu Steet, T. Nagar, Chennai- 
600 017.Rs.135

Many students and teachers of Bharata Natyam try to delve 
into the Natyasastra of Bharata Muni under the impression that it is. 
an exclusive treatise on dance and the basic text for Bharata Natyam 
in the present form. On the contrary, Bharata’s classic is a compendium 
which deals comprehensively with dramaturgy, including poetics, and 
everything connected with die stage, make-up, acting, music etc. and is 
intended as a guide alike to the poet and the player.

In fact,the present day Bharata Natyam is primarily the 
‘Ekaharya lasyanga’ described in the Natyasastra, a dance form in 
which a single dancer takes up different roles. All emotion is conveyed 
by one person who effectively uses his or her skills in abhinaya to 
present two, three or even a multitude of characters like die hero, heroine, 
messenger and the sakhi. The Natyasastra, however, forms the bedrock 
of all later treatises like the Abhinaya Darpana which is the handbook 
for most o f the contemporary exponents of Bharata Natyam.

How old is this dance form, which was also known as Sadir and



Chinnamelam, and how correct is it to call it Bharata Natyam? In their 
monograph on Bharata’s Natyasastra, P.S.R. Appa Rao and P.Sri Rama 
Sastry write: A confusion has been created in the minds of the public by 
the word Bharata Natyam to mean one of the classical dance forms 
from Tanjore. It is neither Natya nor its form has been originated by 
Sage Bharata, but only a form of dance about 160 years old.”

But there is, however, no need to rush to the conclusion that 
there was no term like ‘Bharata Natyam’. Purandara Dasa has used it 
in his pada ‘Adidanu Ranga’. In the Tamil padam ‘Madananukku’ 
(Athana), Ghanam Krishna Iyer (1790-1854) refers to a courtesen as 
an “expert in Bharata Natyam.” Iyer was a contemporary of the Tanjore 
Quartette and the dance form referred to by him as Bharata Natyam 
is the Tanjore Sadir.

Poet Subrahmanya Bharati also refers to Bharata Natyam. 
Padma’s suggestion to call it ‘Bharata Nrityam’ has not been received 
well by the dancing community.

There are numerous books on Bharata Natyam in English, 
some of them are very expensive, but only a handful in Tamil. Two 
precious treatises on Abhinaya-the Abhinaya Navanitam and the 
Abhinaya Sara Samputam by Chetlur Narayana Iyengar-were published 
around the year 1886 and were reprinted by the Music Academy in 
1961. The most scholarly work on Bharatasastram in Tamil is the 
‘ Svabodha Bharata Navanitam’ by Mangudi Durairaja Iyer published 
in 1957.

There can be no two opinions regarding Padma’s competence 
to write a book on Bharata’s art. An outstanding dancer and a life 
long student of the Natyasastra, she secured in 1979 a Ph.D. for her 
doctoral thesis ‘Karanas in Indian dance and sculpture’. Her attempts 
to incorporate the frozen dance postures of sculptures into pulsating 
movements in her choreography were received with bouquets as well 
as brickbats. But undaunted, she has evolved her own technique of 
body movement and Kinetics. Her earlier book in English Bharatha’s 
Atrs-then and Now,was an eye-opener. In the book under notice the 
performing techniques of Bharata Natayam is studied in detail under
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the headings Nritya, Nritya and Abhinaya The author stresses the fact 
that in Nritta all the limbs of body from head to feet are employed and 
corrects the impression that Nritta has no bhava or rasa She has also 
pointed out that the term ‘natya Nataka’ is incorret as both Natya and 
Nataka mean only drama

The chapter on Angika Abhinaya is naturally the longest and 
occupies 50 pages. Postures of the head, hands (single and double), 
chest, sides waist feet and neck as also eye movement have been 
explained with drawings. Twelve sthanas (stances like Sama, 
mandala, Vaishnava and others, have been shown in full page drawings. 
The next chapter describes the various dance forms of India like Sadir, 
Mohini Attam, Odissi, Kathak, Manipuri, Kathakali and kuchipudi 
and their essential features

! Adavu’ a most important component of Bharata Natyam forms 
the subject of next chapter and the author has pointed out that although 
the terms ‘Adavu’ and ‘Karana’ are synonymous, many of the karanas 
of Bharata have become obsolete and the present Adavus are based on 
the description found in the ‘SangitaSaramruta’ ofrulerTulajaofTanjore 
(1729-1735). She has pointed out that the use of the whole leg has 
disappeared and only the tapping of the feet survived. A large number 
of Adavus have been described and their practice explained. This is an 
illuminating chapter and 112 photographs ofthe author, oiginally published 
in Marg Publications book (1979), have been reproduced for the benefit 
of students.

Later chapters deal with Tala, musical notation, Ahaiya Abhinaya 
(costumes), dance compositions, Bhava, Rasa and folk dances of India 
and Western dance. The book is a self-contained manual of Bharata 
Natyam, with rare photographs, made available at an affordable price.

XS.Parthasarathy 

(Courtesy: THE HINDU”)
* * * * * * * * *
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